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1 Introduction 

The role of the World Wide Web has become essential to all computing as the vast 

majority of digital content is being stored, processed and accessed over the Internet. The 

current development of connectivity has both enabled new possibilities for collaborative 

computing and established a new baseline of expectations for services, in which 

information and digital content, regardless of size or quantity, is expected to be available 

whenever needed. The revolution of mobile devices has further increased the significance 

of the Web and related technologies as the data is also being consumed on the go. In 

addition to traditional sites and applications rendered in Web browsers, great number of 

platform specific applications are designed to consume and produce data utilizing Web 

technologies, including communication protocols and data formats.  

The overall quantity of data transferred in the Internet is continuously increasing as new 

possibilities of utilizing collaborative computing continue to emerge. Web as a medium 

is gaining larger share of all Internet traffic as user-centric services, such as Internet 

communities, social media and multimedia services gain more popularity. In addition to 

static data objects, the emergence of on-demand streaming services, cloud storage 

services and Web-hosted data repositories contribute to the Web traffic in a growing 

number. As a result, over 50% of all data communication measured in 2009 from 

residential broadband connections resulted from Web content and Hyper Text Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) based data transfer. The total share of HTTP-based traffic measured in 

2011 from the backbone of a Tier-1 Internet Service Provider (ISP) had grown to over 

60% of all data transferred in the network [MFP09, GeD11]. 

Due to the fact that many Web-related technologies, most notably HTTP, were not initially 

designed for the demand and purposes of the current utilization, various optimizations 

and delivery improvements have taken place to enhance the availability and performance 

of collaborative systems. As the majority of overall Internet traffic is based on HTTP, the 

development of content delivery technologies is greatly focused on resolving 

performance and availability challenges related to client-server networking model. 

Majority of the development is focused on protocol adjustments and content-centric 

optimizations that seek to minimize the need of transferring any excess data. Protocol 

improvements have similarly emerged for reducing the overall content delivery latency 

by optimizing the usage of low-level network resources [EGH09, MUH13]. 
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As the bandwidth of end-user devices continues to improve, the service expectations grow 

towards lower latencies for the accessed content. Various service providers have adopted 

content caching as means to decrease the access latency in addition to avoiding service 

congestion and network resource exhaustion. Similarly many ISPs and network operators 

deploy internal content caches and network routing optimizations to avoid transferring 

excess data and resources that could already reside in the local network [RSB01, Ken01]. 

Service-side content caching alone has become one of the corner-stones of the modern 

Web, resulting in dedicated caching overlay networks that are often established only to 

meet the growing demand of data transfer. The content caching and delivery industry 

based on Content Delivery Networks (CDN) has solely grown to a multi-billion-dollar 

business [Ken01]. It has been estimated that YouTube alone, before the Google 

acquisition, spent over 20 million dollars per month on content delivery expenses [ShJ10]. 

Throughout the early development phases to its current form, the Internet has 

fundamentally been designed to exist and evolve as an interconnected set of sub-

networks, operated by various independent network operators and users. The original 

design philosophy of Internet has been to provide an independent and open information 

network that does not impose control hierarchies from governments, carriers nor the 

corporate world. The fundamental idea of the Internet has been to share information 

openly and freely amongst all of the network users [Kle08].  

As the Web has nowadays become a dominant medium for information exchange, various 

entities have proven interest in controlling and limiting the information accessible in the 

network [Bam13]. Some entities aim to restrict access to intellectual property and 

monetary valuable assets while others might attempt to filter out any illegal or abusive 

content. In a government-wide scale the targeted control may even apply to undesired 

political or religious opinions as well as criticism towards government-level decisions 

and actions. In some cases the information restrictions are even utilized to control mass 

behavior [KPR13]. It has become clear that as an essential part of modern infrastructure, 

the various stakeholders of modern societies have indicated strong interest in guiding the 

development of the Internet. As an outcome, a growing number of the various sub-

networks have begun shifting towards a more controlled and authoritative model 

[MuR13]. As the core routing protocols of the Internet only define the interconnections 

of sub-networks, the openness and neutrality of the Internet are transforming to a 

competition of unequally accessible network routes. 
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The Internet cannot evolve as an open and independent information network unless the 

development is guided by the original design principles. The contrary of disallowing 

access to unwanted content is not a technical question, but rather political and ethical, and 

thus should not be solved by intervening in technical implementation of the network. This 

thesis contributes to the development of a neutral and efficient Internet by conducting an 

evaluation of the existing content delivery methods and presenting preliminary design 

choices for a novel peer-to-peer (P2P) based Web content delivery mechanism named 

HTTP2P, in respect to the following design principles. 

1. The content delivery should provide performance comparable to the existing CDN 

infrastructures. 

2. The content delivery should not require any additional components or third party 

infrastructures. 

3. The content delivery should decrease data transfer expenses compared to the 

existing CDN infrastructures. 

4. The content delivery should be resistant to Internet blockades and censorship. 

5. The content delivery should be transparent to the end-users. 

6. The delivered content should be verifiable to have originated from the intended 

service. 

7. The content delivery should not enhance possibilities of eavesdropping or content 

modification by any third parties. 

The thesis is organized in three major sections of which the first two, chapters 2 and 3, 

are focused on evaluating the existing content delivery models, their performance and 

suitability to the given design principles. Chapter 2 examines the characteristics of client-

server-based networking model in terms of performance, efficient content delivery 

models, censorship and alternative routing overlays. Chapter 3 performs a study on the 

benefits and caveats of the existing P2P networking models as an alternative to normal 

Web content delivery model. Chapter 4 presents a preliminary design of a novel P2P-

based content delivery overlay (HTTP2P) as an alternative to existing client-server based 

Web content delivery. The end of the Chapter 4 and the rest of the thesis is focused on 

evaluating the suitability of the suggested solution in a large-scale Web content delivery, 

and its compliance to the given design principles. 
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2 Client-server networking model 

The basic Internet architecture is based on the packet-switched routing model, in which 

the communicating entities exchange data in small packets that are routed through various 

sub-networks of the Internet [Kle08]. Each device connected to the Internet is considered 

as a host, and most often the communicating hosts are identified by an Internet Protocol 

(IP) address defining the source and target hosts in the network routing. The content in 

Web-communication is generally produced by a content-serving host (server) and 

accessed by a content-consuming host (client). In the simplified form of Web-

communication each client connects to the server and requests a resource, to which the 

server responds with the given resource. 

In order to understand the capabilities and limitations of the prevalent Web-

communication schemes, the implications, routing structures and performance drawbacks 

resulting from the underlying client-server communication model need to be examined. 

While the available bandwidth is the dominant attribute in all Internet infrastructures, it 

is clear that the more requests are sent to a single host, the more bandwidth is required 

for the responding endpoint and the more congested the particular network endpoint will 

become. As a result, the client-server communication model implicitly defines higher 

performance and bandwidth requirements for the content-serving hosts than for the hosts 

consuming the content. Any individual clients accessing the same server are thus 

considered to cause a negative externality in terms of data transmission latency and 

service response time for any other clients accessing the same server [HCB01]. 

Majority of all Internet communication is relayed using IP-routing. As the IP itself is a 

network-layer routing protocol, it is coupled with transport-layer protocols defining the 

communication details. The most commonly used transport-layer protocols in host-to-

host communication are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP), providing completely different communication schemes. UDP is a light-

weight communication protocol minimizing the communication delay and protocol 

overhead by providing a completely stateless datagram-based communication scheme. 

Due to the stateless design, UDP does not preserve the packet ordering nor pose any 

guarantees on the success of the packet delivery, and is therefore often considered to be 

suitable for real-time and streaming applications where performance and low latency are 

valued over correctness of the packet delivery [SoK91]. 
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TCP differs significantly from UDP by providing a reliable packet transmission that 

maintains the packet ordering and guarantees successful data delivery. The main features 

of TCP include ordered data packages, detection and re-transmission of lost packages, 

network congestion detection and avoidance, transmission flow control and data error 

control [DIP81, SoK91]. Even though TCP provides reliable packet transmission, its 

stateful and connection-oriented design introduces a notable protocol overhead compared 

to UDP [SoK91]. Each established TCP-connection begins with a handshake and ends 

with a connection termination procedure. All data transmitted during TCP-connection is 

sent and received in a sequential order, and the sent packets are acknowledged by the 

receiving endpoint. In order to avoid receive-buffer overflow and network congestion, the 

data transmission rate is automatically adjusted in TCP by monitoring lost and re-

transmitted packets [DIP81, XTA04]. 

Due to its congestion avoidance and reliability properties, TCP has become the dominant 

transport-layer protocol of the Internet. As a result of the increasing adaptation of Web-

infrastructures and Web communication technologies, significant amount of multimedia 

and streaming applications have also began to utilize TCP. According to Xu et al. 

approximately 90% of all communication in the Internet consists of TCP traffic [XTA04]. 

Because of the popularity of TCP, the performance of its congestion avoidance algorithm 

has become well studied subject [XTA04, TSZ05, LLS07]. Most notable implementations 

of TCP congestion avoidance algorithm are Tahoe, Reno, Vegas, New Reno and 

Compound TCP, each intending to reduce the protocol overhead and maximize the 

utilization of underlying network resources [XTA04]. 

The Web communication utilizes HTTP that most often relies on TCP on top of IP-

routing. In the early versions of HTTP, each data-object requested by the Web client 

initiated a new TCP connection to the server, which was utilized to transmit the Web-

request and the corresponding response. As a result, several connections, requests and 

responses were required on both application- and transmission layers to deliver the data-

objects rendered by the Web client [MUH13]. In order to improve the data transmission 

efficiency, various performance improvements were introduced in HTTP version 1.1, 

including persistent connections, connection pipelining and cache control [FGM99]. As 

HTTP/1.1 is the latest widely standardized version, dating back to year 1999, no 

significant protocol-level enhancements have been widely adopted for HTTP-based Web 

communication in over a decade. 
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HTTP version 2.0 is being standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to 

further improve the efficiency of Web communication over the Internet. The main goal of 

HTTP/2.0 is to reduce data transmit latency observable to the end-user through the use of 

SPDY, a technology primarily developed by Google [MUH13]. In general, SPDY defines 

optimizations that satisfy the HTTP/2.0 main goal by employing HTTP header 

compression, content compression and request multiplexing. In addition, SPDY allows 

the server to push content in addition to the request-reply model employed by earlier 

HTTP versions [MUH13]. While SPDY succeeds in reducing the overall transfer 

latencies compared to the earlier HTTP versions, it is not designed to promote the 

openness of the Internet nor minimize the dependency on content delivery infrastructures 

and other external transmission performance improvements [MUH13]. Similar to any 

other performance improvements, SPDY further optimizes the use of networking 

resources, thus reducing the effect of negative externalities observable in the client-server 

networking model. 

In a fully non-optimized content delivery scheme, the resource congestion on the server-

side is a cumulative effect of each concurrent client-transmission, as further discussed in 

the Chapter 2.1. Most of the prevalent application-level performance improvements are 

therefore designed to reduce the amount of cumulative resource consumption and the 

overall amount of delivered data. However, in order to thoroughly address the server-side 

resource congestion and the performance caveats caused by the client-server networking 

model, such data transmission scheme is required that deviates from the current Web 

content delivery principles. An effective solution especially for the server-side congestion 

needs to address the quintessential aspect of having a single point of resource for multiple 

accessing clients. 

2.1 Performance analysis 

Overall communication latency in the Web-based end-user applications is shown to be in 

a critical role of the user experience, and thus represent a great factor in the success of the 

application [ZSN01]. It has been estimated already back in 2001 that the e-commerce 

Web sites lost over 4 billion dollars in annual revenue because of poor content delivery 

performance [ZSN01, Ken01]. As the significance of the Web has only increased in the 

past, the importance of minimizing data transfer latencies and thus content access time in 

Web communication is further highlighted.  
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To understand the implications of non-optimized Web content delivery and to study the 

correlation between network resource utilization and the amount of received requests, a 

measurement and a performance analysis of a crowded Web server was conducted. The 

measurement was run for 13 hours on a low-end server based on the specifications given 

in Table 1. In order to measure the bulk data transmission performance of a congested 

server and to avoid any external server-side software optimizations, a simple benchmark 

Web server was implemented and utilized for data collection. The Web server was written 

on Microsoft .NET platform and Microsoft HTTPAPI/2.0, implementing HTTP/1.1. No 

performance optimizations were implemented to the benchmark server, and the key 

performance figures of each request were recorded in addition to request source and 

platform details of the requesting host. Operating system of the benchmark server 

provided a Compound TCP based congestion control scheme.  

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION 

CPU Intel Atom 330 at 1,6GHz 

RAM 2GB 

HARD DISK DRIVES 2x 5400RPM HDD on software RAID 1 

NETWORK Asymmetric Eurodocsis 3.0 residential 

gateway on 100Mbps downlink and 

10Mbps uplink 

OPERATING SYSTEM Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 

Table 1: Server specifications 

Each request was associated to a specific session that measured the transfer time of all 

files hosted by the server. The session simulated the overall time required to transfer all 

of the data-objects to the Web client in order to successfully render the given resource. 

Each session was identified by a Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) and each request was 

associated to the corresponding session by including the session identifier as a cookie. To 

ensure the authenticity of the measurement, each assigned session identifier was signed 

by the server, and the corresponding signature was verified from every request. Each 

request containing a session identifier without a valid signature was considered malicious 

and discarded. In addition, any requests belonging to a session for which the requested 

resource had already been delivered were also considered malicious and discarded. 
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The simulated content consisted of six payload files and an index file, each described in 

Table 2. In order to avoid any client-side caching, the payload files contained plain-text 

representation of pre-calculated decimal numbers stored in an html-file. Each payload file 

was described in the index file in an Iframe-element. To provide greater level of 

randomness in the simulated congestion, the index file triggered a page reload within a 

pseudo-random time between 1 to 5 seconds once all the Iframes were completely loaded. 

The content was chosen to simulate a static Web page containing three very small files, a 

small index file and three varying-sized payload files. 

FILE SIZE IN BYTES 

INDEX.HTML 2 514 

FILL.HTML 876 

FILL2.HTML 879 

FILL3.HTML 1 876 

SMALLSET.HTML 8 779 

MEDIUMSET.HTML 127 857 

LARGESET.HTML 428 566 

Table 2: Measurement content files 

All of the traffic generated to the server was completely based on voluntary requests that 

were promoted in popular social media sites. The generated traffic was not limited to any 

type of connections or platforms and included requests from both desktop and mobile 

platforms. No network preferences or limitations were given, and the traffic was 

identified to originate from corporate, residential and mobile (3G/LTE) networks. The 

server was located in the residential network of a well-known Finnish ISP, connected 

directly to FICIX1, which is the largest Internet Exchange Point (IXP) in Finland. During 

the measurement, a continuous server load averaging to 850 requests per minute was 

achieved with two minor flash-crowd spikes reaching to over 1200 requests per minute, 

shown in Figure 1. Majority of the requests originated from Finland, Europe region, 

Canada and USA, with most of the non-Finnish European traffic originating from 

Sweden, Denmark, France, United Kingdom and Spain. 

                                                 
1 http://www.ficix.fi/english/main.php 
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Figure 1: Request count during measurement interval 

During the 13-hour measurement, a total amount of over 49GB of data was sent, including 

the requested content files, HTTP headers and cookies. Similarly over 511MB of data was 

received in the form of HTTP requests and cookies, excluding any invalid requests. When 

examining the amount of transmitted data, it is clear that the more requests are received, 

the more data is transmitted. Without any optimizations, the growth in both sent and 

received data is linear in relation to the amount of requests received, as shown in Figures 

2 and 3. Despite that in both cases the majority of data is clustered around the average of 

850 requests per minute, the linearity is still well observable. 

Some dispersion occurs in the data sent, plotted in Figure 3, as the amount of sent data 

varies between requests. Three of the smallest content files and the index file combined 

are smaller than any of the other content files alone. Due to the given difference, more 

requests to the smaller content files can be processed in the same measurement interval 

during congestion, increasing the amount of received requests per minute without 

necessarily translating to more data being sent. As a result the total amount of received 

requests is increased in the diagram, while only a portion of the total amount of data 

included in the session is recorded for the specific data entry. It is also noteworthy that 

all data transmissions handled with over 900 requests per minute have occurred during 

flash-crowd spikes on a congested link that already has the upstream bandwidth limit 

reached. Such traffic could affect the behavior of the underlying TCP implementation, 

decreasing the data throughput by the adjusted size of the congestion window. 
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Figure 2: Bytes received / minute 

 

Figure 3: Bytes sent / minute 

The observed linearity is mostly true for a completely non-cached client-server data 

delivery. In an actual Web communication scenario, some of the Web content, such as 

images, would most often be cached by the Web client, reducing the overall amount of 

data sent and received by the server. The observed linearity is also true only for static 

content that is received upon requests. Great amount of Web communication consists of 

dynamically generated or distributed content, altering the ratio of data sent and received 

per request. In modern Web applications the content may also be delivered using 

alternative techniques, such as WebSockets, biasing the request-to-data linearity. 

No CPU, memory or disk I/O exhaustion was detected during the measurement, 

regardless of the small cryptographic overhead caused by the digital signatures assigned 

for each session and verified for each request. The performance effect would be different 

for dynamically generated responses, depending on the computational load required to 

generate the desired content. However, the given results indicate that when hosting static 

content even on a very low-end server, the major bottleneck is mainly imposed by the 

available bandwidth. As the network link utilized in the measurement is asymmetric, the 

primary bottleneck is caused by the available upstream bandwidth, being 10Mbps. The 

upstream limit is observable in Figure 3 as the maximum data rate close to 1300kB/s is 

reached during approximately 900 requests per minute, dictating the transfer time of the 

requested content. Given that the available uplink bandwidth is the only observable factor 

affecting the performance of the measurement, and the total upstream bandwidth is shared 

by simultaneously occurring responses, it becomes clear that the total amount of 

concurrent requests and responses define a negative externality in terms of data 

transmission performance in static Web content delivery. 
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In order to further examine the effect of simultaneously occurring requests on overall data 

transmission performance, a correlation between average request handle time and the 

amount of simultaneously occurring requests was measured. Request handle time 

indicates the total time it takes for the server to transmit the requested resource, starting 

from the moment the HTTP-request has been read from the network interface. The 

measured request handle time excludes any DNS-queries and TCP-handshakes, and 

therefore does not indicate the total request completion time observed by the Web client. 

In the measurement, a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of � = 0.957 was 

observed between concurrent requests and the average request handle time, plotted in 

Figure 4. The correlation indicates a close-to-linear growth in the observed request handle 

time, where a significant, over 12-fold increase applies to the average request handle time 

as the total amount of 40 simultaneous requests is reached. Similar correlation of � = 

0.956 was observed between concurrent requests and average session handle time, shown 

in Figure 5. The average session handle time indicates the average of the total time 

required to transfer all the files (557KB) included in the content file set of the 

measurement. 

 

Figure 4: Correlation between simultaneous requests and average request handle time 
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Figure 5: Correlation between simultaneous requests and average session handle time 

While the average request handle time remains within a reasonable time-frame, between 

0.2s and 3s, it is noteworthy that the observed average is greatly affected by the amount 

of the small content files of less than 3KB. The total data transfer delay observed by the 

Web client consists of the time required to transfer all of the content files included in the 

given Web site, indicated by the average session handle time. According to Zari et al. 

decreasing the overall load time of a Web site by one second reduces the rate at which 

users tend to abandon the site by 22 percentage points [ZSN01]. In contrast, the growth 

of the average session handle time translates to over 10-second increase when a total 

amount of 35 simultaneous requests is reached in the measurement. A growth of over 3 

seconds in the average session handle time is experienced with every 10 additional 

simultaneously occurring requests. The given result indicates that simultaneously 

occurring requests cause a close-to-linear growth in the bandwidth requirement, 

increasing the overall data transfer time of a static Web content delivery, and thus being 

unsustainable for any large-scale Web-based services. 
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When the data transfer delay is examined by file size, shown in Figure 6, it is obvious 

that the delay increases in a linear fashion regardless of the content size. However, while 

the increase in small files is measured in tens or hundreds of milliseconds, the similar 

increase becomes several seconds as the content files grow larger. The performance 

impact of the congested network link is best seen on large files, having the most 

significant implication on the overall content transfer performance. The high request 

handle times indicated for one simultaneous request are caused by the various initial 

subsequent sessions triggered from a 3G network. As the HTTP/1.1 utilizes connection 

pipelining allowing the Web client to receive several content files simultaneously, the 

overall transfer delay perceivable to the client is mostly determined by the concurrent 

transfer delay of the largest content files. Without connection pipelining, or with the client 

implementation limiting the amount of concurrent connections, the overall transfer delay 

could be close or even equal to the cumulative transfer delay of each individual file.  

 

Figure 6: Transfer delay measured by file size 

In comparison to transferring smaller files, an additional delay is encountered in the 

transfer of large files by the cumulative packet latency introduced by the underlying 

transport-layer protocol. The delay is however negligible if compared to the overhead of 

delivering the large file in smaller data chunks that would be requested separately. The 

benefit of splitting the content to small and separately requested files would also be 

overthrown by the use of connection pipelining, as the amount of simultaneous requests 

would only multiply to cover the entire amount of data contained in the corresponding 

large file, thus congesting the server uplink. 
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Sub-networks of the Internet are often referred to as Autonomous Systems (AS), 

indicating an autonomously administered network that follows a single and well-defined 

routing policy to any other autonomous networks of the Internet [HaB96]. Each AS in the 

Internet is associated with a unique Autonomous System Number (ASN), identifying the 

specific subnetwork to other interconnected subnetworks. The ASN is also used to 

identify and query routing policies between different autonomous systems in terms of 

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing. Most typically an AS represents a partial, or a 

complete network of an ISP or a large organization. ISPs may further divide the different 

segments of their internal network to different ASes, given that the network segments 

employ different routing policies and separate external AS-connections. As a result, the 

high-level network topology of the Internet is formed of the various AS-level 

interconnections and their properties [HaB96].  

Each of the Inter-AS connections impose different properties in terms of bandwidth, 

latency and monetary cost to the connecting networks. Since the AS represents an internal 

network of any interconnected ISP or organization, any data traffic occurring inside an 

AS may be considered free in terms of external bandwidth utilization and direct monetary 

cost. However, a heavily congested AS may cause additional delay to any delivered 

packets that are routed to, from or through the given AS. Similarly the Inter-AS 

communication introduces a performance disadvantage when compared to 

communication that occurs within the boundaries of a single AS. If comparing the overall 

data transmission delay introduced by communication to any external AS, it appears to 

be beneficial to constrain the network traffic to a single AS whenever possible. 

The performance disadvantage of Inter-AS communication observed in the measurement 

is illustrated in Figure 7, plotting the average request handle time for both the local-AS-

only and Inter-AS communication. Given that the increase in delay is close-to-linear 

despite of the file size, and the largest files dominate the average session handle time, it 

is reasonable to measure the delay occurring when transferring the largest files of the 

measurement. The plotted Inter-AS communication includes all data transfer to any other 

than the local AS, combining the results of geographically and topologically varying 

destinations. While the performance difference seen in the index-file is insignificant to 

the Web client, an overall difference reaching up to 5 seconds is observable when 

transferring the large content file. It is also notable that the performance disadvantage for 

Inter-AS communication increases in relation to the size of the transferred file.
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Figure 7: Delays encountered in Local-AS and Inter-AS communication 

Most of the autonomous systems consist of different sub-networks that cannot be 

generalized by their structures nor internal properties. However, since most of the 

autonomous systems operate within a specific area in both network topology and 

geographical region, the ASes can often be mapped to a certain geographical coverage 

that binds hosts from the certain geographical area to a specific Point of Presence (PoP). 

Given that different autonomous systems represent various topological and geographical 

locations, the granularity of solely measuring the combined delay of all Inter-AS 

communication is poor. In order to accommodate the delay caused by the Inter-AS 

communication, each requesting host was mapped to a high-level geographical area based 

on the regional internet registry responsible for assigning the given host IP-address scope.  

The impact of geographical distribution was measured in four exclusive categories, 

including Local AS, Finnish AS, Europe and North America. The Local AS represents 

responses that were sent within the same AS on which the server resides. Finnish AS 

includes responses that were sent to any AS residing in Finland, excluding the local AS. 

The Finnish ASes were identified by their responsible IP-registry and any associated AS 

information. Europe includes responses sent to any AS whose IP-address space is 

managed by RIPE NCC2, excluding the local and Finnish ASes. North America similarly 

represents all responses sent to any AS whose IP-scope is managed by ARIN3. 

                                                 
2 Ripe Network Coordination Centre, https://www.ripe.net 
3 American Registry for Internet Numbers, https://www.arin.net 
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When examining the regional differences in data transfer delay of the large file, plotted 

in Figure 8, it is seen that the topological and geographical distance to the originating host 

is the single most significant source of the delay. According to FICIX, most of the large 

Finnish ISPs and organizations are directly connected to the IXP and are thus equally 

considered to be very close to each other in terms of Internet topology and geographical 

distance. The close geographical and topological distance is well observable in the result, 

as the overall difference in request handle time measured between the local AS and the 

other Finnish ASes is negligible throughout the server load.  

 

Figure 8: Average request handle time of large file by geographical distribution 

The average transfer time measured for European ASes combines an average result for 

hosts located throughout the Europe. Even though the rest of the Europe is combined 

under the same metrics, the average increase in transfer delay is observable as an average 

increase to the distance of the destination host. While the average transfer time to 

European hosts is higher, it still remains relatively close to the transfer time measured for 

hosts residing geographically and topologically near the server. A significant difference 

in the delay is only encountered in trans-Atlantic communication, increasing the overall 

transfer time by over 10 seconds at greatest when compared to the average delay to 

European hosts. The result indicates that the perceived transfer delay grows in relation to 

geographical and topological distance of the destination host. The increased delay is a 

result of the cumulative packet latency caused by increasing amount of nodes processing 

the packets, as well as the physical latency introduced by the transfer mediums. 
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Reducing the amount of transferred data reflects to the cumulative packet latency, 

decreasing the overall difference of the average request handle time between 

geographically and topologically varying destinations. While the increase in delay 

follows a similar pattern for both large and medium files, causing an increase of 2 seconds 

for the medium-sized file between hosts from Europe and North America, the difference 

becomes less significant when the file size is reduced below 10KB. Delay comparison for 

the small file, plotted in Figure 9, indicates an average difference of close to 100ms 

between the local AS and any Finnish ASes, whereas the average delay to European 

region is reduced close to any destination AS that is connected to the same IXP as the 

server. The average request handle time of the trans-Atlantic connections however remain 

by an average of 250ms over the transfer delay to any European AS. While the request 

handle time between the local AS and the European destinations grows at a similar ratio, 

the increase of delay in trans-Atlantic connections is affected by a greater ratio in relation 

to the European destinations as the server load increases. 

 

Figure 9: Average request handle time of small file by geographical distribution 

Even though the distance-based increase in request handle time is observable regardless 

of the file size, the average difference in request handle time decreases to less than 150ms 

for the index file, plotted in Figure 10, and could thus be considered minor for the overall 

delay encountered by the Web client. When the file size is reduced to less than 3KB, the 

delay between the Finnish ASes and rest of the European destinations evens to the same 

boundaries of an average of 100ms above the delay of the local AS. Similarly the delay 

experienced by the trans-Atlantic connections is reduced to a static boundary, close to an 

average of 150ms above the delay of the ASes located in European region.  
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Figure 10: Average request handle time of index file by geographical distribution 

The greater increase-ratio in the average request handle time of the trans-Atlantic 

connections is not observable in content files of below 3KB. Based on the measurement, 

the observed delay is distance-based and increases the further the destination host is 

located from the originating host either geographically or in the network topology. 

Similarly the difference in delay between destinations is affected by the size of the 

transferred content even though the delay in each case, regardless of the file size, favors 

content transfer within the local AS. The difference in transfer delay to ASes that are 

connected to the same IXP as the server and destinations that are roughly on the same 

continent as the server become insignificant when the file size is reduced close to the 

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) property of the underlying network layers. The 

transfer delay to any destination host located geographically or topologically far from the 

originating server is only statistically significant when transferring small files, but as the 

file size increases, the perceived delay becomes significant for the overall transfer delay. 

2.1.1 Mobile networks 

Enabled by the development of mobile devices, the profile of modern computing is 

shifting towards a model in which the content is continuously available regardless of time 

or location. The networked resources are consumed in a continuum switching between 

desktop devices utilizing broadband connections and mobile devices connected through 

mobile networks. As the increasing portion of all networked content is consumed on 

mobile devices, it becomes essential to study the similar performance implications of the 

client-server networking model in mobile networks and on mobile devices. 
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Mobile computing and mobile networking have become vague definitions as any device 

connected to a wireless network could be considered to have the properties of a mobile 

network connectivity. Any non-desktop device, such as a smartphone, tablet or even an 

embedded sensor device may utilize a wireless communication interface and could thus 

be considered as a mobile device capable of mobile networking. Most often the mobile 

devices are connected to the Internet either via cellular or IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local 

Area Network (WLAN) connection, although in some cases the devices could utilize 

alternative radio technologies, such as Bluetooth or even satellite gateways [UUQ14]. In 

the most common form a mobile device represents either a smartphone or a tablet, each 

of which usually contain several wireless communication interfaces.  

In order to provide the most optimal networking performance, the mobile devices often 

choose between the available wireless interfaces and switch to the most preferred 

connection, referred to as vertical handoff [DGL11]. In vertical handoff, a device may for 

example automatically switch a previously utilized cellular interface to a WLAN 

connection when entering the range of a known WLAN Access Point (AP). An attempt 

to detect the utilized network interface solely based on the host information would yield 

very unreliable results as the ASN details often exclude any detailed network information, 

and as some of the ISPs utilize the same ASN for both broadband and cellular networks. 

Because of the vertical handoff, the conducted performance measurement made no 

distinction between mobile and desktop devices. Majority of the observed mobile devices 

utilized a broadband connection via WLAN interface, while some of the mobile hosts 

utilized both broadband and cellular connections, depending on the time of the day. 

The overall data delivery performance experienced by a mobile device is greatly affected 

by the underlying network interface. Since the current mobile devices are powerful 

enough to utilize the full capacity of a WLAN interface, no significant delay is introduced 

to the data transfer performance when the underlying wireless local area connection is 

relayed to a broadband connection. The observed difference in data transfer delays 

between desktop and mobile devices located in the same AS with the server are plotted 

in Figure 11, illustrating the average request handle time for the large content file of the 

data set. The lower request handle time indicated for mobile devices is a result of data 

interpolation and a smaller result set of mobile requests. Based on the result, a vertical 

handoff to local area network connection generally yields data transmission performance 

equal to the desktop equivalent utilizing the same relayed broadband connection. 
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Figure 11: Comparison of large file transfer time between desktop devices and mobile devices connected 

through broadband connection 

Common to all wireless networks, any interference in the radio signal may disturb the 

data transmission, corrupting the signal and resulting to packet loss in the end-to-end 

communication. Given that the HTTP relies on TCP, any occurring packet loss triggers a 

packet retransmission, reducing the overall throughput of the HTTP data transfer. As a 

result, the wireless networks are more prone to packet loss and therefore performance 

fluctuations in the HTTP data transfer when compared to the wired transfer mediums 

[HXT10, UUQ14]. The overall data transmission performance depends completely on the 

characteristics of the wireless transfer medium and the environment in which the data 

transfer takes place. The performance of close-range WLAN connections could be 

comparable to wired Ethernet connections whereas cellular connections may experience 

significant performance degradation [HXT10]. However, similar performance 

degradation may be experienced in WLAN connections whenever a wireless dead zone 

is encountered or the wireless gateway performs a connection handoff to another gateway. 

Cellular networks operate on a large scale, providing data access outside the boundaries 

of any wireless local area networks. In order to achieve as large coverage area as possible, 

the cellular data access is provided by utilizing the existing Global System for Mobile 

Communications (GSM) infrastructure. The data transmission in GSM network was 

originally achieved by circuit-switched data protocols such as Circuit Switched Data 

(CSD), and its successor High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD). Common to both 

protocols, the data transfer is circuit-switched, forcing the networked entities to reserve a 

certain network path prior to data transfer. The reserved route is dedicated to the 

communicating entities, guaranteeing maximum data transmission rate [Che02, DGL11]. 
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The circuit-switched protocols were later replaced by packet-switched radio 

communication protocols, in the form of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). Packet-

switched communication was enabled by the utilization of Time Division Multiple Access 

(TDMA) modulation, allowing multiple clients to share the same radio channels that were 

not utilized for the circuit-switched traffic. In TDMA, each network user is allocated a 

time-slot on the shared radio frequency to transmit in short bursts [Che02]. The time-

shared radio frequency incurs additional latency to the end-to-end communication as the 

given radio channel is only available in short bursts. As the utilized radio channel is time-

shared amongst the base station users, every additional radio client causes a negative 

externality to the existing users in terms of link utilization and latency. Any packet loss 

occurring during the given time-slot will result in packet retransmission during the next 

available time-slot, affecting the overall transmission performance [Che02, HXT10]. 

GPRS data networks have become superseded by Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

System (UMTS) and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) network technologies, commercially 

branded as 3G and 4G [DGL11]. The evolution of 3G networks replaced TDMA data 

transmission by Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) modulation and its successor 

Wide-Band Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), allowing multiple devices to 

transmit on the same radio channel simultaneously. In CDMA and WCDMA the radio 

bandwidth is shared amongst the client devices by spread spectrum coding, dividing the 

available radio bandwidth amongst uniquely coded radio transmissions. Each radio client 

is allocated a unique modulation code, separating the modulated radio transmission from 

other clients using the same base station. Whereas the TDMA networks share the radio 

bandwidth in bursts, the CDMA-based networks share the available bandwidth uniformly 

amongst all the radio clients of the given base station [HXT10, DGL11].  

Further performance enhancements to 3G network includes High Speed Packet Access 

(HSPA) reducing the latency and data transfer time by combining the utilization of High 

Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High Speed Uplink Packet Access 

(HSUPA) [DGL11]. In contrast to GPRS, the deployment of 3G network requires an 

additional radio device upgrade to the existing GSM infrastructure. LTE on the other hand 

requires no major changes to the existing infrastructure and utilizes both GSM and UMTS 

networks. In addition, LTE has greater radio frequency usage and thus higher data 

bandwidth through the use of Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-

FDMA) modulation when transmitting from the client device to the radio base station.  
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On the contrary to previous cellular data network generations, the LTE utilizes different 

modulation in radio communication to and from the radio base station. The data is 

transmitted from the base station to the client devices using Orthogonal Frequency-

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation that is also utilized in WLAN and the wired 

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) broadband connections. Even though the 

underlying radio infrastructure varies between GPRS (2G), UMTS (3G) and LTE (4G) 

networks, the packet delivery to and from the Internet is based on similar hierarchical 

routing implementation in all of the cellular networks, separating the radio network from 

the service provider’s core network and the Internet gateways [DGL11].  

The data routing in both GPRS and UMTS networks follows a similar high-level network 

architecture, illustrated in Figure 12, using terminology equivalent to 3G networks. In 2G 

and 3G networks all end-user data is transmitted from the mobile device to the ISP’s radio 

endpoint, referred to as Base Transceiver Station (BTS) in 2G networks and Node B in 

3G networks. The regional radio base stations are connected to a Radio Network 

Controller (RNC) responsible for transmitting data to other RNCs in the same Radio 

Access Network (RAN) and binding all data communication from RAN to the ISP’s core 

network [DGL11]. In order for the underlying network implementation to be transparent 

to the mobile devices, often referred to as User Equipment (UE), all regional RNCs relay 

the data to a regional Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), maintaining the regional 

routing information of UEs in the ISP’s core network. All data relayed by the regional 

SGSNs is tunneled in GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) and further relayed to the ISP’s 

Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), acting as a network gateway between any 

external packet networks and the cellular data network. The GGSN is responsible for 

tunneling and de-tunneling any relayed GTP traffic, thus hiding the cellular network 

details and bridging the cellular network to the external networks [DGL11]. 

Similar network architecture applies to 4G networks with minor simplifications. In LTE 

networks the RAN is referred to as Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-

UTRAN), consisting only of radio endpoints named Evolved Node B (eNodeB). Each 

radio endpoint is directly connected to the LTE core network, called Evolved Packet Core 

(EPC). The EPC is a simplified architecture of the GPRS core network, in which every 

eNodeB is connected to a Serving Gateway (S-GW), interconnecting the ISP’s internal 

radio network. The S-GW relays all data traffic directly to Packet Data Network Gateway 

(P-GW), combining the core network functionalities performed by SGSN and GGSN. 
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Figure 12: High-level architechture of cellular 3G network 

Signal strength between the mobile device and the corresponding radio base station has a 

major role in the overall transmission performance of a cellular data connection. Indicated 

by Huang et al., a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the wireless communication channel 

reduces the maximum achievable bit rate, reflecting directly to the achieved data 

transmission performance [HXT10]. Whenever the SNR decreases below a critical 

threshold for the specified radio equipment, the transmitted packets may become corrupt, 

causing TCP retransmission, connection timeouts and disconnection of the established 

TCP connections. Any experienced packet loss has a direct effect on the overall TCP 

throughput, triggering packet retransmission and affecting the TCP congestion control 

behavior [HXT10]. In low-SNR connections the underlying cellular network technology 

defines the magnitude of performance degradation in terms of signal modulation and the 

overall tolerance of radio frequency congestion. 

The overall Round Trip Time (RTT) in cellular 3G network is dominated by the first hop 

from the mobile device to the radio base station, being responsible for a significant portion 

of the overall RTT to the ISP’s Internet gateway. Depending on the physical network 

implementation, RAN contributes approximately between 60% and 90% to the overall 

RTT within HSPA networks [SGV09]. Serrano et al. estimated that the contribution to the 

latency caused by the ISP’s entire cellular infrastructure decreases progressively as the 

technology evolves, stabilizing to an estimated overall latency of less than 20ms in the 

LTE networks [SGV09]. The experienced latency is however subject to possible base 

station congestion and low SNR, affecting the delay regardless of the radio technology. 
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Radio bandwidth shared amongst the base station users as well as the overall capacity of 

the local network segment is observed to translate to varying levels network congestion, 

based on the physical location of the user and time of the day [HXT10]. Huang et al. 

measured an overall end-to-end RTT between a non-HSPA 3G client and a landmark 

server located in the Internet to vary between 300-700ms, depending solely on the time 

of the day [HXT10]. Traffic optimization may occur on a congested base station, causing 

some of the relayed packets to be queued whenever the regional base station or RAN 

capacity is exceeded. Based on the defined Quality of Service (QoS) optimizations, some 

of the low-priority packets may get dropped from the queue, increasing the experienced 

end-to-end latency in low-priority connections.  

The difference between low-priority and high-priority traffic may yield a notable increase 

in the bulk data transfer performance if the local RAN segment becomes congested 

[SGV09]. Indicated by Serrano et al., the difference between loading a 221KB Web site 

in low-priority and high-priority connection classes translates to a total increase of 5.9 

seconds in a congested HSPA network [SGV09]. Regardless of priority or congestion, the 

measured performance may still be subject to fluctuation depending on the geographical 

network region and the regional network properties of the chosen carrier. The achieved 

maximum performance depends on several factors, such as the utilized cellular 

technology, the amount of regional network congestion, physical network implementation 

emphasized on the significance of RAN to SSGN connection, the capacity of the internal 

network and any carrier-specific network optimizations [SGV09, HXT10]. 

Cellular broadband networks operate on the same hierarchical architecture in which all 

of the external network traffic is routed through the specified packet gateways. Whereas 

the external packet data in GPRS and 3G networks travel through RAN, SGSN and 

GGSN, a similar path is formed in 4G networks via eNodeB, S-GW and P-GW. In either 

case the GGSN or the P-GW represents the mobile device’s point of presence in the 

Internet. As the RAN is optimized for wide coverage area, the SGSNs (or S-GWs) are 

often geographically wide-spread [DGL11]. The GGSNs (or P-GWs) tend to be similarly 

wide-spread to provide as wide coverage within the RAN as possible. In 4G networks the 

distance between cellular network components may grow even higher due to reduced 

amount of internal routing points. Higher distance between network components 

introduces more intermediate network devices for routing the packets, thus increasing the 

overall RTT of the given network path. 
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Radius of the cellular infrastructure reflects on the amount of network aggregation points, 

reducing the amount of external packet gateways to a relatively small number when 

compared to any high-speed broadband infrastructures. In physical network infrastructure 

the fewer packet gateways (GGSN or P-GW) result to higher geographical distance 

between the available points of presence. As a result the end-to-end communication to 

any destination host in the Internet may become sub-optimally routed, causing the packets 

to cycle an unnecessarily long distance when compared to a wired broadband network 

with greater amount of closely deployed PoPs [DGL11]. Dong et al. measured the 

geographical distance of destination host to have a notable effect on RTT, doubling the 

average latency from approximately 70ms to 140ms in HSPA network as the overall PoP-

to-host distance was increased from 1000km to 4000km. In a 3G network the similar 

increase has not been observed to be as significant, since the radio interface between the 

UE and the NodeB is identified to form the main bottleneck, forcing the average RTT 

above 100ms regardless of the distance to the destination host [DGL11]. The sub-optimal 

routing becomes even greater factor in 4G networks where the latency caused by the radio 

link is often expected to be negligible for the overall RTT [DGL11].  

The additional distance is measured to have a similar performance impact with highly 

replicated content, such as content delivery networks discussed in Chapter 2.2. Indicated 

by Dong et al., allowing the packets to leave the ISP’s internal network at an earlier 

routing point has no significant difference on the overall geographical distance to the 

destination host in a non-replicated content scheme, shown in Figure 13 [DGL11]. 

However, when the content is replicated to multiple geographically distributed sources, 

the difference between exiting the internal network at RAN (Exit-At-RAN, EAR), SGSN 

(Exit-At-SGSN, EAS) or GGSN (Exit-At-GGSN, EAG) has a significant impact on the 

overall distance to the closest replication server. With 10 or more geographically 

distributed replication servers, exiting the ISP’s internal network at RAN could yield an 

over 3-fold reduction to the overall distance. Further doubling the degree of content 

replication from 5 to 10 different locations yields no significant difference when the traffic 

leaves at GGSN. If the traffic is allowed to exit at SGSN, being the first edge of the GPRS 

core network, the overall distance to the nearest content server becomes smaller than the 

traffic exiting at GGSN with higher degree of replication. The given result promotes 

increasing the amount of network gateways, thus minimizing any excess latency caused 

by the additional distance common to the hierarchical routing [DGL11]. 
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Figure 13:“Fig. 6. Extra air mile vs. Number of CDN locations”, Dong et al. [DGL11] 

2.1.2 Analysis outcome 

In a bulk data transfer the non-optimized client-server networking model introduces a 

single point of origin for all accessing clients. The level of congestion in the originating 

server (origin) determines the overall data transfer performance encountered by any 

connecting Web-clients. It is noticed that in a static server environment, in which the 

allocated resources are not shared and thus constantly available, the only quantifiable 

factor for measuring the increase in performance requirement is the number of 

simultaneously received requests. Based on the measurement, any simultaneously 

occurring data transfers cause a linear growth in the bandwidth utilization on the origin. 

In any large-scale Web-based service the linear growth of bandwidth usage in relation to 

the number of simultaneously accessing Web clients is unsustainable. 

The bandwidth exhaustion in the origin is only mitigatable by minimizing the amount of 

simultaneously occurring data transfers, regardless of the connection type. In any actual 

client-server based Web service the avoidance of simultaneously occurring request 

handling would however result in connection queues, causing a controversial effect on 

the overall performance. In a congested data source the delay experienced by Web clients 

is mainly dictated by the largest files of the content set. The delay caused by small files 

of less than 3KB is negligible even on a congested origin in terms of the overall delay 

experienced by the Web clients. Based on the measurement, it would be extremely 

beneficial to divide and distribute the total amount of content data in small files that could 

be requested simultaneously from multiple sources. 
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Distance between the communicating hosts is a major factor in the RTT and has therefore 

a significant role in the overall latency of the content delivery. The given results indicate 

that distance in terms of network topology and geographic location has a direct 

consequence on the experienced data transfer latency. While latency-wise the most 

favorable option is to restrain the communication within a single AS, the perceived 

latency could remain within a reasonable boundary as long as any long-distance data 

transfer, such as trans-Atlantic or intercontinental connections are avoided. Additional 

latency occurs whenever any extra hops are introduced in the network path, promoting 

the avoidance of any unnecessary network cycles. The overall latency is increased the 

most when a large file is transferred in a long-distance connection, but remains relatively 

low even during congestion, provided that only small portions of data are transferred. The 

result indicates that content transfer in small chunks and from multiple simultaneous 

sources could result in satisfying performance even when the communicating hosts reside 

on different continents or beyond several network hops. 

Measuring the data transfer performance of mobile devices indicates that vertical handoff 

to local network yields performance equal to the relayed Internet connection, enabling 

network stability and bandwidth comparable to the equivalent desktop devices. However, 

the network stability and bandwidth become affected by various external factors when 

the data connection is established through a cellular network. The experienced latency in 

cellular network is generally dominated by the wireless link to the radio base station. 

While the radio latency is continuously reducing, reaching negligible figures in 4G 

networks, the hierarchical network structure in mobile infrastructures is likely to cause 

sub-optimal routing, resulting in higher end-to-end latency. Whereas the wired broadband 

connections offer stable performance, the cellular data networks are subject to shared 

network bandwidth and regional congestion caused by other network users. 

The experienced congestion in a cellular network may become amplified by any 

employed network optimization and QoS-settings favoring high-priority traffic, resulting 

in greater delays and even packet loss to the low-priority connections. Regardless of the 

network technology, each cellular connection is prone to low SNR, reducing the bitrate 

of the connection and at the worst causing packet loss. Based on regional availability, 

SNR and network congestion, the radio network may additionally instruct the client to 

downgrade the radio link to any previous generation protocol. As a result, cellular data 

connections do not meet the reliability of a wired high-speed broadband connection. 
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2.2 Content Delivery Networks 

Repeatedly requested static content, such as images, are often cached by the Web clients 

to avoid any unnecessary data transfer and to increase the performance of subsequent 

requests. The overall cache efficiency is determined by the maximum cache size, the 

amount of cacheable content in the accessed Web service, and the utilized cache eviction 

policies. Whenever the service consists of rarely reused content, the storage and lookup 

overhead may exceed the performance benefits gained by caching. Despite that client-

side caches are generally efficient enough to reduce the overall amount of data transfer, 

the benefit is mostly restrained between the origin and the single accessing Web client. 

Any infrastructures hosting multiple clients would however generate an amount of load 

equal to the initial request whenever the same content is accessed by a different client. 

Regardless of the caching scheme, a low cache hit-ratio emphasizes the cost of the storage 

overhead and affects the overall transfer latency with an additional time it takes to verify 

the cache content before initiating the data transfer [RSB01]. The cache hit-ratio is often 

enhanced in the large subnetworks of the Internet by employing various network-level 

caches in addition to the client caching. The most common network-level caches 

employed in the large network infrastructures utilize either bulk forward caching, 

hierarchical caching or distributed caching scheme, leveraging the common interests 

shared by large groups of users [RSB01]. 

Hierarchical caching utilizes several cache servers deployed to the major aggregation 

points of the subnetwork. Each aggregation point in the network topology represents a 

level in the cache hierarchy. Whenever a cache miss occurs, the request is forwarded to 

the next caching point higher in the network hierarchy. The highest cache level is often 

represented by the PoP node of the subnetwork, requesting the content from the origin in 

case of a cache miss. As the higher cache levels are expected to satisfy a large topological 

coverage of the network clients, the resource and bandwidth requirements for the high-

level caches may easily grow enormous. Hierarchical caching is therefore prone to 

causing congestion in the internal network during high network utilization. The larger the 

hierarchy is, the higher the storage and lookup overhead become in case of a complete 

hierarchical cache miss [RSB01]. Additionally the cost associated with deployment and 

maintenance of various cache servers, especially the high-level caches, may easily 

overcome the gains of saved bandwidth. 
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Distributed caching scheme is utilized as an alternative to hierarchical caching, 

employing cache servers only at the edge of the subnetwork. The distributed cache servers 

co-operate within the internal network to form a cache overlay that is utilized by the Web 

clients as a single logical cache. Depending on the protocol used for inter-cache querying, 

the distributed caching may introduce an additional request latency by querying data from 

other cache servers. Whenever the cached content is replicated within multiple servers or 

queried by other cache servers, the storage and latency overheads are increased. In order 

to avoid any excess latency and data transfer caused by the cache co-operation, the cache 

servers may store and replicate indexes of the cached Web content as an alternative for 

querying and transferring any previously cached content [RSB01].  

In some scenarios both hierarchical and distributed caching may become over-complex 

for the described purpose. Unstructured forward caching is a simplified alternative for 

distributed caching, employing cache servers at the edge of the internal network with an 

intention to cache all cacheable Web content with no major caching structure or hierarchy 

[EGH09]. Even though bulk forward caching is the simplest network-level caching 

solution with minimal protocol overhead, it may easily prove to be inefficient compared 

to any structured caching solutions. To cope with the inefficiency of unstructured forward 

caching, Erman et al. have suggested a network aware forward caching scheme, in which 

the cache servers are deployed to a vicinity of only selected PoPs of the network, caching 

only content that is considered expensive to deliver [EGH09]. 

The need for efficient caching mostly reflects from the single point of origin introduced 

by the client-server networking model. Various requests may not only congest the content 

origin, but also the bandwidth of every network path contributing to the content delivery. 

Web services cannot rely on the content-consuming end to implement efficient, let alone 

network-level caching as means to reduce the load from the origin. High-volume Web 

services cannot therefore rely on a single point of origin, forcing the Web service 

providers to distribute the content of the service to multiple points of origin [WeF11]. 

Many Web services also need to prepare for any fluctuation in the amount of received 

requests. In an effect referred to as Flash Crowd, a sudden, temporary and often 

unpredictable peak amount of requests exceeding any standard traffic measures occur to 

the Web service. The request volume during a flash crowd may often exceed the capacity 

of the origin, significantly increasing the request handle time and at worst resulting in a 

complete resource exhaustion comparable to a Denial of Service (DoS) attack [WeF11]. 
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In effort to mitigate the challenges related to a single content origin, many large scale 

Web services provision the delivery of any static content to a Content Delivery Network 

(CDN) responsible for caching and delivering the requested content to the Web client. 

Generally the CDNs are highly distributed forward cache overlay networks that aim to 

store and deliver as much of the static content of the subscribed service providers as 

possible. Observed in the performance analysis conducted in Chapter 2.1, the distance to 

the origin is a significant factor in the overall data transmission latency. In order to 

minimize the content delivery latency, the CDN servers are often geographically well 

distributed, replicating the content as close as possible to the Web clients [TWR11]. 

Regardless of the provider, the main purpose of a CDN is to minimize the load from the 

origin and to enhance the data transfer performance by distributing the maximal amount 

of content from the origin to the mirror servers of the CDN provider [JKR02, TWR11]. 

Because of the high bandwidth capacity in the CDN overlay and the high geographical 

distribution of mirror servers, the CDNs are often also considered to provide resistance 

to service performance degradation during flash crowd events [JKR02]. However, as the 

dynamically generated content cannot be offloaded from the origin, only the static Web 

content is cached by the CDN overlays.  

While the implementation details of a CDN may vary depending on the selected provider, 

two general architectural models have been identified when observing the most common 

CDN providers. The largest provider, Akamai, utilizes a highly distributed network model 

consisting of over 137 000 cache servers distributed to over 85 countries [FDC14]. Each 

of the servers are connected to the Akamai CDN overlay for localized cache co-operation. 

The Akamai CDN servers are distributed both geographically and topologically as wide 

as possible to provide a minimal distance to the closest available content source for any 

Web client regardless of the location. In some cases the Akamai servers may even be co-

located with the internal network caches within an ISP’s or an organization’s local 

network to provide an in-AS CDN access [TWR11, FDC14]. Because of the high degree 

of distribution, Akamai servers are considered to have limited capacity when compared 

to large data centers [TWR11]. Other large CDN providers, such as Limelight, Windows 

Azure CDN or Amazon CloudFront are based on fewer PoP locations with each location 

employing a large data center to meet the performance demand. Measured by Triukose et 

al. the chosen approach for datacenter consolidation does not affect the perceived 

performance as long as the CDN provides tens of intercontinental PoPs [TWR11]. 
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The fundamental idea in every CDN follows a similar principle of delegating requests for 

static Web content to the subscribed overlay network. The general high-level architecture 

of CDN overlays consist of geographically distributed edge servers that act as content 

caches, and the CDN control servers determining the closest edge server to the request 

source. Content delegation to the overlay network is Domain Name System (DNS) based, 

in which the origin domain provisions a selected number of host names to the CDN 

provider’s domain [TWR11]. When the client-rendered part of the Web site, such as an 

index file is generated upon a request, all outsourced static content is referred to originate 

from the CDN-provisioned host names. While the Web client renders the content, all 

outsourced data is requested and returned from the domain of the content delivery 

network, thus reducing the load from the origin. The DNS servers of the CDN provider 

are embedded with a logic for determining the location of the request source and choosing 

the most suitable edge server for delivering the requested content. The edge server 

selection is often affected by various prevalent metrics such as distance to request source, 

level of congestion, availability of the edge servers and the overall cost of content delivery 

to the given source [TWR11, FDC14]. 

A simplified example of the general CDN content delivery pipeline is illustrated in Figure 

14, consisting of a CDN infrastructure, an origin server located in Europe and a Web 

client located in North America. The presented internal network represents a local 

network of an ISP or an organization that employs any type of forward caching. The 

delivery pipeline is initiated by the Web client requesting a content-file from the local 

cache server. Given that a cache miss occurs on the local forward cache, a DNS query is 

committed to the local DNS server, requesting the IP-address of the origin server. Since 

any optimization details, such as possible DNS caches are discarded for the simplicity of 

the example, the local DNS server queries the address from the authoritative DNS server 

of the origin domain. As the given host name is outsourced to the CDN, a canonical name 

(CNAME) record is returned, referring to the domain of the CDN provider. The IP-

address corresponding to the CNAME is further queried from the authoritative DNS 

server of the CDN, triggering the edge server selection based on the resolved PoP of the 

local DNS server and other observed metrics. As the internal network resides in North 

America, the query resolves to the edge server N, located close to the internal network of 

the Web client. The resolved IP address is returned to the local cache server requesting 

the content from the given edge server and relaying it to the requesting Web client. 
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Figure 14: General CDN content delegation principle 

Despite of the high traffic volume encountered by the edge servers, not all of the requested 

content is always found or valid in the designated edge server’s cache. Whenever a cache 

miss occurs on an edge server, the requested content is downloaded and stored to the 

server in prior to relaying it to the Web client. Possible cache misses in the CDN often 

result in a major overhead to the content delivery in form of excess DNS queries and the 

time it takes for the edge server to download and relay the requested data [TWR11]. While 

the CDN cache misses cause overhead for the specific requests, the overall performance 

achieved using CDN-based delivery is significantly greater when compared to a non-

replicated single origin content delivery. Triukose et al. indicated that in over 50% of 

cases the CDN-based Web content delivery outperforms the direct-origin download by 

over 5-fold increase in performance [TWR11]. The significant increase in performance is 

shown to be dependent on the speed of the end-user connection, suggesting that high-

speed Internet connections benefit more from the CDN-based content delivery than low-

speed residential broadband connections of less than 1.5Mbps [TWR11]. Regardless of 

the end-user connection speed, the CDNs are shown to outperform the direct-origin 

content delivery in over 90% of the cases. The measured performance increase indicates 

a clear benefit of utilizing CDN infrastructures in the Web content delivery [TWR11]. 
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The first hop from the Web client to the ISP’s network defines the achieved performance 

gain of the CDN-based content delivery. Whenever the first network hop from the Web 

client forms a bottleneck, a smaller performance advantage is gained from the CDNs over 

a direct-origin based content download. Given that faster Internet connections benefit 

more from the CDN-based content delivery, they become also prone to greater overall 

performance impact whenever a performance-degrading anomaly, such as data center 

over-consolidation or an edge server loss occurs in the utilized CDN infrastructure 

[TWR11]. Many large-scale network infrastructures employ fine-grained optimizations 

in order to avoid excess bandwidth usage in any network layers. Some of the employed 

optimizations, such as DNS-caching, could result in a contrary effect when combined 

with the CDN-based content delivery [DGL11, TWR11, FDC14]. Since all cache-based 

optimizations result in stored and reused static information, they cannot follow the 

temporal dynamics of a CDN, observed by the server selection logic of the CDN.  

Fiadino et al. studied the complexity of the content delivery mechanisms utilized by 

Facebook, revealing a complex hybrid-CDN scheme of both Akamai CDN and 

Facebook’s own edge network. The resulting content delivery scheme is indicated to 

utilize both the Facebook-AS and Akamai CDN depending on the type of content and the 

surrounding conditions, at some occasions resulting in unpredictable content delivery 

characteristics [FDC14]. At some occasions the measured origin may decide to transfer 

some of the content from the Facebook’s own edge servers instead of utilizing Akamai. 

Any cached static content locations would be likely to conflict with the origin selection 

policies of both origin and the Akamai edge server selection. As a result, any origin-

related client-side optimizations could conflict with the intended behavior of a CDN-

enabled content delivery.  

The result of DNS caching on mobile devices during a vertical handoff may yield an even 

greater performance penalty [DGL11]. Given that the cached edge server is originally 

selected by the location of a cellular exit node and any prevalent cellular network 

conditions, the vertical handoff to a broadband connection without DNS caching would 

be very likely to yield an edge server much closer to the interchanged broadband 

connection. Dong et al. measured the performance implication of a client-side DNS 

caching during a vertical handoff from a cellular network and observed performance 

degradation by up to an order of magnitude when DNS-caching is employed with a CDN-

replicated content during a vertical handoff [DGL11]. 
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Avoidance of the single point of origin has inevitably resulted in complex network 

infrastructures and content delivery overlays, to which the Web service providers have 

become dependent on. Since the Web has experienced a rapid growth in both users and 

the content during the past decade, the CDNs have reached a de-facto position for heavy 

duty and low-latency Web content delivery. As the CDNs succeed in significantly 

reducing both the load from the origin and the data transfer time perceived by the Web 

client, the content provisioning to CDN overlays has become an extremely profitable 

business. The increasing popularity of the Web has made the Web content delivery a 

multi-billion dollar industry, yielding an annual revenue of 1964 million USD4 for solely 

Akamai in 2014. The dominant position of the CDN providers may also affect the 

technical design of the Web services whenever the service is deployed to a cloud 

infrastructure. Cloud service providers may employ an internal CDN as an additional part 

of the cloud platform, leveraging the existing cloud infrastructure for content delivery 

purposes between the data centers of the service provider. Depending on the chosen 

hosting method, a cloud platform integration may enforce certain implementation details, 

causing a vendor lock-in to a specific service provider. Integrated CDNs could thus 

further amplify the possible vendor lock-in effect for providers that have the delivery 

infrastructure tightly coupled to their application and cloud computing platforms. 

2.3 Internet censorship 

In the modern Internet, especially in Web 2.0, anyone is able to produce public content 

through various Web services, such as discussion forums, image boards, content 

collaboration platforms, blogging platforms and social media services. The Web services 

are often moderated in respect to the defined terms of service, giving the service provider 

a full control over the published content. Content moderation is considered as a 

responsibility of the service provider in case any illegal or abusive content is posted to 

the service. As a part of content moderation, the service providers are generally obligated 

to cooperate with the local authorities under the terms of legislation applying in the region 

where the service is physically located. As the legislation applies only within the specific 

region, the local authorities become dependent on judicial assistance and country-level 

agreements whenever the unwanted content is hosted in another region. 

                                                 
4 Akamai reports record fourth quarter 2014 and full-year 2014 financial results, 
https://www.akamai.com/dl/press/press_021015.pdf 
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In some cases the authorities may resort in censorship in order to block access to any 

unwanted content that is hosted outside of the local jurisdiction [Bam13]. While it is 

obvious that the local authorities are obligated to act whenever strongly abusive or illegal 

content is being published, especially when it concerns the citizens of the specific country, 

the technical design of the Internet gives very little leeway for the authorities to operate. 

Due to the basic design of the Internet, no administering entity can remove a host residing 

in another AS. When it comes to any abusive or unwanted content hosted abroad, the only 

tangible way for local authorities to intervene is to block access to the specific destination 

from any hosts under the local influence. However, the blockade is only local, rendering 

the destination unavailable for only set of locally censored hosts and leaving the content 

accessible for any hosts in any other networks. The effect of preventing access to a content 

in a subject-protective sense is therefore mostly unavailing. It is also noteworthy that open 

access to information is a part of the increasing level of globalization and has been 

considered as the fundamental design principle of the Internet [Kle08].  

Censorship can be implemented in the client-server networking model by either 

completely preventing access to the origin, or by modifying the content hosted by the 

origin. As the Internet has evolved to a central medium for information, different means 

of Internet censorship have become more wide-spread and accepted concept for 

controlling and blocking any unwanted content. In its current form, different levels of 

censorship are being conducted by governments and organizations throughout the world 

in an effort of removing any kind of unwanted information [MuR13, Bam13].  

The most severe types of censorship are based on modifying the accessible content and 

by preventing access to hosts enabling open discussion that cannot be strictly controlled. 

The strict censorship is often sophisticated and extremely efficient, operating on various 

technical and hierarchical levels [DYC11, KPR13]. Access to any unwanted hosts in such 

networks is generally prevented by firewalls deployed at BGP-level [DYC11, KPR13]. 

Connections to external networks can be disrupted by DNS-poisoning causing the host 

name resolve to false IP-addresses. In addition, direct communication with any external 

hosts can be prevented by dropping all communication to blacklisted IP-addresses. Any 

unencrypted communication to any hosts may be considered to be subject to content 

inspection and filtering on the routing-level. Packets containing any sensitive keywords 

can be automatically filtered out, and further communication to the given host may be 

suspended either permanently or a defined period time [DYC11].  
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Packet inspection techniques, such as Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) and Deep Content 

Inspection (DCI) are utilized in areas of strict censorship, attempting to analyze any 

content transferred in the network [SLZ13]. The packet inspection technologies have 

originally been developed to reveal unauthorized network access by utilizing intrusion 

detection and prevention mechanisms, but have since also become common in censoring 

any unwanted content. Efficient packet inspection schemes, such as DPI, are able to scan 

the payload of each relayed packet and react to any packets containing malicious or 

censored data. Packets containing censored data are automatically dropped, and any 

additional actions, such as applying a connection penalty time to the connecting host may 

be taken depending on the censorship implementation [DYC11]. Whereas DPI-based 

systems are capable of inspecting the content of individual packets, the DCI-systems may 

be applied to record several packets and reconstruct entire data-objects for deeper analysis 

and prevention. 

Censorship is circumventable to some extent, depending on the degree of connectivity to 

any uncensored external networks. Blockades that rely solely on DNS-filtering could be 

bypassed by simply learning the IP-address of the destination host and connecting directly 

to the IP. As such, majority of censorship is implemented in combination of both DNS-

filtering and IP-blocking, simultaneously preventing any DNS-queries of a blocked server 

and dropping IP-packets targeted to a blacklisted host [DYC11]. Due to the complexity 

of the dominant content delivery infrastructures, the IP-addresses and the DNS-names of 

the origin servers are often highly dynamic, forcing any effective blockades to prevent 

access to entire IP-scopes and domains. Because of the prevalent conditions, strict 

Internet censorship often prevents access to any hosts belonging to a blocked service.  

The only effective way to bypass such Internet blockades is to route the connection 

through an uncensored network. The simplest way for connection routing is to utilize a 

proxy server residing in an external network. However, as many strict censorships are 

able to adjust to circumvention, the access to static proxy-servers becomes easily detected 

and prevented [DYC11]. Any applicable connections, such as free or low-priced proxy 

servers easily gain huge popularity, revealing them to the censors. Encrypted low-traffic 

proxies may on the other hand be expensive and thus out of reach for the majority of the 

network users. Similarly the utilization of packet inspection technologies enforces the use 

of encrypted proxy connections that could in some occasions be denied from the network 

users [DYC11]. 
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Another viable option for bypassing censorship includes routing all network traffic to an 

external network through an encrypted tunnel, such as a Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

connection. Similar to the proxy servers, access to any popular public VPN endpoints 

may be detected, and the VPN passthrough required for the connections to establish in 

subnetworks may be easily blocked in the underlying network implementation. In 

addition, most of the VPN connections cost money and require external client software 

or configuration to the router devices, making them expensive and complex for the 

everyday usage of an average Internet user [DYC11].  

Internet censorship is even more difficult to bypass on mobile devices as many of the 

options available in desktop devices may be limited or completely absent in the mobile 

environments. The capability to utilize proxy servers, connection tunneling through VPN, 

Secure Shell (SSH), static destination IP-addresses or the possibility to connect through 

overlay networks depend completely on the capabilities of the mobile operating system 

and the available 3rd party applications. Given that the access to any vendor-provided 

software repositories can be completely prevented, the variety of available applications 

may be significantly reduced in strictly censored regions. Not only are the 3rd party 

software repositories often smaller than the original vendor-provided market places, but 

they also lack the software verification process employed by the mobile vendor. Curated 

software repositories may additionally be altered to only provide software that does not 

enable circumvention of the packet inspection systems and firewalls. 

Several studies have been performed on making the Internet censorship more difficult by 

surrounding the boundaries of a censored network area with decoy routers [KFK13]. In 

decoy routing, dynamic proxy servers are deployed by the ASes surrounding the censored 

network. Each decoy router accepts encrypted connections from the censored network 

and relays the communication to the intended and censored destination hosts. While the 

decoy routers can easily be detected and blocked, a deployment scheme has been 

proposed that causes blocking of decoy routers to mostly isolate the censored network 

from the rest of the Internet thus inflicting damage to the virtual society conducting the 

censorship [KFK13]. Since the deployment of decoy routers causes additional expenses 

to the surrounding ASes, and not all ASes are willing to contribute to the affairs of external 

networks, identification of the smallest effective amount of decoy routers is considered 

essential for the initiative. However, finding such minimum amount of decoy routers for 

successfully bypassing the censorship is suspected to be a NP-hard problem [KFK13]. 
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It is indicated that due to some of the ASes disallowing a deployment of decoy routers, 

the complexity of defining the minimal amount of decoy routers for effective censorship 

circumvention grows to be very high. As a result, Kim et al. have identified the problem 

as Maximum Efficiency Decoy Router Placement Problem (MEDRPP) and suggested 

two algorithms named MEDRPA-BT and MEDRPA-VS for finding an optimal solution 

[KFK13]. The first of the defined algorithms is a backtracking algorithm for finding a 

feasible solution to the problem while emphasizing the maximum damage inflicted to the 

censored network if the decoy routers are blocked. The second algorithm is combinatoric, 

seeking to deploy a minimal amount of decoy routers in order to prevent any excess cost. 

In the evaluation of the presented algorithms Kim et al. indicated that both algorithms are 

applicable to their intended purposes, but cannot be feasibly combined to a single design 

reaching simultaneously for both of the intended goals [KFK13]. 

While the decoy routers could succeed in preventing censorship, the implementation 

requires changes to the existing network infrastructures of the surrounding ASes, 

introducing additional hardware cost, network load and infrastructure maintenance. The 

deployment of decoy routers in general would yield the users of a censored network 

dependent on activities of various surrounding ASes. The reliability of the decoy 

infrastructure could not be guaranteed, allowing unintended connection outages whenever 

any the decoy routers of surrounding ASes would malfunction or be suspended. Given 

the likelihood of majority of ISPs and network administering entities refusing to deploy 

any decoy routers in a large scale, the feasibility of decoy routers in an actual network 

deployment becomes dubious.  

To successfully overcome the Internet censorship, a circumvention technology is needed 

that does not require any changes or additional hardware to the existing network 

infrastructures. In addition the technology should not result in any additional cost or 

network load for any network operators in order to promote the support and deployment 

of the technology. End-users should be motivated to use the technology by providing 

transparent, easy to use and free access to the network, introducing no additional 

payments, software installations or complex operations. The technology should consist of 

a self-operating mechanism that requires no administering entities or maintenance 

operations, containing no easily targetable single points of failure. Such technology 

should not increase the overall complexity of the network infrastructure and would need 

to be compatible with any existing content hosting and delivery methods. 
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2.4 Onion routing 

Anonymity networks are based on a concept of hiding any communicating parties from 

an eavesdropper located at any point in the network path. Generally the anonymity 

networks operate by forming a random routing overlay network on top of the existing 

Internet infrastructure. The overlay network allows the packets to be encrypted and routed 

through various geographically dispersed hosts, hiding the association between the two 

communicating endpoints. Onion routing is the most studied and utilized concept in 

anonymity networks, aiming to prevent a potential eavesdropper from linking the 

communicating parties by employing multi-layer encryption [DMS04]. As the name 

suggests, the routing path is established with an �-layer encryption, where � represents 

the amount of overlay hops. Each network hop removes a corresponding layer of 

encryption to reveal the next hop on the routing path.  

The most common onion routing implementations are The Onion Router (Tor) Project 

and the Invisible Internet Project (I2P). Both of the implementations are based on a similar 

basic principle, differing mostly by the packet delivery scheme. Whereas Tor is based on 

evolved onion routing principles tunneling the data in traditional packet-based means 

through a pre-determined network path, the I2P utilizes a delivery variant named Garlic 

routing, tunneling several message primitives in a single overlay packet [TCF12]. As the 

Tor implementation emphasizes transmission performance, relying on a centrally 

coordinated design, the I2P provides an alternative approach by focusing on network 

resilience through a decentralized network design [DMS04, ESK13]. Given that the Tor 

project is well studied subject and represents the most common onion routing scheme, the 

perspective of the anonymity network overview is further focused on Tor-overlay. 

Onion routing is fundamentally based on an overlay network that routes the traffic of any 

two communicating endpoints through a selected number of hosts in the overlay. Packet 

routing in the Tor overlay is based on a circuit-switched model in which the client 

establishes a temporary circuit through a pre-determined set of overlay hosts that is 

renewed and re-routed periodically [MBG08]. All data packets relayed to a Tor-circuit 

are encrypted using symmetric encryption of AES-128 in CTR mode between the 

communication hosts. The communication initiation between two Tor-nodes is secured 

using Diffie-Hellman key exchange and an asymmetric RSA-encrypted channel that is 

utilized to derive an individual symmetric key for each communicating entity [DMS04]. 
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The Tor overlay utilizes a centralized network coordination model, illustrated in Figure 

15. The overlay consists of entry nodes, router nodes, exit nodes and directory servers 

coordinating the mapping of all network nodes. Tor is designed to be easily applicable for 

any network traffic, providing a SOCKS proxy interface for all overlay communication. 

In prior to utilizing the Tor overlay, the client proxy discovers any advertised entry, router 

and exit nodes from the directory server and establishes a circuit of � selected nodes, 

where � is often 3 [DMS04]. During a circuit establishment, the client initiates a 

handshake to the discovered entry node, representing a gateway to the Tor overlay. Once 

an encrypted connection is established with the entry node, a key exchange process is 

initiated with a chosen router node through the encrypted connection to the entry node. 

After successfully connecting to the router node, the encrypted router connection is 

utilized through the encrypted entry connection to begin the handshake to the next chosen 

node. The circuit establishment process is repeated throughout the chosen Tor-circuit, 

eventually reaching an exit node relaying packets to the intended origin [DMS04].  

 

Figure 15: Data flow from client to origin in Tor-overlay 

Each packet relayed to a Tor circuit is encrypted in a reverse order, beginning from the 

key negotiated with the exit node. Every hop in the circuit results in another layer of 

encryption, leaving only the necessary routing information to the next hop unencrypted. 

As a result, only the entry node is aware of the Web-client and the following hop in the 

overlay, but not the total amount of hops or the intended destination host. Similarly any 

router node may only know the previous hop and the next hop, but not the destination. 

The exit node is aware of the destination and the last router node, but not the client 

initiating the communication or any other nodes participating in the circuit [DMS04]. 
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During the onion routing, any data is transmitted in cells containing encrypted layers of 

routing information in addition to the lowest layer encrypting the actual payload. Each 

node in the overlay decrypts, or peels off the highest layer of encryption, revealing only 

the next intended hop in the circuit. Any further routing information remains thus hidden 

to any nodes routing the traffic within the Tor overlay. The only node in the overlay able 

to access the actual payload is the exit node, decrypting the final layer of encryption and 

relaying the payload to the designated origin [DMS04, MBG08]. Structure of the Tor 

overlay is based on voluntary Onion Routers (OR) managed by the centrally coordinated 

directory servers. Each host contributing to the network may either choose to relay the 

traffic only within the overlay, or act as an entry or exit gateway. The information of any 

active hosts and their associated roles and attributes in the overlay is provided by centrally 

managed directory servers forming an interface for circuit establishment.  

Onion routing is fundamentally based on trust to the nodes advertised by the directory 

servers and thus on trust to the established overlay circuit [BMG07]. Since anyone can 

deploy and maintain a node in the overlay, an unambiguous trust to the nodes cannot be 

presumed. Some of the Tor nodes have been identified as malicious, either eavesdropping 

the communication, tampering with the relayed packets, seeking to reveal the 

communicating entities or simply attempting to reduce the reliability of the network 

[DMS04, BMG07]. Any adversary possessing enough resources could deploy a large 

amount of malicious nodes in each role of the overlay in an attempt to match 

communication patterns between the entry and exit points.  

Successful traffic profiling could result in linking and revelation of the identities of two 

communicating entities. In a profiling attack the possible adversary is suspected to control 

any subset of the total nodes in the overlay. Because the Tor clients recycle the circuits in 

pre-defined intervals, the selected circuits might at some point contain nodes operated by 

a potential adversary attempting to correlate any recorded traffic. The traffic correlation 

requires both the entry and exit nodes of the circuit to be in control of the attacker. In 

order to lessen the probability of such scenario, the Tor clients employ an entry guard 

strategy, selecting only a small amount of available entry nodes to be included in the 

circuit selection process. If none of the chosen entry guards are controlled by the attacker 

the feasibility of a successful traffic profiling is dramatically reduced. Whenever any of 

the chosen entry nodes is controlled by the attacker, a greater portion of the overall traffic 

may be subject to profiling [BMG07]. 
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Any unencrypted communication between the client and the origin can be eavesdropped 

at the exit nodes simply by recording all outgoing and incoming traffic. In addition to 

eavesdropping, any unencrypted traffic routed through the overlay may also be altered by 

malicious exit nodes. Recent security discoveries have identified malicious exit nodes 

monitoring the relayed Tor traffic and injecting malicious binaries to any executables 

included in the responses from the destination hosts5. The discovered malicious binary, 

named Onion Duke advanced persistent threat (APT), is included in an executable 

wrapper to which the eavesdropped original binary file is included. Instead of relaying 

the original binary file, the malicious exit node injects the response with the wrapper 

containing both the malicious binary and the original executable. When launched, the 

wrapper infects the target device unnoticed with the malicious binary while executing the 

original binary. 

Similar to any anonymity networks, the Tor overlay introduces significant data transfer 

delay when compared to non-anonymized direct-origin access. Each hop in the overlay 

creates an additional delay caused by the router node processing the message and the 

delay it takes to receive and relay the cell. As the overall delay introduced by a Tor circuit 

is a combined delay of each network hop, the performance of an entire Tor circuit can be 

significantly degraded by a single low-throughput node. Dhungel et al. measured the 

performance of various 2-hop Tor circuits, indicating a total delay of over 1 second in 

23% of the circuits [DSR10]. In an actual Tor routing scenario the experienced delay 

would be greater as the minimum recommended circuit consists of at least 3 hops. 

 According to the measurement, the router delay is observed to be the most dominant 

cause of latency. In 76% of the measured routers the performance fluctuated dramatically 

during the measurement, causing a varying delay between tens of milliseconds and a few 

seconds. The correlation between the advertised node bandwidth and the perceived 

latency was observed to be faint or nonexistent in 95% of the measured nodes. [DSR10]. 

As a result, the likelihood of including one or more high-delay routers in the established 

circuit is relatively high, degrading the overall performance of various overlay routes. 

Since the Tor routers are commonly operated by individual users in residential broadband 

networks, any additional bandwidth consumption in the direct vicinity of a router node is 

also likely to have a performance impact on any circuits routed by the specific node. 

                                                 
5 Onion Duke APT, https://www.f-secure.com/weblog/archives/00002764.html 
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The route through an entry guard, representing the first hop in the circuit, was observed 

to cause a delay of over 1 second in 40% of the circuits. Similarly the majority of any 

routers introducing a delay of over 2-second is observed to consist of entry guards 

[DSR10]. Given that the majority of nodes are voluntarily operated by individual users 

donating their bandwidth and computational resources for other overlay users, the Tor 

architecture provides the node administrators an ability to limit the resource consumption 

to a specified level. Each node administrator can define a threshold for maximum amount 

of long-term bandwidth consumption yet still allowing short bursts of overlay traffic to 

exceed the limit if necessary. The threshold is achieved by a simple TCP-like congestion 

control mechanism named token buckets. Whenever a Tor-node has consumed the token 

bucket for a given period of time, all relayed traffic is suspended for the remaining period 

of time [DMS04]. Any nodes advertised as high-speed relays or commonly chosen as 

entry guards may experience higher overlay traffic, causing them to reach the node-

specific limits sooner. As a result, any circuits routed through the popular nodes may 

experience extended token-wait times and thus fluctuation in the observed node 

performance altering the circuit throughput [DSR10]. 

The basic principle of onion routing forces the physical network path to be suboptimal, 

routing the cells through multiple nodes regardless of their location. As the Tor traffic is 

not location-optimized, a physical network path of a Tor circuit may be routed through 

several ASes and intercontinental data connections. Because the Tor cells are application-

specific encrypted traffic, the routing cannot be effectively optimized by any caching or 

content delivery infrastructures. Measured by Dhungel et al., the overlay latency caused 

by transferring the Tor cells between routers caused a latency of over 450ms in 7.5% of 

the measured circuits. Mobile networks could be expected to further amplify the 

suboptimal routing of the overlay network, significantly increasing the packet delivery 

distance and thus further contributing to the perceived latency [DSR10]. Tor overlay 

balances on the issue of achieving privacy on the cost of performance. Any location 

optimizations or circuit length reduction could potentially reveal the identities of the 

communicating clients. Limiting the router deployment to only dedicated high-bandwidth 

connections would similarly concentrate the onion traffic to only a set of specific network 

routes and hosts, tearing down the anonymity provided by the overlay. To cope with the 

high-latency circuits, Tor design utilizes a probabilistic node selection favoring any nodes 

commonly advertised for high speed and stability [BMG07]. 
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Whenever the advertised router attributes are not verified by the directory servers, any 

reliance based solely on node advertisements exposes the overlay for multiple resource-

based attack vectors [BMG07]. In a simple form of malicious node promotion, a set of 

malicious nodes are deployed to every point of the overlay, falsely advertising the highest 

comparable properties that are valued by the router selection. As a result, the router 

selection algorithm is likely to favor the malicious nodes in circuit establishment. 

Provided that the adversary has a wide set of long-running nodes, an increased possibility 

exists that some of the malicious nodes are chosen as entry guards. In such case, if any 

adversary-controlled exit node is chosen to the circuit, the entire overlay path becomes 

vulnerable for traffic profiling [BMG07]. Any malicious router nodes may disrupt the 

service by simply dropping any relayed packets in an attempt to have the re-built circuit 

include adversary controlled routers as both entry and exit nodes. The adversary could 

also simply seek to degrade the service performance by providing an extremely low 

throughput, remaining longer undetected by the directory servers. 

While the Tor overlay provides means to bypass static censorship by routing the traffic 

through alternative destinations, the overlay access requires a specific client, to which the 

access can be prevented. In any dynamic and structured censorship mechanisms, any 

connections to the central directory servers utilized to form the circuit can also be 

prevented. As the directory servers may be queried for entry, exit and router nodes, the 

Internet censors are able to search and prevent access to any known entry or exit nodes 

[WiL12]. In order to overcome the blocking of directories and gateway nodes, Tor 

protocol has been designed to support unlisted and unadvertised nodes, known as bridge 

nodes, linking the clients to any undocumented overlays.  

Bridge nodes are intended to provide unlisted connectivity whenever direct access to Tor 

gateways or directory servers is prevented. However, as indicated by Winter & Lindskog, 

the DPI-systems employed in advanced content filtering schemes are also capable of 

identifying the signature of the Tor TLS handshake utilized in circuit establishment. 

Whenever such signature is detected in traffic targeted to any non-domestic host, the DPI 

suspends the connection and attempts a Tor handshake to the specified destination. If the 

destination host carries out a successful Tor handshake, it is identified as a Tor bridge, 

causing the identified destination to be automatically blacklisted by automatic censorship. 

In order to minimize any excess restrictions, only the detected IP-address and port 

combination is blacklisted, leaving any other ports of the destination accessible [WiL12]. 
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Two effective methods have been identified for preventing the DPI-systems from 

identifying the Tor connection establishment [WiL12]. In the first method an independent 

application named Obfsproxy is utilized to obfuscate any traffic sent by the Tor process, 

hiding any static traffic signatures. The traffic obfuscation however requires that both of 

the communicating parties support the selected traffic obfuscation pattern. As the 

obfuscation patterns are static, the DPI-systems could adapt to the available obfuscation 

patterns and fingerprint the routed packets. In addition, the utilization of Tor traffic 

obfuscation requires access and installation of the Obfsproxy binaries, allowing possible 

censors to prevent or complicate any wide-spread binary distribution. 

In the second circumvention method each sent packet is fragmented to prevent the DPI 

from identifying the Tor handshake from any inspected packet. While no packet 

reassembly schemes have been identified that would reveal the fragmented Tor-traffic, an 

effective DCI-based filtering could be deployed at any given time. The bulk packet 

fragmentation would not be a suitable solution in the long term, as a single non-

fragmenting Tor user would reveal the known bridges to a censoring entity. In addition, 

the packet fragmentation would also cause a notable performance degradation as a result 

of the significant packet overhead. To overcome the performance issue, Winter & 

Lindskog proposed an additional tool for both the bridge nodes and the clients to only 

alter the TCP window size during the TLS cipher negotiation [WiL12]. The benefit of 

such tools would however similarly become void when a DCI system capable of recording 

and reassembling entire data objects is adopted. 

3 Peer-to-Peer networking model 

The client-server networking model is generally composed of a single origin that results 

in static capacity in terms of computational resources and network bandwidth. Regardless 

of any optimizations, such as caching infrastructures or CDNs, the available resources are 

fixed and only scalable through the use of external resources. Any additional resources 

gained from external infrastructures are similarly provided in static manner, increasing 

the available resources only within the boundaries of the utilized infrastructure. In Peer-

to-Peer (P2P) networking model the computational and networking resources of the 

content consuming clients are leveraged in content distribution and processing. Each P2P 

client acts as both client and server, hosting the retrieved content to any other clients in 

the network, thus providing dynamic and automatically scaling capacity [BYB12]. 
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Whereas the resources of a single-origin data transfer are dependent on the capacity 

available at the origin, the P2P networks rely on the often unused client-side resources, 

decreasing the capacity requirements of the origin. Similarly due to the distributed content 

delivery scheme, the P2P communication model provides a more uniform load 

distribution to the underlying network infrastructures when compared to a single-origin 

content delivery.  As a result, the role of the origin is reduced to similar of any clients 

redistributing the downloaded content. Given that in P2P networks the content is 

primarily hosted and delivered by clients, the role of the origin is often shifted towards a 

directory functionality, focusing on providing a reliable and convenient access to any 

other nodes in the overlay [KwR04].  

The foundation of P2P content delivery is based on overlay networks that are established 

at the application layer and on top of any underlying network structures. Since the P2P 

networks are based on nonstandard application layer routing protocols, the underlying 

network layers often provide insufficient metadata for efficient management of the 

overlay resources. As such, the overlay networks often introduce additional components 

required for maintaining the network connectivity, or complex routing schemes ensuring 

the correctness of the network [KwR04, KrN10]. In addition to constructing the additional 

overlay structure, some of the P2P networks also introduce a wide variety of special cases 

and maintenance operations that are crucial for the network operation.  

In high degree of decentralization the significance of network maintenance operations 

become essential in preventing network destabilization that could lead to decreased 

performance or incomplete routing. Such operations include bootstrapping the network 

and dealing with nodes entering and leaving the network. Because of the application layer 

routing, the resulting overlay networks may often either be suboptimal in resource 

utilization or introduce notable complexity when compared to a non-optimized single-

origin content delivery [BYB12]. Even though the complexity of P2P networks exceeds 

the corresponding direct-origin content transfer, the P2P overlays are solely based on 

software implementation, often requiring no modifications to any underlying network 

components or infrastructures. Fundamentally the P2P networks introduce a collaborative 

and thus free alternative for offloading the content delivery from the origin. While the 

most decentralized P2P overlays could introduce complex lookup, routing and 

maintenance operations, the overall network complexity remains comparable to the CDN-

infrastructures, without introducing changes to the underlying network infrastructure. 
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P2P networks originally evolved from file transfer networks that were designed to 

distribute files autonomously without requiring any single administering entity to host 

and maintain the shared content [BYB12]. The first commonly known P2P network was 

implemented by Napster, emphasizing unrestricted audio file sharing between any hosts 

connected to the Internet. Followed by various similar networks, each early P2P overlay 

implementation is often based on a central server connecting the overlay clients and 

coordinating the network functionality. Most often the central servers provide a directory 

service for locating the connected peers, as well as enabling a network-wide search 

functionality. Any client seeking a specific file are required to submit a query to the 

central server maintaining search indexes of any files provided by the overlay clients. 

Whenever a match occurs for a submitted search criteria, the central server relays the 

network information of the matching host to the client submitting the query, allowing the 

hosts to establish a direct connection for file transfer. 

The initial P2P network implementations share a fundamental principle of increasing the 

content availability through multiple mirrors [AAB12]. Generally any files shared in the 

overlay are indexed by the central server and marked to be found from the specific host. 

Any downloaded files are automatically shared and indexed by the central server, 

increasing the availability of shared content in relation to the amount it is downloaded. 

However, as the initial P2P networks commonly do not employ information dispersal 

schemes, the shared content is transferred as complete files. As a result, the overlay clients 

become subject to upstream congestion, forcing limitations to the maximum bandwidth 

consumable by the overlay network. Similarly any simultaneous data transfers occurring 

to a single source introduce a significant degradation in data transfer performance. 

In order to improve the content transfer performance, any P2P overlay implementations 

following the earliest protocols have adopted information dispersal algorithms (IDA) to 

fragment the hosted data objects into several smaller data chunks [AAB12]. Each data 

chunk is identified with a header information containing the metadata required to position 

the data in the complete data object [GAC12]. Information dispersal enables the overlay 

clients to transfer the given data from arbitrary sources in an arbitrary order, allowing the 

reassembly of the complete data object when all of the chunks are acquired. Most of the 

P2P protocols allow the data chunks to be downloaded from multiple sources 

simultaneously, resulting in more uniform load distribution and greater network resource 

utilization thus translating to a major performance increase [LeY09, GAC12]. 
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3.1 Request routing 

P2P protocols allow content distribution without routing it through any central mediator. 

Differences of P2P overlays generally boil down to the way the resources and other 

network clients (nodes) are located in the network. In client-server communication model 

the resource discovery is implicit as the origin represents the only source of content. Any 

content delivery optimizations, such as CDNs are similarly implicit, requiring no 

coordination or maintenance from the origin server nor the accessing clients. P2P 

networks often however lack a central source of content, forcing the network design to 

provide explicit means to efficiently route messages between the nodes and to index both 

the nodes and the shared content [BYB12]. The efficiency of overlay routing is generally 

determined by the overall end-to-end latency of reaching any specific node in the 

network. Additional metrics include bandwidth and computational resources required to 

maintain the network integrity, as well as any external structures or entities required for 

locating the content or nodes in the overlay. 

Any additional hops in the network increase the experienced latency of the content 

delivery. Similarly any additional routing messages between nodes increase the protocol 

overhead prior to the actual content transfer. In highly autonomous systems the clients are 

often responsible for maintaining the regional routing information and contributing to the 

overlay routing, increasing the protocol overhead for both bandwidth and computational 

resources [GAC12]. Similar to the performance of Tor network, the overall capacity in 

any P2P network is dependent on the amount of resources committed by the nodes. Since 

the overlay performance is prone to fluctuation and depends mostly on the contributing 

nodes as well as the design of the specific overlay network, the P2P networks have 

generally been utilized only for bulk file transfer that is not latency-critical [BYB12].  

The file transfer performance achieved especially in simultaneous multi-source download 

has indicated promising results, at worst being equal to the performance of a single-source 

content transfer [LeY09]. Depending on the structure of the overlay, the initiation of 

content transfer resembles a TCP slow start scenario in a sense where the throughput 

increases over time as more content-hosting nodes are located from the network. As a 

result, the highest benefit of simultaneous multi-source download in P2P overlay is often 

gained in transfer of large files in which the protocol overhead required to initiate the 

content transfer is negligible for the overall transfer time.  
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Various P2P overlay designs have emerged on different basis. Some of the designs 

emphasize decentralization and autonomous operation, while other designs attempt to 

achieve greater performance through a more centralized network coordination model. 

Given that no such P2P design exists that would be standardized by a known association, 

each of the overlay designs is dictated by the primary intent of the content transfer. On 

high level the P2P overlays can be categorized in structured, unstructured and hybrid 

routing designs implemented either as centralized or decentralized networks [KrN10, 

BYB12, MZW12]. Common to any unstructured network designs, the overlay imposes 

no major routing hierarchy or overlay structure that would result in a systematic request 

routing based on node positioning. Instead of systematic hierarchies the unstructured 

networks are often formed either as a completely decentralized set of repeatedly 

interconnected chains of nodes, or as a set of nodes coordinated by a central entity. 

Depending on the network coordination model, the unstructured networks are 

bootstrapped by either connecting to any other host in a decentralized overlay, or by 

establishing a central entity coordinating the connecting nodes [BYB12]. Joining an 

overlay translates to connecting to any existing node in a decentralized overlay, or by 

connecting to the known central entity. Leaving an unstructured network similarly 

introduces no additional operations in addition to disconnecting any existing overlay 

connections [MZW12]. As the unstructured networks generally require no maintenance 

operations from the nodes, the design is extremely efficient during churn, in which the 

nodes are constantly joining and leaving the network.  

Given that the decentralized unstructured overlays have no systematic request routing 

scheme or coordinating entities, the content and node discovery is performed by flooding 

the request from node to node. As such, the flooding-based routing is inefficient, 

increasing the protocol overhead by causing unnecessary routing traffic and placing no 

guarantees of the requests ever reaching the intended nodes [MZW12]. In effort to 

decrease the network overhead, many decentralized unstructured networks, such as 

Gnutella, limit the maximum amount of hops a request is forwarded [KrN10]. As the 

queries have a limited range, the decentralized implementations often employ a set of 

dedicated nodes that are interconnected to each other, establishing a routing backbone for 

decreasing the routing latency and extending the reach of the flooded queries [MZW12]. 

In centralized implementations all of the requests are routed through a central entity 

responsible for mapping any hosted content and relaying requests and node information. 
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Structured P2P overlays represent an explicit network design that provides targeted 

lookups and request routing within the network. The structured designs generally 

maintain a systematic network topology that is utilized to provide efficient request routing 

while minimizing the protocol overhead. Whereas the unstructured overlays are at best 

capable of probabilistic request routing, the structured overlays systematically map the 

network content to the corresponding nodes, attempting to provide successful request 

routing to any node within the boundaries of a protocol-specific worst case [RRK03]. As 

the decentralized structured overlays operate autonomously based on the overlay 

structure, each node in the overlay is responsible for maintaining the network structure 

and contributing to the request routing [SMK01]. The efficiency of structured distributed 

P2P overlays is therefore often measured by their properties in terms of graph theory.  

The essential efficiency metrics based on the graph theory often includes the maximum 

degree of a node and the maximum length of a network path required to reach any given 

node. Higher node degree translates to larger routing tables and higher maintenance 

overhead introduced for each overlay node. Similarly a longer network path indicates 

more hops in the overlay, increasing the overall network lookup latency. The most optimal 

structured overlay designs therefore balance between minimizing the route length while 

maintaining a reasonably low maximum degree [RFH01, SMK01]. As the structured 

overlays presume a stable and solid overlay structure, each joining or leaving node 

introduces a series of maintenance operations remapping the content and routing 

information in the overlay. Because of the maintenance operations required to ensure the 

network integrity, the decentralized structured overlays have less tolerance for churn.  

Unstructured overlays do not operate by any explicit routing schemes, providing best-

effort routing that is sometimes assisted by central overlay coordination. While the central 

coordination introduces a single point of failure, no complex fault tolerance schemes are 

needed for the overlay nodes. The operation of structured networks however depends on 

the network coherence, requiring efficient fault tolerance schemes for identifying and 

resolving any structural inconsistencies in the routing. As the overlay nodes are operated 

by the network clients, any node may suddenly fail or behave unexpectedly. Similarly any 

potential adversary may inject malicious nodes to the overlay in an attempt to disrupt the 

network operation. Structured overlay designs therefore place no trust or assumptions on 

the correctness of the nodes, resulting in design schemes seeking to provide Byzantine 

fault tolerance and thus introducing additional network complexity [RFH01]. 
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3.2 Distributed Hash Tables 

The most studied decentralized structured P2P overlays, such as Chord, Kademlia, 

Content Addressable Network (CAN), Pastry and Tapestry are based on the generic 

principles of Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) [MaM02, RRK03]. In contrast to general 

hash tables, the DHTs establish a distributed data structure for mapping any given keys 

to the associated values amongst the participating nodes. The foundation of any DHT is 

based on a concept of key space, defining the content allocation scheme and the maximum 

amount of data objects that can be mapped to the overlay. Whereas general hash tables 

may utilize any uniform mapping function for indexing the values, the key space of a 

DHT is partitioned by principles of consistent hashing, in which each mapped key 

represents a logical location in the overlay [RFH01, SMK01, MaM02]. Every key in a 

key space is therefore considered to represent a point in the overlay network, allowing 

the connections between any two nodes to be indicated as routing vectors. 

In the basic operation principle each node in a DHT is assigned an identifier that correlates 

with a single point in the key space. The node assigned node identifiers may overlap 

depending on the DHT implementation [RFH01]. Any values mapped to the DHT are 

computed a hash value representing the key and thus the logical location of the given 

value. The consistent hashing scheme ensures that such corresponding node can always 

be identified from the overlay that either matches directly with the computed key or has 

the shortest logical distance to the key [SMK01]. According to the routing scheme and 

the prevalent geometry of the overlay network, the mapped value is stored to the node 

responsible for the given partition of the key space. Any nodes joining or leaving the 

network therefore introduce series of maintenance operations by causing a repartitioning 

of the overlay and often retransfer of some of the allocated values [SMK01, RFH01]. 

Each node participating in a DHT is responsible for maintaining the message routing of 

the given partition of key space. In order to provide successful request routing and lookup 

operations, each node maintains routing information to any neighboring nodes that are 

defined by the structure of the DHT. The overall network topology is defined by the node 

interconnections maintained in the routing table of each individual node. Request routing 

within the DHT is often based on greedy forwarding where each node chooses the 

destination of the specific hop by its distance in the key space [RFH01]. In the resulting 

scheme each node forwards the message as close to the intended destination as possible. 
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The amount of routing failures in a DHT is determined by the amount of churn as well as 

whether or not the nodes leave the overlay gracefully. Any node failing or leaving the 

DHT without a graceful key space delegation causes data loss for the data chunks stored 

by the leaving node. Similarly any node leaving the DHT without notification causes 

corruption to the routing table of each node linked to the leaving node. Koskela et al. 

compared the amount of routing failures on two of the most common DHTs, Chord and 

Kademlia, during a simulated churn [KHK11]. The simulations were conducted with 

presumptions of nodes leaving gracefully and nodes disconnecting without prior 

notification. Level of churn was measured between a node online-time of 200s and 3200s. 

Indicated by the measurement, the churn tolerance of a DHT is significantly affected by 

whether or not the nodes leave the overlay gracefully. The lookup success ratio was shown 

to remain above 80% on both DHTs during virtually no churn, regardless of whether or 

not the nodes left gracefully. However, as high churn was introduced, the ungracefully 

leaving nodes dropped the lookup success ratio at best by 30 percentage points, yielding 

a lookup success ratio of 60% in the best case. It was also indicated that the design of the 

routing structure has a major role in the churn-tolerance of the DHT. A constant difference 

of approximately 45 percentage points in lookup success ratio was measured for the 

benefit of Kademlia during high levels of churn [KHK11]. 

3.2.1 Chord 

Chord establishes a DHT by organizing the key space on a circle to which the nodes and 

the content is mapped. Every node is placed on the Chord circle according to the pre-

determined node identifier indicating a location on the circle. The Chord ring wraps from 

the end to beginning, providing a one-dimensional routing structure. In order to avoid 

overlapping the logical locations and to provide as uniform node distribution as possible, 

the Chord key space is based on a cryptographic Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1). The 

resulting maximum size of a Chord key space therefore corresponds with the output 

length of SHA-1, being 160-bit [SMK01]. The node identifiers are generally created by 

hashing a unique property of the host, such as a node URL or a public IP-address and port 

assigned for overlay communication. Any values stored in the DHT are hashed and 

positioned to the circle based on the interpretation of the hash result. In order to enable 

arithmetic key space operations, the resulting keys are often interpreted as integers, 

allowing node and content arrangement based on key comparisons. 
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Each node on the Chord circle has a successor and a predecessor, representing the nodes 

immediately following and preceding the specific node. Any node on the circle is 

implicitly connected to its successor and predecessor, allowing the circle to be traversed 

in either direction. Request routing in Chord is however generally performed clockwise, 

causing the lookup operations to always be forwarded towards the end of the circle and 

thus to the corresponding successor of a given key [SMK01]. Depending on 

implementation details the routing may either be iterative or recursive, allowing the nodes 

to either submit a query and wait for a possible response or to discover each node on the 

routing path by explicitly traversing the overlay. 

Every possible key in the key space represents a location in the overlay and may thus be 

considered as a routing primitive (RP). Because of the vast key space and the uniform 

node distribution, it is highly unlikely that any two nodes would ever have a logical 

distance of 1 RP. Any keys between a node and its successor are considered to belong to 

the partition of a key space managed by the successor node [SMK01]. The RP-distance 

between a node and its successor therefore defines the size of the partition belonging to 

the successor node. Large distance to a predecessor translates to a large partition, resulting 

in more routing and storage overhead. Without a uniform key distribution scheme, the 

overlay structure could yield clustering of nodes, resulting in an uneven load balancing 

between the contributing nodes [SMK01]. 

Lookup operation of a key translates to discovering the successor node responsible for 

the partition of a key space in which the given key belongs. Without any optimizations 

the lookup operations would traverse every successor between the querying node and the 

destination node, resulting in a linear routing of �(�) hops. Given that linear routing 

distance would be very likely to cause a notable data transfer latency, the Chord lookup 

operations are optimized to provide routing distance of �(log �) hops in �-node overlay. 

In order to achieve the logarithmic routing, each node maintains a routing table, referred 

to as finger table, containing �(	) entries in an 	-bit keyspace. The finger table entries 

of any node in 	-bit keyspace are organized in such growing order that each entry 

indexed by 
, where 1 ≤ 
 ≤ 	, points to a successor of the location within RP-distance 

of (2���) mod 2�. As a result, each hop in the overlay halves the logical distance to the 

intended destination node until the destination is the successor of the given node 

[SMK01]. Lookup operation in a 3-bit Chord is illustrated in Figure 16, indicating the 

key space partitioning of the overlay as well as the finger table of each individual node. 
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Figure 16: Lookup from Node 5 to Node 2 in a 3-bit Chord ring 

Any finger table entry indicates a point in the logical key space, regardless of whether or 

not a node exists in the given location. Finger tables are formatted during the node 

initialization, defining the finger entry locations by the pre-determined node identifier 

[SMK01]. In addition to the actual node pointer, indicated as successor, each finger entry 

contains the logical location and the key interval of the specified entry. While the logical 

location and the key interval of each entry are determined based on the node identifier, 

the successor information is based on the actual overlay topology, indicating the closest 

successor node responsible for the partition of the key interval. In the example of Figure 

16, node 5 (N5) at location 5 (L5) performs a lookup for content defined to be at location 

2 (L2). As L2 is out of the finger table scope, any destination after L1 is marked to be 

within the interval containing all locations between 1 and 5. As a result, the lookup query 

is sent to the successor of L1. Given that a node exists at the specified location, the 

successor of L1 is N1. Upon receiving the lookup request, N1 identifies L2 to be its 

immediate successor, relaying the request to the successor of L2, being N2. Similarly if 

N0 performs a lookup for L3, it contacts the node N2 responsible for scope between 

locations 2-4. As N2 identifies L3 to be the immediate successor, the request is relayed to 

N4 being responsible for the key partition containing L3. 
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The efficiency of Chord is based on the utilization of finger tables, allowing the nodes to 

relay any lookup operations within the boundaries of a specified worst case. Given that 

the overlay allows the nodes to join and leave at any point, the following invariants are 

presumed throughout the network lifecycle: the successor of a key must always be 

responsible for the associated key and the successors must always be correct in the routing 

information. In order for the invariants to hold, any changes in the overlay structure 

introduce a series of maintenance operations updating the finger tables throughout the 

overlay as well as re-mapping the associated keys [SMK01, KHK11]. Any joining nodes 

must therefore correctly identify any of the succeeding nodes described by the finger table 

while adopting the correct partition of key space with any stored values. Similarly any 

leaving nodes must transfer the keys to the successor while instructing any dependent 

nodes to update the finger table for correct successor references. A join or leave operation 

is only considered complete once the successor records on every dependent node are 

correctly updated and the corresponding keys are successfully transferred to a new 

successor [SMK01, KHK11]. 

Whenever the invariants do not hold, the correctness and performance of the overlay 

becomes arbitrary. Any experienced routing errors decrease the performance in terms of 

excess hops and at worst renders the destination node unreachable. Any joining nodes 

may cause failures to simultaneously occurring lookups whenever the overlay is adjusting 

to changes in topology. Similarly any failed maintenance requests may leave the finger 

tables and the partitions partially corrupt [SMK01]. As the correctness of the overlay is 

dependent on the nodes conforming to the maintenance operations, any failing or 

malicious nodes may not conduct the requested update operations or could leave the 

overlay without any maintenance operations, thus reducing the network integrity.  

In an effort of minimizing the effect of failed topology updates and failing or malicious 

nodes, the Chord protocol includes a stabilization algorithm that is periodically executed 

by each node, ensuring the correctness of the successor and predecessor pointers 

[SMK01]. Measured by Koskela et al. the presumed invariants render the Chord protocol 

maintenance-heavy, reflecting on its tolerance on churn. The measurement indicates that 

during high churn, where each node remains online for 200 seconds, the lookup success 

ratio of Chord is reduced to between 25% and 35% depending on whether a lookup 

operation is performed every 12 seconds or every 60 seconds. Similar lookup success 

ratio is reduced to less than 20% when the nodes leave ungracefully [KHK11]. 
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According to the measurement, the ungracefully leaving nodes achieve lookup success 

ratio of over 50% when each node remains in the network for over 13 minutes. Similar 

success ratio is achieved on gracefully leaving nodes when the nodes remain in the 

overlay for over 7 minutes [KHK11]. Based on the results, the lookup success ratio could 

potentially be increased by adjusting the DHT parameters, especially the finger table 

updates according to the presumed average level of churn. However, as the amount of 

churn as well as the node behavior cannot be well predicted in an actual DHT deployment, 

the benefit of adjusting the DHT parameters would be questionable. In a similar 

measurement, a multi-layer Chrord was constructed that composed of a separate routing 

ring and multiple interconnected content rings. While the lookup success ratio was 

measured to improve by over 20 percentage points in each corresponding measurement, 

the overall churn tolerance was still indicated to be suboptimal [KHK11]. Due to the high 

maintenance requirements and poor tolerance for churn, Chord would not be suitable for 

a generic large-scale deployment, such as Web content delivery, where the expected level 

of churn would be likely to exceed any sustainable boundaries. 

3.2.2 Content Addressable Network 

Content Addressable Network (CAN) represents a DHT overlay that is fundamentally 

designed to provide scalability for Internet-wide distributed systems. The key space in 

CAN is mapped on a �-dimensional routing plane, allowing the key space to be addressed 

on Cartesian coordinate system. Each end of the routing plane is connected to the opposite 

end, wrapping the plane in the given dimensions and thus establishing a network 

geometry of a �-dimensional hypertorus [RFH01, PEF09].  

Similar to Chord, each participating node is assigned with a partition of the key space. 

Any data mapped to a specific partition is stored on the node responsible for the given 

partition. The CAN key space partitions are referred to as zones, indicating specific areas 

on the routing plane. Each zone is shaped as a rectangle, delimiting the coordinate space 

of the given area and defining the size of the given partition [RFH01]. The zones are non-

overlapping in multiple dimensions, dividing the routing plane equally amongst the 

participating nodes. Every zone hosts the coordinates indicated by the zone boundaries in 

relation to the absolute coordinates of the routing plane. As a result, each node in the 

overlay is responsible for a unique partition of the key space, explicitly identifiable by 

the given logical coordinate range in a Cartesian coordinate system [RFH01, PEF09]. 
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The properties of the routing plane nor the amount of zones are not dictated by the CAN 

design, allowing an arbitrary amount zones on a routing plane of arbitrary dimensions 

[RFH01]. Each allocated zone has a set of directly adjacent zones in every dimension of 

the routing plane. Initially the entire routing plane is combined in a single zone controlled 

by the initial node responsible for bootstrapping the overlay. Any joining node creates an 

identifier that is translated to a corresponding coordinate on the routing plane. The created 

coordinate indicates a location in the key space, belonging to a zone controlled by a node 

already connected to the overlay. Any existing node registers a newly joining node by 

dividing the given zone equally with the joining node, thus splitting the zone into two 

adjacent zones. When a node joins, the zone � determined by the coordinates of the newly 

joining node becomes divided to two adjacent zones of size (� 2⁄ ), offloading half of the 

storage and routing overhead from the node initially responsible for the zone [RFH01, 

PEF09]. Figure 17 illustrates an example of 2-dimensional �0,10� × �0,10� CAN routing 

plane with 6 participating nodes, referred as Node A – F representing the join order of the 

nodes. The dashed arrows indicate the wrapping ends of the routing plane. 

 

Figure 17: 2-dimensional [0,10]×[0,10] CAN overlay with 6 nodes 
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The zones in the example have the allocated (�, �) coordinate ranges indicated in brackets 

under the node identifiers. In the basic implementation no zone can overlap with any 

existing zone on all � dimensions in a �-dimensional overlay. However, any zones 

overlapping in � − 1 dimensions and adjoining in the last dimension are connected to 

each other and thus considered to be neighbors [RFH01]. In the example, any zones 

overlapping in either � or � axis and adjoining in the non-overlapping axis are identified 

as neighboring zones. The wrapping of the routing plane connects the opposing nodes at 

the ends of the plane, reflecting {(!, "), (#, $), (#, %), (#, &)} the only non-neighboring 

zones in the example. Each node in a �-dimensional CAN overlay maintains routing 

information to 2� neighbor zones, introducing a static maintenance overhead independent 

of the network size while minimizing the scope of maintenance operations [RFH01].  

Request routing in CAN is generally based on greedy forwarding, causing each node to 

relay the packets to the immediate neighbor being closest to the intended destination node 

in the Cartesian coordinate space. In an equally partitioned �-dimensional overlay of �-

nodes the greedy forwarding achieves an average path length of (� 4⁄ )(�� )⁄ ) hops, 

yielding a routing boundary of �(��� )⁄ ) hops [RFH01]. Even though the routing 

performance in CAN does not match a purely logarithmic scale, the overlay is designed 

to be capable of providing a fairly stable routing efficiency even in unstable network 

conditions [PEF09].  

Any DHTs providing logarithmic routing boundaries are often minimized to a single 

dimension, such as circle, in order to reduce complexity, avoid causing any hotspots in 

the overlay and to reduce the resulting maintenance overhead. Because the efficiency of 

any single-dimensioned DHTs is highly depend on the correctness of the network, any 

routing inconsistencies are likely to have an impact on the perceived performance or even 

cause routing failures. CAN is however designed to tolerate the network inconsistencies 

by leveraging multiple routing dimensions [RFH01]. For the routing scheme to be 

feasible in terms of maintenance overhead and network complexity, no long-term routing 

information or complex routing logic is introduced. The resulting greedy forwarding 

scheme therefore provides fault tolerance at the expense of the highest achievable 

performance. While the resulting routing scheme is only limited to the closest available 

neighbor zones, any network inconsistencies in CAN are likely to introduce very little 

performance impact as any failed or ungracefully disconnected nodes only cause the 

packets to be forwarded to the next available neighbor [RFH01]. 
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Since CAN is designed to operate efficiently in large scale Internet-wide applications, all 

design choices of the overlay emphasize the scalability and efficiency over the highest 

achievable performance [RFH01]. Due to the low maximum degree, each join and leave 

operation introduces a small maintenance overhead in a very limited network region, 

increasing the overall tolerance for churn. Similarly the relatively low performance 

impact on routing failures highlights the tolerance for highly varying network dynamics. 

However, in order to preserve the regional network consistency, each gracefully joining 

or leaving node are expected to perform the required zone maintenance operations.  

Whenever a node joins the network, an existing zone is divided to two and the 

corresponding keys are transferred to the joined node. Any neighbors of the new zone are 

requested to update their routing information accordingly. Similarly any leaving node 

must locate an immediate neighbor capable of merging the zone of the leaving node. 

Whether the neighbor is capable of merging the zones depends on the geometry of the 

resulting zone, as each zone must be shaped as a rectangle. Upon merge, all keys of the 

leaving node are transferred to the merged zone, and any neighbors of the leaving node 

are requested to update their routing details accordingly [RFH01]. Any failed or 

ungracefully disconnected nodes corrupt the routing information of the immediate 

neighbors, resulting in routing failures on any network hops routed to the corrupted zone. 

CAN-nodes are however able to route around network failures and corrupt zones by 

periodically refreshing the routing information of neighboring zones.  

The routing information is refreshed by broadcasting coordinates of the local zone and 

the neighbor zones. Immediate zone takeover action is initiated whenever an expected 

update message is not received within a defined interval, or whenever a zone corruption 

is detected upon routing to the specific zone [RFH01]. During a zone takeover, each 

neighboring node of the failed zone identifies its capability of merging the failed zone by 

determining the resulting zone geometry and triggers a takeover timer proportional to the 

size of the local zone. Once the timer finishes, the node sends a takeover message to each 

neighbor of the failed zone, indicating the coordinates and the size of the local zone. Upon 

receiving a takeover message, the area of the local zone is compared to the advertised 

zone size. Whenever the local zone is larger than the advertised zone, the takeover action 

is dropped. If the local zone is smaller than the advertised zone, the local timer is aborted 

and the local takeover message is sent immediately. As a result, the failed zone is 

automatically propagated and merged to the smallest neighboring zone [RFH01]. 
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Several additional routing schemes have been identified as an alternative for the greedy 

forwarding introduced in the original CAN design [PEF09]. Popescu et al. listed the most 

prominent routing algorithms, including Pythagorean routing, greedy routing with 

shortcut nodes and inclination angle based routing, each aiming to reduce the amount of 

overlay hops through an additional routing structure or by finding the straightest overlay 

path between two zones [PEF09]. In Pythagorean routing each hop estimates the 

straightest path to the destination by calculating a virtual hypotenuse from the specific 

zone and forwarding the messages as close to the hypotenuse as possible. The resulting 

path forms a direct line in the overlay between source and destination zones. Inclination 

angle based routing is based on similar estimation where the originating node calculates 

an inclination angle to the destination node. Each node along the routing path calculates 

a similar angle and forwards the message to the neighbor closest to the angle [PEF09].  

In contrast to finding the most straight-forward network path, the greedy forwarding with 

shortcut nodes is based on additional structures shortening the network paths on the 

routing plane. The shortcut nodes represent a set of well-known nodes that are pre-

deployed in different coordinates around the overlay. Each shortcut node is connected to 

all other shortcut nodes, bending the network geometry from the specific zones and 

establishing a high-level routing overlay on top of the overlay network [PEF09]. In order 

to determine the routing efficiency in CAN, Popescu et al. measured the scalability of 

each algorithm by the amount of routing failures measured during series of requests. 

Indicated by the measurement, the fault rate of the algorithms estimating the straightest 

path in the overlay is highly dependent on the amount of nodes in the overlay.  

At worst the inclination angle algorithm was shown to cause over 100-fold increase in 

routing failures with an increase factor of 38.3 between 100 and 1000 nodes when 

compared to the original greedy routing. Similar fault rate was measured to be over 10-

fold for Pythagorean routing algorithm with an increase factor of 25.6 [PEF09]. The 

measurements indicate that while the alternative routing algorithms may provide minor 

routing benefit in small overlays, they do not scale well for large networks, thus 

conflicting with the general design requirement of Internet-wide scalability. While the 

shortcut nodes indicated similar scalability to greedy forwarding, with a fault increase 

factor of 11.9, the routing benefit is achieved by relying on additionally established 

routing structures, introducing network hotspots, single point of failure and increased 

network complexity [PEF09]. 
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Since the fundamental design principles of CAN emphasize the scalability and fault 

tolerance in large routing environments, any performance improvements should leverage 

the concept of multi-dimensional routing instead of optimizing the routing scheme of a 

limited plane [PEF09]. In the original CAN design paper, Ratnasamy et al. suggested 

various design improvements for reducing overlay hops in the request routing [RFH01]. 

However, any routing optimizations imply balancing between shortening the path length 

on the expense of scalability and reducing the maximum node degree on the expense of 

network complexity and maintenance overhead. The resulting benefit of each suggested 

optimization is therefore defined by the intended purpose of the overlay and the network 

properties valued for the given purpose. 

Indicated by Ratnasamy et al., leveraging multiple routing dimensions results only in a 

moderate increase of node degree while significantly reducing the path length and thus 

the experienced path latency. Utilization of multiple dimensions similarly results in 

increased fault tolerance by providing various alternative routing paths around a failed 

zone [RFH01]. Without efficient content replication, any failing zone would however 

result in a loss of the particular data segment. For increasing the degree of content 

replication, the CAN overlay may be duplicated to arbitrary amount of routing planes, 

referred to as realities, where each additional reality provides an additional degree of 

content replication. In an overlay of �-realities each node keeps track of �(�(2�)) 

neighbor zones, guaranteeing equal routing efficiency in every reality.  

Given that the coordinates of a node are not synchronized between realities, each node 

may be positioned in different coordinates depending on the reality. As a result, routing 

to a specific coordinate may occur in any of the given realities, allowing inter-reality 

routing for achieving the shortest possible overlay path [RFH01]. For efficiently utilizing 

multiple realities in finding the minimum path length, the algorithm defining the 

coordinates would need to provide uniform and systematic key space partitioning in all 

of the realities while keeping track of the inter-reality node positions. As increasing the 

realities affects the node degree, the total amount of realities is expected to remain 

relatively low. In an optimal scenario the node positions in each reality would therefore 

minimize the path length to the most distant zone in the previous reality. The resulting 

node positioning should attempt to benefit from the torus geometry by wrapping the node 

positioning inside out between realities. In an overlay of � > 2 realities the routing plane 

could be rotated and mirrored to maximize the node dispersion between routing planes. 
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Any zones in a CAN overlay may be overloaded by allowing multiple nodes to share the 

same zone. To balance between the consumed node storage space and the degree of data 

distribution, a threshold value is defined by the overlay, dictating the maximum amount 

of nodes allowed on the same zone. A zone is only divided when the threshold value 

exceeds, thus increasing the size of single key space partitions and furthermore reducing 

the average path length in the overlay. The keys of the overloaded zone may either be 

divided or replicated amongst the overloading nodes, depending on the overlay 

implementation. While the key division may reduce load from the overloading nodes, it 

presumes means to transfer the keys between the nodes within the given zone.  

Replicating the keys to all overloading nodes increases the data availability and thus fault 

tolerance in the specific zone and reduces the load from the overloading nodes. However, 

key replication amongst overloading nodes similarly presumes a mechanism for ensuring 

both the data consistency and availability on each overloading node. Depending on the 

chosen key replication scheme, any neighboring nodes may either be required to locate 

the specific node within the zone responsible for the given key, or to choose to connect to 

any of the preferred nodes of the given zone. Whenever a zone is overloaded, each 

occupying node introduces additional overhead by maintaining a peer list of all other 

occupying nodes, increasing the network complexity by requiring additional status 

updates from the other occupying nodes [RFH01]. 

Whenever the overlay application does not cache the frequently queried lookups, an 

excess load is committed throughout the commonly accessed routing path. Furthermore, 

any single chunk of data commonly accessed by all nodes is likely to introduce a higher 

load on the node responsible for the given key. Any highly accessed P2P resources are 

therefore often referred to as hot spots, indicating an unbalanced load between the 

participating nodes. Whenever multiple realities or zone overloading is applied, CAN is 

capable of providing implicit means to address any hotspots in the overlay. The overlay 

implementation may also additionally choose to push any highly accessed content to the 

neighboring zones, uniformly reducing the load incurring from any direction [RFH01]. 

As such, CAN represents a relatively loosely defined overlay design that, by default, 

achieves high tolerance on churn through high scalability and low maintenance overhead. 

Similarly CAN is well adjustable for low-latency and high availability requirements, 

rendering it well suitable for highly dynamic wide-scale deployments such as Web-

content delivery. 
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3.3 Hybrid overlays 

Pure P2P designs make a clear distinction to the client-server networking model by 

delegating the content management to the participating nodes and simultaneously 

discarding any centralized control authorities. All of the nodes are therefore treated 

equally by delegating the role of content coordination to the entire network. Such P2P 

overlays are fully decentralized, achieving lookup operations either by relying on routing 

structures or by connecting the nodes in a completely arbitrary and unstructured mesh. 

On the contrast, any P2P overlays promoting control node hierarchies or relying on 

assisted coordination by any network managing entities are referred as hybrid overlays. 

While the level of control delegation depends on the overlay implementation, most of the 

hybrid P2P designs operate by combining properties of both client-server and P2P 

networking models [KrN10, GAC12]. 

Hybrid overlays are most commonly unstructured overlays assisted by a central server or 

a set of dedicated nodes coordinating the network operation, often referred to as trackers. 

The main function of the tracker is to observe the network status and guide the network 

operation accordingly by delegating content distribution and peer information amongst 

the participating nodes [KrN10]. In addition, trackers often enforce any routing policies 

in the overlay, such as favoring certain types of nodes, limiting content transfer within 

given boundaries or promoting faster nodes to enhance the overall network performance. 

Any lookup operations are sent to the tracker for determining the corresponding nodes to 

the given request. Upon successful lookup operation, the tracker responds with a set of 

nodes to which the requesting node connects directly.  

In order to preserve the network awareness, all participating nodes are always obligated 

to notify the tracker of any changes in topology or content distribution [GAC12]. Tracker 

utilization is largely determined by the data dispersal scheme introduced in the overlay. 

Whenever the content is exchanged in whole data-objects, the tracker is merely utilized 

to index the content and provide the corresponding node metadata. In such overlays the 

tracker connection remains mostly idle while the content is being transferred. Any 

information dispersal schemes applied in the overlay however elevate the role of the 

tracker by presuming dynamic node allocation based on temporal distribution of the 

content data chunks [GAC12]. The resulting load on tracker server is thus often increased, 

requiring the tracker to maintain the network state on a higher level of granularity. 
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Because the tracker servers establish a central entity for coordinating the entire network 

functionality, no additional routing mechanisms are required to enable connectivity 

between nodes. Any lookup operations sent directly to the tracker significantly reduce the 

latency of locating the corresponding nodes by minimizing the overall hop count. As a 

result, the hybrid P2P overlays often achieve low latency by offloading the lookup 

operations completely to the tracker servers, locating any node within a single hop. Due 

to achieved performance, hybrid overlays are commonly utilized in latency-critical 

contexts, such as content streaming [KrN10]. While the lookup performance of hybrid 

overlays usually exceeds the performance of structured overlays, the tracker servers 

impose a critical dependency for the network. A failed tracker server especially in a 

single-tracker deployment generally disables the entire overlay, whereas congested 

trackers translate to network hotspots, uniformly reducing the performance of all lookup 

operations. Similarly the decentralized tracker functionalities in structured overlays, such 

as ultrapeers in Gnutella or shortcut zones in CAN establish a functional dependency in 

the overlay. Failures in such structures could reduce the overall lookup performance and, 

depending on the network topology, render parts of the network unavailable. 

3.3.1 Spotify 

Content streaming over the Internet has grown vast popularity during the recent years as 

the bandwidth development of consumer-level Internet connectivity has enabled high-

quality on-demand playback services. Indicated by Gerber & Doverspike, the vast 

majority of all Internet traffic has shifted towards HTTP-based multimedia streaming and 

Web content delivery [GeD11]. The notion is further backed by commercial traffic 

composition reports6 and the Global Internet report 20147, suggesting that Internet traffic 

composition is expected to be further emphasized on HTTP-based content delivery as 

more streaming services emerge. The development of traffic composition is explainable 

by the increasing availability of content, in which the streaming services are capable of 

providing the content legally, reliably, in high quality and more conveniently than any 

previous medium, including single-origin downloads and P2P file-transfer services. 

                                                 
6 Global Internet Phenomena Report 1H 2014, Sandvine Incorporated ULC, 
https://www.sandvine.com/downloads/general/global-internet-phenomena/2014/1h-2014-global-internet-
phenomena-report.pdf 
7 Global Internet Report 2014, ISOC, 
https://www.internetsociety.org/sites/default/files/Global_Internet_Report_2014_0.pdf 
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Majority of all multimedia streaming services, such as Netflix, YouTube, Hulu, 

SoundCloud and Pandora transfer the content using Web-technologies such as Adobe 

Flash, Microsoft Silverlight or W3C defined HTML5 audio and video. Whenever the 

W3C-defined Web-technologies are utilized, the content is often streamed either using 

progressive download or adaptive streaming, both based on HTTP content delivery 

[DHP10]. Similar streaming proprietary formats include Real Time Messaging Protocol 

(RTMP) and Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP), operating either on HTTP or directly 

on TCP. Even though live-streams often rely on IP-level multicasting and Real-time 

Transport Protocol (RTP), the vast majority of multimedia streamed over the Internet is 

based on HTTP unicast and Web content delivery principles [DHP10, GeD11]. 

Spotify is an on-demand audio streaming service providing access to hosted audio 

libraries and encrypted offline audio content. Unlike many other multimedia streaming 

services, Spotify is not Web-bound and instead based on a standalone client and a 

proprietary network protocol operating directly on TCP [KrN10]. The Spotify network 

protocol is based on a hybrid overlay combining client-server networking model with an 

unstructured P2P content delivery and extensive client-side caching. In order to reduce 

load from the data centers, the Spotify protocol delegates over one-third of all content 

delivery to P2P overlay and maximizes the client-side cache utilization by reaching over 

half of all playback directly from the cache. The remaining content delivery originating 

from Spotify data centers represents less than 10% of all audio playback [KrN10]. 

Similar to any streaming services, Spotify is latency-critical, emphasizing content 

delivery performance in order to reduce playback latency and to avoid buffer underrun 

that could result in stutter. In order to maximize the degree of data center offloading while 

achieving minimal latency, the network is composed of two separate datacenters and an 

unstructured tracker-assisted hybrid P2P overlay. Whenever the client application is 

started, a persistent TCP connection is established to either one of the data centers. Each 

playback operation is primarily performed from the local cache, thus promoting large 

client-side caches up to 10% of the free disk space. If a cache miss occurs, a lookup 

request is sent to the data center, retrieving only the first 15 seconds of content while 

simultaneously performing P2P lookup for the entire data object, emphasizing P2P 

content delivery over data centers. Similar server request occurs whenever the playback 

is jumped to an arbitrary location of the content or whenever the P2P network is incapable 

of maintaining the playback buffer within a given threshold [KrN10]. 
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All content in Spotify network is static, introducing no additional computational load or 

dynamically generated regions prior to data transfer. In order to simplify the protocol and 

to minimize the overhead, the Spotify clients are only allowed to share fully cached 

content in the overlay. Any node reporting to have the requested content is therefore 

always in possession of the complete data object. In the resulting content delivery scheme 

any data objects can be disseminated in small chunks that are simultaneously retrieved 

from multiple nodes. As the data objects are only shared as a whole, no tracker 

coordination is required to locate the nodes with specific data chunks, thus limiting the 

tracker load to simple content lookup operations. Due to the prevalent content constraints 

the protocol is however incapable of providing support for live-streaming the hosted 

content [KrN10]. 

The primary design goal of Spotify P2P overlay is to avoid decreasing the playback 

performance and lookup operations in terms of latency. Any additional overhead caused 

by structured routing would increase the lookup latency and essentially become a 

performance issue. Similarly any routing structures would introduce excess and 

unnecessary complexity as the data centers are nonetheless an essential part of the Spotify 

network even when P2P content delivery is utilized. The content delivery scheme is 

therefore designed to combine benefits of both models by offloading the content delivery 

from data centers while simultaneously utilizing the data centers in minimizing the P2P 

lookup latencies and ensuring the content delivery performance [KrN10]. Each node in 

the overlay is treated equally, discarding any elevated roles and network hierarchies. 

Node discovery is assisted by tracker servers, maintaining the information of 20 most 

recently connected nodes for each data object. Any node requesting a data object is listed 

by a tracker, disseminating the node information to other nodes querying for the same 

data object. Each tracker query is responded with 10 of the most recently connected 

nodes, further decreasing the overhead. Any disconnected nodes are identified by the 

absence of the persistent TCP connection and discarded. While each node initially locates 

the other nodes from the tracker, any consequent queries are primarily sent to the 

previously received nodes of the overlay in a Gnutella-like request flooding scheme 

limited to 2 hops [KrN10]. As the overlay performs no routing operations, any nodes 

exchanging data need to be directly connected to each other. Even though the flooded 

queries may only reach a very limited portion of the overlay, the content is still efficiently 

located via trackers whenever the lookup operations are slow or yield no results. 
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As only complete data objects are shared, no periodic tracker updates are required from 

the nodes, resulting in tracker utilization mostly when the desired content cannot be 

located from the overlay. Given that the tracker only maintains details of the 20 most 

recently added nodes, the node information for specific data objects is constantly 

refreshed, providing natural load balancing and hot spot avoidance by effectively 

circulating the nodes contacted for data. Each node sorts the known peers by their 

estimated performance metrics, based on the amount of pending requests from the peer, 

divided by the previously experienced download time from the given peer. Because of 

the varying performance in mobile networks, any mobile clients are discarded from the 

P2P overlay and guided directly to the Spotify data centers. Whenever a node list is 

received from the tracker, a simultaneous download can be initiated in sorted order from 

each of the listed nodes and any of the nodes known by the received beers. Each data 

object is split into 16KB data chunks, downloaded in a prioritized order based on the 

relative location in the given data object and the estimated transfer speed from the given 

set of nodes. The resulting data transfer scheme is extremely efficient, achieving a median 

lookup latency of 265ms while preserving the overall network overhead below 5.2% of 

all traffic [KrN10]. 

In an effort to preserve the client-side resources, each Spotify client is embedded with a 

soft and hard TCP connection limit, restricting the maximum amount simultaneous 

overlay connections. Whenever the soft limit of 50 connections is reached, the client 

conducts a heuristic evaluation of each connected node, estimating the usefulness of the 

connection. The estimate is based on the amount of bytes sent and received during 

different intervals as well as the amount of nodes and content located through each 

specified connection. While the soft limit may be temporarily exceeded, triggering the 

node removal process, the hard limit of 60 connections cannot be overridden, preventing 

any new connections until the existing connections are disconnected beyond the soft limit 

[KrN10]. Similarly any node is allowed to upload only to 4 nodes simultaneously, 

preventing client uplink suffocation and excessive resource consumption. Each content-

fetching operation is prioritized in three categories reflecting the Spotify player features. 

Whenever a content transfer request is received, the priority of the transfer is estimated 

according to the metadata included in the request. As the client software allows the 

content to be retrieved for streaming, prefetching and offline synchronization, any 

streaming requests are given the highest priority to promote P2P playback. 
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3.3.2 BitTorrent 

The most popular P2P content delivery applications are based on BitTorrent protocol, 

utilizing information dispersal and unstructured tracker-assisted hybrid overlays for 

content delivery. On the contrary to many other P2P networks relying on a single overlay, 

BitTorrent establishes separate content delivery overlays, referred to as swarms, for each 

disseminated data object [ZIP11, GAC12]. Any delivered data objects, referred to as 

torrents, are split to chunks of arbitrary size prior to sharing. BitTorrent tracker servers 

coordinate the swarms by maintaining metadata of each node that are in possession of 

chunks belonging to a given torrent. The data chunks are downloaded simultaneously and 

in an arbitrary order from arbitrary amount of nodes promoted by the tracker. Any node 

in the swarm containing all data chunks of the torrent are referred to as seeds, whereas 

nodes containing only partial amount of chunks are considered as leeches. In order to 

preserve the swarm consistency and promote content awareness across the swarm, each 

node periodically retrieves a new set of nodes from the tracker, refreshing and establishing 

more heterogeneous overlay connections [ZIP11]. 

Data chunks of each torrent are indexed in a torrent-file, describing suggested tracker 

servers in addition to content metadata, such as name of the data object, chunk sizes and 

a file system path for any internal content structures. Each data chunk is also described 

with SHA-1 hash value, providing unique network identifiers for each chunk and 

allowing the nodes to detect any content modification8. Every torrent-file represents a 

data descriptor for the whole torrent, being essential for content discovery, download and 

reassembly. Data dissemination in torrents relies solely on torrent descriptors, identifying 

each part of the specific content while guiding the nodes to the specified tracker servers, 

thus unifying the swarms established for the given torrent [GAC12]. BitTorrent does not 

specify any delivery mechanism for torrent-files, allowing them to be distributed using 

any content delivery mechanism, such as Web-sites, email attachments or even Near Field 

Communication (NFC) tags. Given that torrent descriptors are an essential part of 

BitTorrent content delivery, any censoring entity may prevent access to a swarm simply 

by preventing access to torrent files, either by blocking the entire origin disseminating the 

torrent descriptors, or by identifying a signature of specific torrent-files and blocking only 

the pre-defined specific torrents.  

                                                 
8 BEP-0003, The BitTorrent protocol specification, http://www.bittorrent.org/beps/bep_0003.html 
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To circumvent issues related to accessing torrent descriptors, BitTorrent clients may 

alternatively identify torrents and swarms using magnet URI scheme, described in BEP-

0009 protocol specification9. Magnet links provide essential information of the content 

required to initiate the data transfer. BitTorrent magnet links essentially contain an exact 

topic (xt-field) describing the info hash of the torrent descriptor, thus allowing the torrent 

descriptor to be downloaded from any other nodes in the swarm. Tracker information is 

most often also included in the magnet links within tracker information (tr-field), 

providing direct access to the intended swarms. On the contrary to torrent-files, each 

magnet link may easily be embedded to any existing Web content or document, discarding 

the need to separately host and index the torrent-files. 

During content delivery, each node exchanges the data chunks with the given neighbor 

nodes indicated by the tracker. Whenever a new swarm is established, the initial seed is 

implicitly elevated to the highest role in the overlay until more seeds are formed. 

BitTorrent flash crowds may occur when a small amount of seeds becomes responsible 

for serving majority of the content to a large number of suddenly appearing leeches. Such 

flash crowds are very likely to occur whenever popular torrents are being published, 

significantly overloading the seeding nodes and thus reducing the swarm throughput until 

the torrent becomes evenly distributed [ZIP11]. To promote the availability of rare data 

chunks, BitTorrent protocol emphasizes a rarest-first download strategy when prioritizing 

the content of a torrent. Any chunks that are identified to be less common in the swarm 

are therefore automatically promoted by the nodes, equalizing the content availability and 

ensuring a more uniform chunk distribution [GAC12]. 

Any single node may be overloaded with content transfer requests, forcing the node to 

choose only a subset of the requests that can be fulfilled in order to avoid connection 

suffocation. In order to evaluate the swarm performance and to provide connection 

metrics, each node measures the perceived performance from each connected node. The 

provided metrics are utilized in a Tit-for-Tat upload strategy specified in BitTorrent 

protocol, promoting the selection of nodes from which the given node has recently 

received content with highest performance [GAC12]. While the strategy encourages the 

nodes to restrain from defining any uplink bandwidth limits, it sets the nodes with lower 

network resources in an unequal position, favoring mostly the high-speed nodes. 

                                                 
9 BEP-0009, Extension for peers to send metadata files, http://bittorrent.org/beps/bep_0009.html 
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The defined upload strategy is overridden at random intervals by an optimistic unchoking 

mechanism, ensuring even content distribution in the swarm by randomly selecting nodes 

from the tracker to which the content is uploaded. Optimistic unchoking also ensures that 

newly joined nodes are successfully bootstrapped to the swarm by disseminating the 

initial parts of the torrent regardless of any upload metrics measured for the destination 

nodes [ZIP11]. Even though BitTorrent seeks to ensure effective content dissemination, 

each swarm is by default coordinated by tracker servers. Even when torrent-files are 

discarded by magnetic links, any censoring entity could prevent access to the listed 

trackers, rendering the advertised swarms unavailable. Similarly any eavesdropping 

entities may utilize the tracker servers for mining the nodes in a given swarm, revealing 

the identities of the participating nodes. 

In an effort to reduce the dependency on central network coordination, BitTorrent clients 

may simultaneously utilize a distributed tracker scheme described in BEP-0005 protocol 

specification10. The distributed tracker scheme is established on a structured overlay, 

referred to as Mainline DHT, which is essentially based on Kademlia implementation. 

Similar to any other DHT implementations, each node in Kademlia is assigned a unique 

identifier to which a specific set of keys are mapped. The key space is organized in a 

binary tree structure, in which each node represents a leaf. Node positions are determined 

by the assigned node identifier in a binary representation. The network topology is 

defined by the shortest unique binary prefix of any given node [MaM02]. Each node is 

therefore responsible for any keys mapped to the same binary prefix of the given node. 

Routing in the tree is based on node distance measured as exclusive or (XOR) metric of 

any two binary representations. Each message is forwarded to the node translating to the 

closest unidirectional distance of the given key, yielding a logarithmic routing boundary 

of �(log(�)) hops in an �-node overlay [MaM02]. In the resulting network each node 

acts as a tracker by requesting node information from the routing table entry with the 

closest distance to the given key. Routing in Mainline DHT is performed iteratively, either 

yielding a node list for the corresponding key, or contact metadata to a node closer to the 

key. Any established content delivery is indicated to the surrounding nodes with tokens, 

identifying the node from which the initial query response originated. While the DHT 

does not directly enhance privacy, it renders overlay-blockades virtually impossible. 

                                                 
10 BEP-0005, DHT Protocol, http://www.bittorrent.org/beps/bep_0005.html  
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3.4 Connection localization 

Minimizing the data transfer distance in terms of geographical locations and network hops 

between the communicating entities is shown to be crucial for the perceived latency. Since 

all of the P2P networks are implemented as application layer overlays, the network 

structures are independent and unaware of any underlying network topologies. As a result, 

any neighboring nodes in the overlay may be topologically located in different ASes and 

geographically even on different continents. The resulting overlay routing, regardless of 

whether the network is structured or unstructured, may become suboptimal in terms of 

physical distance, increasing the overall latency as well as inter-AS traffic [RFH01]. 

Each logical hop in an overlay network may consist of several hops in the physical 

network. Begtasevic & Van Mieghem have measured the average path length between 

arbitrary hosts in the Internet, including intercontinental connections, to consist of over 

16 hops already in August 2000 [BeV01]. Given that each lookup operation in a structured 

overlay is commonly achieved in �(log �) or more logical hops in an �-node overlay, a 

single lookup operation is likely to yield tens of physical network hops in any structured 

overlay composed of over 20 intercontinentally located nodes [RFH01, SMK01]. Because 

of the segregation between logical P2P overlays and physical network topology, the 

overlay networks are generally, without any additional entities, incapable of optimizing 

the routing according to the physical distance or network topology metrics.  

Without any optimizations, the request routing in decentralized structured overlay 

networks is often suboptimal, causing the packets to travel excess physical distance, 

crossing AS-boundaries and even causing unnecessary intercontinental traffic [HuY07]. 

Request flooding in unstructured networks may similarly cause excessive unnecessary 

inter-AS and even intercontinental traffic if not limited to small boundaries. As a result, 

any fully decentralized structured overlays may be subject to high lookup latencies due 

to physical network routing, increasing the perceived overall latency especially when 

transferring small files [RFH01, HuY07]. Hybrid P2P overlays are often similarly 

unaware any the underlying network topology, causing the network controlling entity to 

connect the overlay nodes sub-optimally when the content could be available much closer. 

Because of non-standardized overlay routing, fluctuating performance, relatively high 

lookup latencies and suboptimal peer selection, majority of P2P overlays have not grown 

wide popularity amongst latency critical applications, such as Web content delivery. 
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Several studies have been conducted in an effort to provide localized overlay traffic, 

detecting and favoring primarily the physically closest overlay nodes in an effort to reduce 

the physical path length between two overlay nodes [HuY07, YoN12, HMF14]. Most of 

the suggested mechanisms are revolved around measuring or estimating the RTT between 

any two nodes in the overlay, providing metrics for positioning the nodes according to 

their physical network topology. Given that nodes are generally unaware of even their 

own geographic positions unless provided by the user, the RTT measurements are often 

suggested to be conducted on a set of well-known hosts representing landmark servers. 

Position of a node may either be determined by triangulating the location based on the 

measured values, or simply by comparing the measurement results with other nodes to 

determine a relative location. When relative location is considered to be adequate, the 

nodes may simply measure the RTT to any other nodes in the overlay in an attempt to 

determine the neighbors within low-latency paths. 

The original CAN design paper suggests a topology aware overlay construction by 

measuring the RTT to a set of well-known landmarks, such as DNS root name servers, 

prior to connecting the overlay. Each measured landmark server is ordered based on the 

measured latency, resulting in a factorial amount of possible landmark orderings 

[RFH01]. The resulting overlay is evenly partitioned for each possible landmark ordering, 

either overloading or dividing each zone with the nodes ending up in the given ordering. 

Even though the approach is likely to estimate the topology with sufficient accuracy for 

reducing the amount of physical hops, it is dependent on external landmark servers, 

introduces additional measurement overhead and populates the overlay non-uniformly. 

Global Network Positioning (GNP) provides a coordinate system similar to topology-

aware CAN in an overlay-independent and Internet-wide solution [EuZ02]. GNP models 

the entire Internet in a uniform �-dimensional Euclidean space, allowing each network 

host to measure and maintain the local coordinates in a pre-defined Internet-wide 

geometric space. Node positioning in GNP is based on selected landmark servers whose 

intermediate distances are accurately measured and well known. Each of the landmark 

servers are assigned coordinates in the Euclidean space based on their relative locations 

to each other. Any host in the Internet may therefore measure the distance to the landmark 

servers, allowing the host to define unambiguous GNP coordinates based on the results. 

Network distances are measured as Euclidean distance in the defined coordinate plane, 

providing an estimate of the physical distance between any given hosts [EuZ02]. 
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None of the Internet protocol suite layers are explicitly designed to provide geographic 

location information or accurate network topology. Any network topology information or 

geographic host locations are based on estimates and static metadata. The location 

information is therefore often only relative to other nodes and made proportional to 

estimated network topology. Any distance estimation mechanisms based on RTT 

measurement are dependent on the accuracy of a static measurement and therefore only 

capable of approximating the actual distance between any two hosts. Measurement errors 

or temporal anomalies in the measured network path may bias the determined network 

location. Similarly the packets may be routed through various alternative network paths 

at any given time, entailing thorough measurements for minimizing the margin of error.  

Such measurements cannot be conducted dynamically prior to lookup operations without 

significantly increasing the overhead, thus encouraging swift RTT measurements that 

could result in low estimation accuracy. Furthermore, unless the landmark servers are 

distributed in similar scale to any highly replicated CDNs, the measurement could not 

provide accurate topology information, such as identifying two nodes within the same AS 

or internal network. The RTT measurements could alternatively be conducted without 

being bound to any specific network, event or operation, allowing more thorough 

measurements and higher precision. Such measurements would however be static and 

therefore require an unchanged logical mapping plane similar to GNP. Static high 

precision location plane could be maliciously combined with other location metadata and 

routing information to determine a relatively accurate geographic location of any host, 

compromising the end-user privacy especially in regions conducting political censorship. 

The load balancing property of structured overlay networks is based on uniform node 

distribution, allocating similar portions of key space for each participating node. Overlay 

organization based on node location is likely to result in node clustering, generating 

hotspots to the rarely populated regions of the overlay. In order to maintain the load 

balancing property in structured overlays and to reduce distance measurement overhead, 

Winter et al. suggested a random landmarking (RLM) scheme for connection localization 

[WZS04]. In an RLM-enabled overlay a set of landmark keys are defined, dividing the 

overlay into equally sized partitions. Each landmark key is stored on the according node, 

allocating the landmark servers dynamically in the overlay. Any joining node thus 

identifies the closest landmark and generates the local identifier with a prefix belonging 

to the location scope, blending the node clustering while maintaining localized routing. 
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Various similar location structures, such as Cone and Bypass have been suggested for 

enabling topology-aware connections in structured P2P overlays [KwR04, HuY07]. In 

both Cone and Bypass the design is initially based on Chord DHT, in which an additional 

proximity-aware overlay is established for managing the regional clusters of nodes. 

Bypass provides topology-awareness by implementing a proximity routing scheme. In 

Bypass each joining node determines the local ASN, identifying the local cluster of the 

node. Each ASN is registered to a Bypass-overlay and managed by a directory-node 

elected for the given cluster. All directory node hold the metadata of data-objects stored 

in the specific cluster for avoiding unnecessary overlay traffic. Any lookup operations are 

therefore initially performed in the local cluster, only considering nodes from the same 

AS. All queries in local cluster are sent directly to the directory node that acts as a tracker 

server for the given AS. Whenever the requested data object is absent in the local cluster, 

the lookup is delegated to the to the directory ring, consisting of directory nodes from 

other clusters in the network [KwR04]. Each directory node matches the received lookup 

operation to the content index of the given cluster and either returns the address of the 

node responsible for storing the data object, or forwards the query in the directory ring. 

Cone is based on proximity neighbor selection, organizing the Chord finger tables 

according to proximity metadata. Similar to any proximity-aware overlays, all nodes in 

Cone initially estimate the node location prior to connecting the overlay. Cone proximity 

neighbor selection is implemented as an RTT-measurement to a set of defined well-known 

landmark servers. Similar to location-aware CAN, each landmark server is ordered by the 

estimated distance, providing an unambiguous and comparable overlay-wide location 

structure [HuY07]. Upon joining, each node is assigned a Chord identifier by hashing the 

IP-address of the node. In addition to Chord-ring, the nodes also join a parallel Cone-ring, 

providing the proximity-aware node selection. Any nodes with the same Chord-id prefix 

are accumulated to the same Cone-group, identified by the given prefix. Each node in a 

group is identified by a local id derived from the Chord-layer node-id and arranged to an 

intra-group routing ring, illustrated in Figure 18. Each group is similarly organized to a 

large-scale inter-group routing ring, establishing a cone-shaped network geometry 

[HuY07]. Upon successfully joining to both Chord-ring and a Cone-group, the node 

begins the finger table initialization by locating each finger entry from Cone. The prefix 

of each finger entry is matched to a corresponding Cone-group, from which a node with 

a same landmark ordering and the smallest RTT is chosen as the given finger entry. 
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Figure 18: Cone overlay embedded on Chord routing ring 

The suggested localization schemes for structured overlay networks are shown to achieve 

topology estimates that are capable of notably reducing the amount of physical network 

hops during overlay routing. Bypass is indicated to perform sufficiently even during high 

lookup failure rate, reducing the average amount of physical inter-AS hops for each 

logical hop from 4.24 of the original Chord to 1.32 in Bypass [KwR04]. When the average 

amount of exchanged requests is compared in a 10000-node overlay between basic Chord 

routing and request flooding, the difference is shown to be approximately 10-fold. 

Whereas basic Chord implementation completes a lookup operation in less than 100 

requests, the request flooding yields over 1000 requests. Similar 10-fold difference is 

measured between Chord and Bypass, indicating that Bypass is capable of performing the 

given lookup-operation in less than 10 requests [KwR04].  

On the contrary to Bypass, the observed benefit of Cone is highlighted as the overlay 

grows, enhancing the scalability of the basic Chord design in a completely decentralized 

superstructure. While the routing distance remains around 100 physical network hops in 

a Cone-overlay composed of 1000 to 4000 nodes, the amount of hops reduces as the size 

of the overlay is grown beyond 4000 nodes [HuY07]. In a Cone-overlay of 256000 nodes 

the amount of physical hops is observed to reduce from 112 to 40, providing a 2.8-fold 

reduction if compared to a path length in an overlay of 4000 nodes. The measured traffic 

profile is indicated to shift from inter to intra-group routing as the size of the overlay is 

multiplied, resulting in a higher degree of content replication within a single Cone-group 

and thus reducing the need for inter-group lookup operations [HuY07]. 
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While Bypass and Cone both improve the scalability and connection locality of Chord, 

they rely either on additional network topology information or RTT-measurement based 

node clustering. The cluster management entails additional structures for managing the 

cluster information and any proximity-based routing table optimizations. Given that the 

directory-nodes in Bypass are multiplied to provide redundancy and to reduce the load 

from a single node, an additional directory-node negotiation scheme is required to elect 

and discover the correct directory nodes. In addition, a separate network topology 

discovery scheme is required for the nodes to successfully identify the local ASN prior to 

joining the overlay, increasing the overall complexity. Furthermore, Bypass is prone to 

network hotspots and routing failures prior to reaching a sufficient amount of nodes 

capable of maintaining the network stability [KwR04]. Cone is similarly prone on 

increasing the network complexity and maintenance overhead through the use of 

additional overlay structure. The tradeoff between routing table size and shortening the 

network path is further shifted towards increased network overhead by the RTT-based 

network topology estimation. Similar to the cluster-metadata of Bypass, the additional 

overlay employed in Cone significantly increases the network complexity and introduces 

additional points of failure. The given network properties in both of the suggested overlay 

structures directly translate to higher maintenance overhead and therefore lesser tolerance 

for churn. 

3.5 Peer discovery 

Due to the shared responsibility of successful content delivery, the effectiveness and 

integrity of P2P networks rely on the ability to effectively identify and reach any other 

network members. Structured overlays provide implicit peer discovery through the 

routing scheme defined by the network structure, whereas hybrid overlays allow network 

members to be identified from a central entity. The initial peer discovery is essential in 

bootstrapping or joining structured P2P overlays that by design do not promote any well-

known entities for relaying the join requests. BitTorrent promotes the usage of Mainline 

DHT by allowing the routing information of individual nodes to be propagated through 

the tracker. In a completely trackerless torrent the initial bootstrapping nodes are 

disseminated in the torrent file or a magnetic link. BitTorrent protocol extensions also 

define an additional handshake procedure in which a DHT-enabled node is automatically 

added to the routing table of the node receiving the handshake request. 
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Majority of BitTorrent clients support an additional Peer Exchange (PEX) protocol, 

reducing the dependency on tracker server by disseminating peer information amongst 

any connected nodes within a swarm [YoN12]. PEX is not coupled to Mainline DHT and 

operates solely as an extension message sent amongst the connected clients. Any client 

looking to discover nodes by PEX transmits a node discovery message to any of the nodes 

it is connected to. Similarly any node receiving a PEX-message replies with a random set 

of active nodes it is connected to at the specific moment, allowing the node information 

to be disseminated without tracker queries or a DHT lookup. In order to reduce inter-AS 

traffic, Yoshida & Nakao suggested a Biased Peer Exchange (BPEX) scheme favoring 

node locality in the exchanged peer information [YoN12].  

BPEX is based on an external dedicated controller-node acting as tracker-crawler that 

retrieves node information from any known trackers of a swarm. An affinity peer set is 

estimated for each accessible node by determining the ASN and the related bitfield-

content of each node, indexing the network locality and content availability of each node 

in the swarm. The indexed information is periodically transmitted to the nodes as PEX-

messages, allowing the nodes to establish localized connections based on the momentary 

content distribution [YoN12]. BPEX operates as a separate component that requires no 

modification to the existing BitTorrent infrastructure, allowing it to be deployed 

transparently for any existing swarm. As BPEX is independent from BitTorrent 

infrastructure, it forms a single collective interface for location and content-enriched view 

to any given swarm by broadcasting the information harvested from multiple trackers.  

Compared to a non-optimized BitTorrent, the BPEX-enabled swarm is measured to 

reduce the download completion time by 25% and inter-AS traffic by 12% while 

maintaining a moderate PEX-broadcast interval of one minute [YoN12]. Even though the 

affinity-based peer selection is indicated to successfully optimize the BitTorrent traffic by 

download time and excess inter-AS hops, it also accumulates a single attack vector 

covering the entire swarm. Any malicious actor could subscribe to the BPEX controller, 

periodically learning both the location-enriched network identities and the hosted content 

of each participating node without any additional effort. Such information could further 

be utilized to conduct fine-grained censorship on AS-level and harvest the consumed 

content of individual users. Similarly a malicious actor could establish a competitive 

BPEX-controller feeding the nodes with contrary information, emphasizing suboptimal 

routes and malicious nodes.  
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Any unreachable nodes are considered to be third wheels in the overlay, consuming 

resources without contributing to the content dissemination. Given that the maximum 

performance of a P2P overlay is a result of the combined bandwidth of each participating 

node, the amount of inaccessible nodes directly translates to lower network throughput 

[LiP09]. As the ratio of unreachable peers grow, a smaller number of individual nodes 

becomes responsible for fulfilling the overall amount of requests. Given that residential 

broadband connections are most often asymmetric for the upstream bandwidth, a high 

number of unreachable peers is likely to congest the available upstream bandwidth and 

thus increase the content transfer delay as indicated in Chapter 2. Any peering 

optimizations employed in the P2P routing scheme may further bias the performance 

implications caused by inaccessible nodes [LiP09]. 

Common factors rendering the nodes unreachable include firewall rules deployed in the 

network or on the host device preventing P2P communication, and most commonly 

Network Address Translation (NAT) enabled Local Area Network (LAN) edge routers. 

Given that the IPv4 address space is only 32-bit, the deployment of public IP-addresses 

has become highly regulated [MCK08]. As the amount of networking devices continues 

to grow, the majority of LAN routers have implemented NAT-support for allowing a 

single public IP-address to be shared amongst all the devices in the private subnetwork. 

In a NAT-enabled network an edge router is responsible for translating the IP-addresses 

between the private network and the Internet, creating a mapping for each local host that 

represents a connection to a server in the public network. The address translation results 

in an asymmetric connection scheme in which the router is only capable of mapping the 

outbound connections originating from the private network. Any incoming connections 

that do not have a corresponding NAT-mapping are automatically dropped as the router 

has no way to identify the corresponding destination host in the local network [MCK08]. 

Various NAT traversal mechanisms have been suggested depending on the specifics of 

the employed NAT implementation and the prevalent network conditions [MCK08]. One 

of the most well-known traversal schemes include Session Traversal Utilities for NAT 

(STUN), describing a protocol-base for allowing a host to detect and retrieve the network 

mapping generated by a NAT-device [RMM08]. STUN-based traversal presumes a 

STUN-server to be deployed outside of the private network, to which the clients from a 

private network send binding requests. Host information of the request header is returned 

back to the client, revealing the existence of a NAT-router and the generated mapping. 
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Müller et al. have listed some the common traversal schemes to four categories, defined 

by the purpose of the connection [MCK08]. While many of the traversal schemes are 

independent from STUN, they often assume support for external protocols, such as closed 

relay connections or Universal Plug and Play (UPnP), affecting the characteristics of the 

overlay implementation. The most prevalent traversal schemes employ UPnP or UDP 

hole punching to either edit the connection mappings directly from NAT-device or force 

a new mapping for each new overlay connection, identified by an additional network 

component [MCK08]. Alternative techniques include relaying the packets through a 

separate proxy entity establishing the connections, or routing the data through a tunneled 

connection. Given that most of the NAT traversal techniques are implemented solely for 

UDP, the protocol decisions of the overlay are often dictated by NAT traversal.  

Unlike many other overlay networks, Spotify is implemented solely on TCP and thus out 

of scope for many of the common NAT traversal protocols [KrN10]. Instead of adopting 

traversal mechanisms for TCP, such as STUNT or TCP hole punching, Spotify 

emphasizes design simplicity by not adopting any NAT traversal schemes. Instead, the 

persistent TCP connection to the Spotify data centers is utilized as a control connection, 

forwarding each connection request additionally through the Spotify servers if necessary. 

Whenever an inaccessible node is encountered, the connection initiation is triggered by 

the Spotify servers, notifying the target node through the persistent connection. The 

resulting connection establishment may therefore also be initiated backwards as long as 

the connecting node does not belong to a NAT-enabled network [KrN10]. 

As the popularity of NAT reached commercial heights before being standardized, several 

address translation technologies have been adopted varying by device and application 

manufacturers [LiP09]. The initial NAT implementations were mostly considered as full-

cone or restricted-cone translations, resulting in simple per-host mapping for each internal 

device connecting to the public IP-address space. Later implementations have however 

adopted symmetric translation schemes, yielding unique external host information for 

each request submitted to a different destination host. The resulting translation 

mechanism enforces a request-response pattern in which each external host must receive 

a request prior to being able to communicate with the internal network host. NAT traversal 

for such address translation is often considered impossible in P2P context [LiP09]. The 

only general solution for enabling globally reliable peer discovery is therefore a wide 

adoption of IPv6, rendering NAT obsolete by providing a 128-bit IP-address space. 
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4 HTTP2P Overlay 

Many of the developed Web and networking technologies have contrary characteristics, 

balancing between design choices that are favorable for one property and contrary to the 

other. The widely employed Network Address Translation represents one example, 

lengthening the life-span of IPv4 while simultaneously causing unnecessary complexity 

to some of the network use-cases, such as P2P networks. Even though the prevalent design 

choices of the Internet have been successfully extended to serve the purpose of modern 

content delivery, the growing significance of Web as a primary information channel 

introduces new applications and challenges that emphasize different design basis. 

Properties of the initial Web-design choices introduce unnecessary network hotspots and 

promotes reliance on additional resources while enabling content censorship in its current 

extent. As a result, the common design principles and mechanisms utilized in Web content 

delivery do not effectively serve the purpose and the scale of the modern Internet.  

Both computational and networking resources of client-devices remain mostly idle in the 

majority of Web-related use-cases. As the origin is generally responsible for producing 

and delivering the content to all consuming entities, the content delivery model could be 

considered suboptimal in terms of resource utilization and redundancy. New approaches 

are required especially for ensuring the efficiency of unassisted Web content delivery 

while simultaneously promoting availability and openness of the information. A feasible 

solution should leverage the resources of consuming entities as well, establishing a P2P-

based content delivery mechanism for both content distribution and request routing.  

P2P overlays in general represent a broadly studied field, especially for data-object 

dissemination, content streaming and content indexing. Various individual studies have 

also been performed on the suitability of P2P networks in different areas of Web-context. 

Shakkottai & Johari evaluated Web content delivery schemes based on content popularity 

and suggested a hybrid delivery model delegating the content dissemination from origin 

to a P2P overlay whenever a defined popularity threshold is exceeded [ShJ10]. Ribiero et 

al. suggested a P2P-based Web-publishing platform in which each node publishes Web 

content in a DHT, allowing the nodes and thus the published content to be indexed and 

identified by node identifiers represented as P2P addresses [RLS07]. Nishimine & Ueda 

suggested a multicast-inspired approach for a cache-less P2P Web-proxy, seeking to 

minimize the storage requirement for efficient client-side caching [NiU13]. 
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Studies on efficient Web-caching in P2P-context, have resulted in P2P-based CDN 

implementations, such as CoralCDN11 that leverage the client-side resources for 

establishing regional Web content delivery infrastructures. Most notably the P2P overlays 

have also been studied for mitigating the Web-server load and bandwidth requirements 

during flash-crowd events. Mattson & Ghosh designed a P2P overlay and a set of 

corresponding HTTP protocol extensions for allowing the Web-clients to deliver any 

static Web content in the established overlay. The protocol is designed to cache and 

disseminate entire data objects amongst the overlay nodes by allowing the origin to 

redirect content requests to the overlay nodes during heavy congestion [MaG04]. 

Deshpande et al. suggested a more fine-grained solution for cache-less flash crowd 

management that requires no alterations to existing protocols nor any additional client-

side software installations. On the contrary to other similar solutions, the suggested 

overlay utilizes information dispersal similar to BitTorrent, distributing the data-objects 

in small chunks [DAC07]. The protocol design also includes an integrated PEX-scheme 

named Roulette Cache, allowing each node to store and advertise the most recently 

contacted nodes within the overlay.  

Regardless of comprehensive research on individual Web-related P2P topics, most of the 

introduced designs focus on infrastructure and address an aspect of content delivery 

without studying the implications and compatibility to the rest of the Web ecosystem. The 

most prominent studies for resolving the challenges of modern Web content delivery 

generally either seek to improve cache efficiency or mitigate the impact of flash-crowds, 

promoting resource offloading. No extensive studies have however emerged on the 

feasibility of adopting P2P overlays for comprehensive Web content access and 

distribution that would affiliate the perspectives of each role in the Web ecosystem. For 

such solution to be successful and generally adopted, it must promote the interests of all 

stakeholders related to Web content delivery. The solution must be equally beneficial for 

every entity of the content delivery, placing no assumptions or special requirements for 

any of the participating groups. Even though the upload strategy employed in BitTorrent 

drives the nodes to contribute more, it sets the different entities in an unequal position. 

Web services have not been produced for conditional consumption and cannot therefore 

oblige the consuming entities to commit resources to the content dissemination. 

                                                 
11 The Coral Content Distribution Network, https://www.coralcdn.org 
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4.1 HTTP2P content delivery 

The Web has initially been designed as a half-duplex content-centric network of static and 

interconnected documents, where the content is hosted on Web-servers and returned for 

a corresponding Web-request. During the evolution of Web, especially in Web 2.0, the 

content delivery model has shifted towards full-duplex communication in which the static 

content files have transformed to dynamic applications. Interaction with the server has 

become two-way in which clients produce majority of the consumed content and the 

server provides interactivity through compositions of the produced content. Each 

composition is often produced for each individual session, embedding the static Web-

elements and content to the dynamically generated result. Because of the full-duplex 

communication, the employed content delivery scheme needs to be efficient in both ways, 

also taking content upload into account. To provide a high-level review of a mechanism 

that satisfies the identified content delivery requirements in respect to performance and 

openness, the rest of the paper is focused on presenting preliminary design choices for a 

novel content delivery mechanism named HTTP2P. 

Indicated by the performance measurement in Chapter 2, it is beneficial to download the 

content in small chunks from multiple simultaneous sources. In addition to providing 

better content offloading and replication capabilities for the origin, chunked content 

transfer also enables higher downlink bandwidth utilization for consuming entities. Since 

the content is replicated with higher granularity, no single entity is responsible for 

dissemination of an entire data object. The smaller chunks can therefore be delivered 

efficiently even by congested nodes, decreasing the performance of an individual piece 

only by hundreds of milliseconds, given that the network load is balanced to at least some 

extent. Higher granularity in data distribution also ensures better redundancy as leaving 

or crashing nodes do not impact content transmission performance on the scale of entire 

data objects. Information dispersion is crucial especially for full-duplex communication 

in censored networks where a mediator is required to relay the communication between 

the node and the blocked origin. An efficient information dispersal scheme enables an 

application-layer reverse multi-path content delivery similar to the packet-switched 

Internet core, allowing multiple mediator nodes to be utilized when transferring content 

from client to origin. Such routing is necessary for minimizing the resource consumption 

of mediator nodes especially in Web 2.0 context where the users are often allowed to 

upload multimedia content and large file-sets, such as photo albums. 
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Given that no assumptions can be placed on the behavior of overlay nodes, the reliability 

of application-layer routing is not comparable to the dedicated low-level packet routing 

of the Internet. The higher the routing occurs on network stack, the more prone it becomes 

to errors and routing anomalies. Since P2P routing is generally performed on application-

layer, it becomes subject to errors occurring on any of the abstraction layers. In addition, 

any application errors on any of the nodes on the selected network path may affect the 

content transfer, causing increased latency. Similar to packet loss on TCP, a lost chunk 

would need to be re-transmitted or retrieved from another node, increasing the overall 

completion time of the whole data object. To reduce the impact of lost chunks, any content 

transmitted over HTTP2P should employ erasure coding for the dispersed information. 

Erasure coding is based on Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes that are included with 

the disseminated data-objects. FEC-encoding disperses the given data-object to equally 

sized chunks and calculates an error correction code for each data chunk in respect to the 

chosen encoding scheme [XWZ09]. Each error correction code is appended to the 

corresponding data chunk as redundant data, increasing the combined size of all chunks 

by the defined code rate of the given encoding scheme. The redundant metadata included 

with each chunk however allows the whole data-object to be reconstructed from only a 

subset of all chunks, reducing the need to retransfer lost chunks. As a result, erasure 

coding is indicated to outperform content re-transmission as long as the probability of 

packet loss remains below 40%. Erasure coding is additionally indicated to always be 

more energy efficient than content re-transmission, introducing additional benefit for 

mobile devices [SBH14].  

In P2P context an additional factor is formed by node availability where the rarity of any 

single chunk determines the overall degree of replication for the entire data-object. 

Regardless of uniform content distribution schemes, a high level of churn may 

temporarily render some parts of the data less available than the others. Content rarity is 

likely to cause additional transfer latency in form of additional lookup operations, 

suboptimal network routes, node congestion or complete unavailability of a given chunk. 

In any censored networks the censoring authority might similarly seek to identify the 

signatures of individual data chunks and attempt to render the whole data-object corrupt 

by preventing dissemination of the identified chunks. Erasure coding renders content 

blockades much more difficult and balances the impact of chunk rarity by allowing the 

missing chunks to be reconstructed based on the rest of the obtained data. 
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Reed-Solomon (RS) coding is one of the most common Maximum Distance Separable 

(MDS) erasure coding techniques, allowing the entire data-object to be constructed from 

any set of discrete code words reaching the minimum code word amount defined by the 

coding scheme [XWZ09]. Encoding and decoding operations of Reed-Solomon coding 

are based on vector multiplications of Vandermonde distribution matrix in Galois field 

arithmetic +&(2,) where - represents the bit-length of a data unit, causing the coding 

operations to be CPU-intensive [SBH14]. Cauchy Reed-Solomon (CRS) codes have been 

a widely adopted improvement for RS-coding, replacing the Vandermonde matrix with 

Cauchy matrix, allowing the Galois field multiplications of distribution matrix to be 

converted to binary XOR operations. The operational data unit size as well as coding 

performance are thus notably increased when compared to RS-coding [XWZ09, SBH14].  

Even though the perceived performance of CRS-coding is sufficient for various 

applications, such as storage systems and continuous data transmissions, the 

computational overhead may be considered high especially for devices with very limited 

computational resources. To deploy CRS-coding in low-powered wireless sensor 

networks, Srouji et al. have suggested a novel CRS-based encoding technique, named 

High-Speed Coding (HSC). On the contrary to traditional CRS, HSC-coding utilizes a 

static pre-calculated binary representation of the distribution matrix, replacing the data 

and code words with a binary representation vector [SBH14]. HSC code words are 

generated by applying binary XOR for each corresponding column of the distribution 

matrix and the code word vector whenever the corresponding bit of the data word is 1.  

Indicated by preliminary measurements, the HSC-coding is able to outperform CRS-

coding with 94% lesser encoding time while operating on static memory constraints 

defined by the size of the encoding matrix [SBH14]. Given that the design of HSC is not 

tightly coupled to the initial use-case, it could also be feasibly adopted for efficient Web 

content encoding on any given hardware. As multimedia is in a major role of Web content, 

the content transfer should impose minimal overhead and the computational resources of 

mobile devices should be conserved for processing the received content, such as decoding 

audio or video. The suggested performance improvements over CRS-coding would 

therefore be beneficial especially for mobile devices in Web 2.0 context, conserving 

computational resources and the battery of the device. Computational overhead of the 

origin would similarly be reduced for any large data-objects that cannot be efficiently 

cached or shared between consequent requests. 
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Web content distribution resembles the fundamentals of Spotify P2P overlay. In both 

contexts the overall latency is in critical role, promoting solutions that minimize the 

transfer delay of the content entirety for the given use-case. Similar to both contexts, a 

node in possession of partial content may be expected to contain all of the data belonging 

to the given data-object. Any Spotify-node obtaining chunks of a specific data-object will 

need all of the chunks for gapless playback, and is therefore expected to be in possession 

of the whole data-object after initiating the download of any given chunk. Based on the 

assumption, content advertisement is only allowed after the entire data-object is complete, 

simplifying the content delivery by guaranteeing availability of the advertised content. 

The assumption is also valid for Web content delivery, where any node viewing a Web-

page is expected to contain each data-object included in the document. Since the chunk 

ordering of dispersed content needs to be specified for correct reassembly, any content 

streams can implicitly be downloaded in prioritized order for buffered playback. 

Additional streaming strategies could be employed by leveraging the erasure codes for 

forward buffering, retrieving data ahead of the buffer in such clusters that allow parts of 

the buffer to be reconstructed based on the surrounding data. 

Similar to the torrent-files introduced in BitTorrent, a content descriptor is required to 

express the HTTP2P-metadata necessary for successful content retrieval and reassembly. 

In order to maximize the interoperability between different contexts and layers, the 

descriptor should express the content in a simple and explicit format that can be 

interpreted at any layer of the content consuming entity. JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON) has become widely adopted amongst Web applications, providing context-

independent and easily interpreted data exchange format [Bra14]. Due to its wide 

adoption, JSON is well supported in all existing environments and contexts. In addition, 

JSON-format can be natively processed by the Web applications, allowing the content 

descriptors to be interpreted by the application whenever necessary.  

The JSON-based content descriptors should however be distributed in a compressed form 

to minimize the amount of redundant characters caused by the verbosity and the syntax 

of the format. As the Web documents are often retrieved and rendered prior to transferring 

any streamed content or large files, the latency of the initial Web document should be 

minimized. Any large content files or streams should therefore be linked to the root 

content descriptor as separate content indexes, reducing the download latency of any data-

objects required prior to rendering the Web document. 
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Example of HTTP2P content descriptor is illustrated in Table 3, containing the metadata 

of two data-objects. The Uniform Resource Name (URN) referred by the descriptor is 

extracted from the Uniform Resource Locator (URL), hashed by the defined algorithm 

and included in the id-field. Any URL can be accessed from the overlay by hashing the 

destination URN and committing a lookup operation for the resulting content descriptor 

identifier. Each descriptor must include the origin domain in the id-hash, allowing the 

content to be identified solely from the P2P network whenever access to the origin is 

prevented. Resource URN is therefore redundant information in the descriptor, but 

included in the example for clarification. 

-----BEGIN SIGNATURE----- 

Qz6/R5Uh4bZD9v1cYtdDs6jt54Zf9UB6Mobg9/6Hjr3aRU+yjpZLdimJYw47ou9S4VO9qSiD97CjMt0VPWdDEAjzvL1KdZ

vTpctWwGTCSFP31GW+P8uCr22tc2phnoXhbrNxouEDzutcV/kAvNUjYF3NdP465312QYuWXDrw3d8= 

-----END SIGNATURE----- 

{“urn”: “mixu.fi/foo/bar”, 

“certificate”: “0a67d72db422bd816d576e82cf2b73fceef011e” 

“id”: “c52e7182b29144a289ea03bfad1ec194ca08e243b3b8b92f92df02798c363206”, 

“content-hash”: “SHA-1”, 

“content”: [{ 

“name”: “index.html”, 

“size”: 16, 

“chunk-size”: 10, 

“compressed”: true, 

“ttl”: 3600, 

“chunks”: [“67866a7772ab749f833dc52d82ac7853df866bf5”, 

“8cd2935ff7b948032b05c35c4a912ee17d529212”] 

}, 

{ 

“name”: “/videos/videoStream.mp4”, 

“link”: “752bfeebec6cb03b03d95035a256f56c9f7ae9c5” 

}]} 

Table 3: Example of JSON-based HTTP2P content descriptor 

The identifiers need to be formed in a standard way for enabling a uniform content 

identification scheme. Since the identifier length represents a static boundary for the size 

of the entire address-space, it needs to be large enough to support URN-combinations of 

any published Web-resources. To provide a large and collision-resistant address space, 

the HTTP2P content descriptors should be identified with SHA-256 hashes. Each 

dispersed data chunk is similarly identified by a hash value, including the chunk and the 

corresponding erasure code. The hash-algorithm indexing individual data parts of the 

content can be defined by the origin and is therefore specified in the content-hash field. 
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Every data-object belonging to the given URN is defined as an object in the content-array, 

implying the recommended download order of the described data-objects. The chunks of 

a data-object are also defined in an array, similarly expressing the data ordering as an 

array index. Content chunks are defined in the chunks-field and identified by SHA-1 

hashes in the example. The basic metadata must be given for each data-object described 

in the given content array, including file name and overall size of the reconstructed data-

object, as well as the size of an individual chunk of the given object. All size information 

is indicated in kilobytes and the object names are expressed as they are referred in the 

Web-document. In addition, the content may also be compressed by the origin, indicated 

in the compressed-field.  

Each data-object includes a Time-to-Live (TTL) field specifying the content validity in 

seconds after successful acquisition. Once the defined TTL-value is exceeded, the node 

should not respond to lookup-requests for the specific data-object, promoting the content 

to be refreshed from the origin. TTL-value of 0 indicates non-cacheable content that 

cannot be disseminated in the P2P-overlay and must therefore be acquired directly from 

the origin. Any large data-objects composed of a remarkable amount of chunks can 

additionally be described in separate content descriptors to reduce the download latency 

of the root-descriptor. Each data-object described in a separate descriptor is linked to the 

root-descriptor by specifying the name of the data-object and the hash of the descriptor 

as a link. The linked descriptor contains only the metadata of the given data-object, 

allowing it to be downloaded separately whenever necessary. 

Once the content descriptor is written, the origin signs the whole descriptor with the 

private key associated with its certificate and appends the signature to the beginning of 

the descriptor. It is essential that the signature is produced in accordance to the Public 

Key Infrastructure (PKI) chain of trust, allowing the nodes to verify the source of the 

content and detect any forged or tampered signatures. In order to verify the signature, 

each node needs to obtain or be in possession of the origin’s public key. The public keys 

must only be delivered within a X.509-certificate, including the public key and indicating 

the chain of trust to a chosen Certificate Authority (CA). The certificate may be obtained 

by downloading it from the network according to the certificate identifier of the content 

descriptor, or by importing it from any other medium. To ease the certificate discovery 

especially in censored regions, the certificates should only be disseminated in Privacy 

Enhanced Mail (PEM) encoded format illustrated in Table 4. 
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-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

MIIC1DCCAbygAwIBAgIQMroWKGUfcapP6lKiDcLcdDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADAT 

MREwDwYDVQQDEwhCbGFja2JveDAeFw0xNDA2MTgxMDIwNTRaFw0xNTA2MTgwMDAw 

MDBaMBMxETAPBgNVBAMTCEJsYWNrYm94MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8A 

MIIBCgKCAQEAvgqLxORqlj44fSK/NYu6Xc2fuBX/UsRNOjUPRzefzhJy+MzuRwSo 

mEb2FSjp4WpcMhQhiOCCYoimVxGrjfKIj/Q28ypVBiizARKTL87xS0qTDlh04VD0 

JVBzak6ByrPOqt1hVOiHSxgpjetKUFT/re4vS8NonvqdHn5xwvCSynEv/wx3/GF3 

oaYU1Ws46S/mDM1WppEETI+zLdO5o17Ch4QAJoTwwHwfxnywEbkhFJ2P4azw4nRN 

bhpNzmlMhHKloptsgbX8VkPoR6Srudm/KFcJv+f8+WyShKhVukKiTGPmyLWTiFqC 

dwT+8k2UYcxYzp0Rm5+JSFQPoTmYx/ziewIDAQABoyQwIjALBgNVHQ8EBAMCBDAw 

EwYDVR0lBAwwCgYIKwYBBQUHAwEwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAIf4WBapQY5Q 

tKDirCiI7v12ELsjbjCXnURLVR1j58gvodLW46DhhIA4C/b6/2XzOKHzVrY0/yxp 

fY0d2YQPQFPOiO3F/fVvtcMpuDyHODbWXSuIw6jIdyd4wvL9Isgc57Wkh2bADAVa 

xfsoT1uIzhVkdKhY277jlAZIOJzDjJfYV619vdFFpSPe76PMgu8QPCGNWUSFlnl1 

81NbcghsVJxyfebNp7Xqdlqy/8IWLAQYAwWhm6QhdL12asBuPJ7NO4TEg75K5sts 

618dB0rq0OxlP0TtHfHRdDyWuZXFsFialYzrKbLCBRrLRLKOowQ76Gli3hpfdNU5 

GYeXrzXVjNs= 

-----END CERTIFICATE----- 

Table 4: Example of PEM-encoded X.509 certificate returned as a response for certificate-lookup 

4.2 Request routing 

Web-applications have evolved from static Web content and are therefore often tightly 

coupled to content delivery. The application logic is generally executed by the origin, 

generating dynamic parts of the content based on user input or any surrounding events. 

Given that fully homomorphic encryption is not yet feasible beyond experimental level, 

the trust boundary of application execution nor the storage of application data cannot be 

extended to cover the Web clients [WHC15]. Dynamic content generation and the 

application data storage cannot therefore be delegated beyond origin, enforcing the 

existence of a Web server responsible for executing the given Web-context.  

Since a completely P2P-based branch of the Web is currently beyond feasibility, the 

concept of Web server should be leveraged for constructing such hybrid P2P-overlay that 

employs the server as a tracker-like entity and a constant seed for the content. The hybrid 

design enables an unstructured overlay construct, removing the constraint of absolute 

network correctness and strict maintenance operations. Such design is capable of 

leveraging the central entity for peer discovery, reducing the need of request routing and 

excess network hops for each lookup operation. While the design mostly promotes 

performance, it also simplifies the overlay and removes the requirement for each node to 

contribute in an effort to preserve the network correctness and availability. 
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Most of the existing P2P-overlays are content-centric and designed especially for 

dissemination of large data-objects or content streams. In such networks the level of churn 

may be considered high whenever the average connection-time of individual nodes ranges 

within minutes. Web content is however consumed in different manner and the average 

network visit time may vary from less than a minute to hours, depending on the type of 

the service. Average visit-time for Web-services providing static information, such as 

news-sites or weather services may be less than a minute, whereas the connection time to 

streaming services or social media site may vary between minutes or even hours. No static 

boundaries for high churn may therefore be specified, and the network must remain 

operational regardless of how little time the nodes spend in the network. 

Provided that the origin always acts as a seeding node, the HTTP2P-overlay for the 

specific domain is always either ready to bootstrap or already operational whenever the 

content is requested. The origin may additionally choose to ensure a performance-

baseline for the initial connections by deploying geographically diverse mirror nodes for 

self-employed P2P-CDN. In order to withstand even the highest level of churn, the 

network must however not assume any level of consistency. No maintenance operations 

may therefore be introduced in addition to connecting the network, and the nodes must 

be allowed to operate and leave the overlay without any strict obligations to conduct 

network maintenance operations. 

The fundamental design of the HTTP2P-routing is based on some of the core concepts of 

CAN-overlay. Instead of providing a DHT-functionality, the design establishes a stateless 

overlay structure that is essentially managed by the origin. Similar to CAN, the nodes are 

mapped on a routing-plane indexed in Cartesian coordinate system. Each connected node 

has a pre-defined coordinate indicating a location in the overlay. Instead of defining the 

zones by stored content, each zone describes an estimate of a physical node position. The 

routing-plane is 5-dimensional from the external perspective, allowing the origin to utilize 

an arbitrary amount of additional internal dimensions to further refine the network 

locations if necessary. As the positioning is relative to physical location, the origin has 

similar coordinates to any other node in the overlay. Each dimension of the routing-plane 

reflects a factor of physical distance, rendering the routing plane as an estimate of physical 

node locations. Greater distance in any dimension therefore translates to a greater relative 

distance in terms of the given measurement primitive. The routing cost within the network 

may be indicated as a Euclidean distance between any two points. 
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One of the design principles for HTTP2P is to provide a content delivery mechanism that 

is independent from external dependencies and structures. Efficient location estimation 

would require active latency measurement prior to defining the local coordinates. RTT-

measurement from a single point, such as the origin, would result to an omnidirectional 

distance from the measurement point, incapable of differentiating nodes by their absolute 

distances to each other. For example, an origin physically located in Egypt would be 

within approximately similar geographical distance to nodes residing in Finland and 

South Africa. Single-point latency measurement could result to similar latencies for the 

opposing nodes, incorrectly considering them as adjacent nodes. Multi-point latency 

measurement, such as landmark servers, mitigate the issue of a single-point latency 

measurement, but introduce a dependency to an external structure. The multi-point 

measurement additionally requires several measurements prior to defining the 

coordinates, increasing the overhead and latency of each initial connection. 

Indicated by the regional latency comparison in Chapter 2, the latencies remain within a 

tolerable level whenever the content size remains below 10KB and any inter-continental 

connections are avoided. The latency of a single data chunk is also sufficient even for 

trans-Atlantic connections whenever the chunk size remains below 3KB. Based on the 

measurement results, it is sufficient to localize the connections on regional accuracy, 

grouping the connections from closely located geographical regions and networks. To 

avoid any external structures, no latency measurement is included in the HTTP2P location 

estimation. Each of the five routing dimensions are therefore based on static information 

that requires no additional measurement and can be derived from the initial request. 

As no content-based node identification is needed, the primary goal of the routing plane 

is to cluster the connected nodes by the defined routing primitives for detecting regional 

connections. Each zone of the routing-plane is static and pre-determined, only designed 

to provide clustering metadata for the aggregate of each dimension. HTTP2P coordinates 

are created uniformly, allowing each node to estimate the coordinates for a node with 

given geolocation and routing properties. The external coordinates assigned for each node 

are composed of 1) local UTC time zone, 2) Accept-Language HTTP-header, 3) public 

IP-address, 4) capability of accessing the origin directly and 5) device mobility. The first 

three primitives arrange the nodes based on their geographical and topological properties 

whereas the last two are binary dimensions for optimizing the content lookup. Each zone 

is overloaded and shared amongst the nodes based on the same clustering properties. 
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The nodes are mainly clustered by the first three dimensions in order of importance, by 

mapping to geographic and topologic properties of each node to the static routing plane. 

As almost every networked device contains a Real Time Clock (RTC), the local time is a 

trivial way to provide the vertical axis for clustering nodes by their physical locations. 

The primary clustering is therefore based on time zones that divide the routing plane to 8 

vertical clusters. Each vertical cluster combines 3 neighboring time zones, starting from 

UTC 0. Since the time zones expand vertically between the North and South Pole, a 

horizontal estimate of the location is required to group the nodes within a given radius. 

 The vertical clusters are further divided by the language preferences identified from the 

HTTP-headers. Each cluster of time zones has a static set of expected language groups 

that combines regionally dominant languages within a diagonal range of less than 3000km 

to a same group. Nodes within a language group of the given time zone are further 

grouped by the longest possible IP-prefix, attempting to identify the nodes within nearby 

ASes that could possibly be connected to the same IXP. Estimates based on the given 

metrics enable a best-effort localization in which no single node can be accurately located, 

but any lookup operations can instead be targeted to a given region with high probability. 

Regional node location expands the significance of an individual zone, chancing the 

overlay structure from various small and rarely populated zones to a few and highly 

overloaded node clusters. The coordinate range for each dimension is therefore very little, 

allowing the nodes to be connected from geographically wide regions with very little 

amount of hops. Each exact coordinate indicates a target region, addressing any node 

from the given area. In addition to the first three dimensions, two binary dimensions are 

included to specify connection properties of the target node.  

The fourth dimension is binary, indicating if the origin is censored from the given node, 

and therefore whether or not the node is capable of contacting the origin directly. Any 

node unable to contact the origin needs to route all origin-dependent requests through the 

other nodes of the overlay. The fifth dimension is similarly binary, indicating if the given 

node is a mobile device. Mobile devices are clustered separately to reduce the probability 

of routing queries through a cellular network. Clustering by mobility also enables future 

traffic engineering that may be separately targeted for mobile nodes, such as content 

dissemination within the RAN or special routing strategies allowing some of the requests 

to exit the mobile network earlier than default PoP. Coordinates are expressed uniformly 

as numeric values indicating each routing primitive and thus each dimension separately. 
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In addition to the external coordinates, each origin may further choose to optimize the 

node localization scheme by employing additional primitives for indexing the nodes 

internally. Since the origin also acts as a tracker, it may choose to return the most recent 

neighboring nodes for any request in accordance to any internal routing dimensions. The 

internal routing dimensions however should not conflict with the five pre-defined routing 

primitives by which the nodes may target lookup requests to specific regions whenever 

necessary. As the external coordinate space is static and only relative to globally 

identifiable variables, no additional lookup operations are required for discovering 

resources or maintaining the routing space.  

Each URN, and thus each content descriptor in HTTP2P is treated as a separate routing 

plane (CAN-reality). Whenever a node requests a resource from the origin, such as 

“mixu.fi”, the node is joined to the globally unique reality corresponding to “mixu.fi”. If 

another resource is requested from the same domain, such as “mixu.fi/foo”, the node is 

joined to the new reality without disconnecting from the previous routing plane. Any 

domain containing � resources is therefore composed of � interconnected realities. 

Content lookups may thus be committed either directly to the origin, or to any neighboring 

nodes of any reality. If the neighboring node has acquired the resource, the content 

descriptor and a set of advertised nodes indicated for the given resource can be acquired 

directly from the neighboring node. As long as the node is connected to any resource of 

the domain, all connections to the visited realities of the given domain are maintained. 

The overlay connections to a domain are only disconnected when the last resource from 

the given domain is closed, maximizing the client cache utilization. 

Whenever a resource is requested from the origin, a set of recently accessed nodes is 

returned with the content descriptor. The origin computes a coordinate for each node 

according to the information collected from the request, and caches the node to a zone 

corresponding with the coordinates. Origin tracks a configured amount of the most recent 

nodes for each zone, evicting the oldest entries whenever necessary. Each cached node-

entry has a TTL-value indicating the expected validity for each node. The value is defined 

by the origin in accordance to the purpose of the service. Any expired nodes are removed 

from the cache to avoid advertising nodes that are no longer expected to be connected to 

the overlay. For each request, a set of recently accessed nodes is returned from both local 

and neighboring zones. While the emphasis is on the local zone, some entries are included 

from the neighboring zones to promote inter-regional connectivity. 
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Each neighboring node selected by the origin is returned in nodes-header of the response 

message, containing the coordinates and the information required to connect to each of 

the included nodes. The overlay also utilizes a PEX-protocol for disseminating existing 

nodes and refreshing the information of newly joined nodes. Because of the PEX-

protocol, the list of nodes returned by the origin may be relatively small as the joining 

node is expected to query neighbor information from the existing nodes. Any joining node 

implicitly informs its existence by querying content from the neighboring nodes.  Upon 

receiving request from an untracked neighbor, a node may choose to only serve the 

requested content, or in addition, also refresh the local node listing by adding the new 

node as a neighbor and querying neighbors from the newly joined node. The new node 

may similarly expand the neighbor information by querying the neighboring nodes from 

each node included in the response sent by the origin.  

As no maintenance operations are required, no notifications are expected from 

disconnected nodes, leaving obsolete entries in the neighbor information of other nodes. 

Disconnected or failed nodes may be identified by failures or timeouts in overlay 

responses, causing the target node to be removed from the local neighbor list. To prevent 

unnecessary request attempts to disconnected nodes, a TTL-value may be implemented 

for each tracked node, indicating the expected validity of the given node. The neighbor 

information may also be periodically verified by sending a heartbeat message to the 

tracked nodes. Neighbor list may similarly be refreshed from the origin by refreshing the 

content descriptor. However, in order to preserve the privacy of end-users, a node 

distribution policy is discussed in Chapter 4.2.1, seeking to prevent a malicious entity 

from mining host information of users accessing the given domain. 

HTTP2P-routing is essentially designed to provide seamless interaction with the origin 

regardless of whether or not the origin can be accessed directly. Any node capable of 

accessing the origin is by default expected to communicate directly with the origin 

whenever needed. Each node is however capable of routing requests to the origin or any 

unspecified node in any of the zones. Single requests and lookup-queries may also be 

routed through an arbitrary set of mediator nodes similar to Tor-overlay. Given that the 

routing is based on coordinates with limited accuracy and only capable of indicating a 

specific highly overloaded zone, no single node can be identified from the overlay, thus 

preventing any specific routing circuits from being established. Request routing via 

mediator nodes is further discussed in Chapter 4.4. 
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4.2.1 Distribution policy 

The most intuitive and simple way for an origin to promote P2P content delivery would 

be to enrich every HTTP-response with the most recent nodes for the given resource. 

Such host-flooding would however reveal the host information of each user accessing the 

specified content in real-time. Any malicious entity could exploit the feature by 

periodically sending requests to the origin and collecting host information included in the 

response. Not only would such host-mining reveal client-access to the given origin, but it 

would also allow the malicious entity to discover the browsing habits of individual users 

by mining access information from several targeted origins. In order to protect the privacy 

of end-users, host-mining must be prevented by only revealing host information necessary 

to connect, in a controlled manner and in respect to end-user privacy. 

P2P-networking in general balances between user-privacy and content accessibility. In 

client-server communication model the only entity fully aware of accessing clients is the 

server disseminating the content. Every content-consuming client only needs to be aware 

of the server for accessing the specified content, thus being unaware of any other clients. 

P2P communication on the contrary is based on clients distributing the content amongst 

each other. For a P2P-overlay to be functional, clients must be aware of other clients in 

possession of the desired content, revealing the content consumption within the overlay. 

Many copyright organizations have already been identified to exploit the BitTorrent 

trackers for collecting host information of any users that are suspected to disseminate 

copyright-protected content [CCN12]. Even though the Mainline DHT provides a 

trackerless alternative for BitTorrent swarms, the host information is still effectively 

mined by connecting to the DHT and systematically establishing connections to content 

identifiers [CCN12]. 

To reduce the exposure of individual content-accessing hosts, the network design must 

promote peer exchange over origin-based host flooding. Even though PEX does not 

prevent malicious entities from learning the host information, it requires active probing 

within the overlay, allowing the nodes to detect and react to the probes. In addition, mostly 

PEX-based node discovery in an unstructured overlay requires more resources from the 

malicious entity and makes any systematic host discoveries more difficult to conduct.  To 

further reduce the effectiveness of active host mining, the overlay nodes must not forward 

neighbor discoveries, requiring each set of neighbors to be requested separately. 
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Every neighbor node whose information is relayed to a requesting node is sent a 

notification including the requesting node’s IP-address and port number. If the notified 

node receives a neighbor-request from the same IP-address and port within a pre-defined 

interval, the request is dropped as malicious request, illustrated in Figure 19. The method 

does not prevent legit node-discoveries from different hosts behind the same NAT-device, 

as a single external port number cannot be allocated to more than one hosts in the internal 

network. The method is however incapable of preventing malicious discoveries from 

networks that employ symmetric NAT, creating a new host-mapping for each request. The 

detection cannot either be based on solely IP-address, as it would prevent legit nodes that 

share the same public IP-address from effectively detecting the surrounding nodes. 

 

Figure 19: Detection of malicious neighbor requests in the HTTP2P-overlay 

Similar to neighbor requests in the overlay, the origin must also avoid leaking the host 

information of the overlay. To identify HTTP2P-compatibility, each compatible browser 

should include Origin-Access HTTP-header to the request, indicating whether or not the 

node has a direct access to the origin. If no Origin-Access header is present, the request 

is treated as a basic client-server HTTP request, discarding any node information. Each 

request containing the Origin-Access header is considered as a P2P-compatible client, 

and served according to P2P-procedures. Any P2P-compatible requests are registered to 

the corresponding zone and the content is served in chunks by the content descriptor. If 

the origin is accessed with http-protocol identifier in the URL-prefix, all chunks are 

transferred directly from the origin and all information regarding the other overlay-nodes 

is discarded from the response. However, if the content is accessed with HTTP2P protocol 

identifier, the response includes the content descriptor and a set of recent neighboring 

nodes from the local and near-by zones, causing the origin to be considered only as one 

of the neighboring nodes. 
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Regardless of the protocol-prefix, any Web client including the Origin-Access header to 

the request is capable of serving Web content in the overlay whether or not it prefers to 

receive the content directly from the origin. The policy allows the origin to enforce all 

content delivery to P2P-overlay during high level of congestion or a flash-crowd event. 

Node-information included in HTTP2P-responses of the origin must be spare, containing 

only enough host details to allow the requesting node to successfully join the overlay. 

Including too much host information weakens the privacy, whereas including too little 

host information prevents the node from contacting enough neighbors to guarantee 

optimal performance. Subsequent requests from the same IP-address and port within a 

defined interval are served with the same host details until a given threshold is reached, 

allowing the node information to be refreshed.  

Given that each node-record cached by the origin has a sufficiently small TTL-value, no 

access history is preserved and no single node can be retrieved beyond the record validity. 

On popular Web-services the recent nodes included in the response are expected to change 

rapidly, broadcasting any individual node only for a few subsequent requests. To further 

promote the end-user privacy, the origin may choose to serve all requests until such 

threshold is exceeded that guarantees a sufficient turnover rate for the broadcasted nodes. 

The host-flooding policy combined with the malicious neighbor request detection prevent 

the most trivial options for any malicious entity to systematically mine the host 

information. Details of any individual host are however still revealed if the malicious 

entity triggers several subsequent requests with different host signature, or if individual 

requests are submitted at random, revealing snapshots of small groups of nodes. 

4.3 Overlay performance  

Chunked content delivery enables the data to be simultaneously downloaded from 

multiple sources, maximizing bandwidth usage and reducing load from the origin. Chunk-

size greatly affects the overall efficiency by defining the optimal degree of parallel 

downloads, amount of protocol-overhead introduced in retrieval of each chunk as well as 

the implications to surrounding network infrastructures. HTTP2P-design does not dictate 

any specific value and allows the origin to define the optimal chunk-size by the type of 

the service and the hosted content. To comply with the latency observations relational to 

content size, the maximum chunk size should not exceed 50KB in order to preserve the 

latency below 1 second for each chunk in the worst case of failed connection localization. 
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The overall performance of content delivery is determined by the combined latency of 

establishing connections to the surrounding nodes and the download time of all included 

data chunks. As the origin provides some of the most recent nodes in the initial reply, no 

peer discovery is required prior to requesting data from the initial set of nodes. Whenever 

neighboring nodes are requested from the overlay, an additional connection latency is 

introduced by each neighbor request. For a small amount of Web content any additional 

latency caused by node discovery could form a major overhead, making it sufficient to 

only contact the initially received nodes. With any large content the setting is opposite, 

favoring higher amount of connections to further increase the level of concurrency. In 

addition to increasing bandwidth utilization of the downloading node, a larger neighbor-

set also balances load amongst the nodes, requiring less data to be uploaded per node and 

reducing the amount of simultaneous requests for each uploading node. 

In the most optimal scenario, no additional nodes are requested prior to download, the 

content is downloaded fully in parallel immediately from receiving the content descriptor, 

and each neighbor is only asked for a minimal amount of chunks. Such setting would 

however be dependent on the amount of initial nodes provided by the origin. According 

to host distribution policy, only a minimal set of nodes should be included in the response, 

either limiting the maximum content size of the optimal scenario, or increasing the size 

of individual chunks. On the contrary, large chunk-size is not recommended latency-wise, 

rendering the optimal scenario very rare in practice. In a real content delivery scenario, 

each node is likely to serve multiple data chunks for each connected node, and the chunk-

size becomes a tradeoff between minimizing the amount of neighbors and the expected 

latency of each individual chunk. 

Realistic estimates must also take the failed and disconnected nodes into account. Any 

neighbor set is likely to contain several obsolete entries, introducing higher load for the 

active nodes and increasing the need to commit neighbor lookups in the overlay. Given 

that only the immediate neighbors may be requested from any known neighbor, the host 

distribution policy determines the maximum degree of neighbors acquirable immediately 

on joining the overlay. For a policy allowing �-nodes to be included in the response, the 

maximum amount of neighbors that can be initially learned by connecting through origin 

is � + �/. Any neighbor-set received from the overlay may also vary in size as the nodes 

may connect to the overlay through alternate routes, or learn new neighbors and remove 

any obsolete entries over time. 
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High level of concurrent connections may cause an additional impact on the surrounding 

network infrastructure. Any active network devices such as routers, firewalls and NAT-

devices would undergo an elevated computational load resulting from increased amount 

of simultaneous connections. The increased load could in worst case lead to exhaustion 

of computational resources, regional network congestion and further to packet loss. 

Resource exhaustion on intermediate network devices is more likely in environments 

where large amount of hosts are connected through the same device. In addition, most of 

the all-in-one home routers are often designed for small groups of users, combining 

multiple network functions in one device. Low-powered home routers could thus 

similarly run short on computational resources especially when the internal hosts are 

connected via encrypted WLAN and the device is set to perform NAT. 

The only alternative for reducing connection overhead and decreasing the resource 

consumption of network devices would be to utilize UDP with application-level error 

detection. An unreliable connection scheme in a P2P-overlay could however only be 

utilized with static content and one-way content delivery. On the contrary many Web-

services often imply dynamic interaction and two-way communication with the origin. 

As the communication to the origin may be indirect and routed through the overlay, the 

sending node could not effectively ensure the transmission correctness without a reliable 

connection scheme. The correctness of any dynamic requests or content sent to the origin 

over UDP could therefore not be verified. With TCP the overlay is likely to change the 

traffic signature from few long lasting connections to multiple simultaneously occurring 

bursts. Such traffic signature could entail unexpected behavior from existing TCP 

congestion control algorithms, causing additional latency or packet loss. 

Despite of any external factors, the passive connection localization scheme integrated to 

the overlay design is intended to provide sufficient accuracy for avoiding distant 

connections and thus excess network hops. The highest performance gain is expected 

whenever the chunk-size is preserved below 10KB, minimizing the additional latency 

caused by possible localization failures or distant nodes purposely selected as neighbors. 

Small chunk-size additionally mitigates the performance reduction caused by congested 

nodes, provided that only minimal amount of chunks are transferred from a congested 

node. Whenever the node-degree is high in relation to the total amount of chunks and the 

chunk size is small, the content delivery performance should be comparable to the 

existing Web content delivery infrastructures. 
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4.4 Bypassing censorship 

Even the most extensive censorship is enforced by blacklisting the unwanted hosts to 

avoid harmful isolation from the Internet. The most successful countermeasure for 

censorship would therefore enable connectivity to any host as long as a single connection 

is maintained to the Internet. To conduct censorship against such countermeasure, the 

censoring entity would need to isolate the internal network completely from the rest of 

the Internet. Not only would complete network isolation damage any external affairs of 

the censored society but it could also be anticipated to cause wide objection amongst the 

network users, encouraging complete removal of the censorship. 

P2P-connectivity provides efficient means to route connections to any prevented 

destination through a dynamic set of hosts that cannot be efficiently blacklisted. For any 

popular destination the amount of available nodes would ensure efficient connectivity 

even if access to random nodes would be prevented. Any automated censorship capable 

of identifying the signature of P2P traffic would eventually result in harmful isolation of 

the internal network by preventing access to a growing amount of random destinations. 

Dynamic IP-address allocation policies often employed for residential connections would 

further contribute to a harmful degree of network isolation, or alternatively guide towards 

very short blockades for individual addresses. To leverage the connectivity of surrounding 

nodes for bypassing Internet-censorship, the overlay must provide efficient and reliable 

means for routing messages to the intended destination.  

In Web-context the request routing is needed for relaying messages between a censored 

node and the origin, enabling the dynamic Web content and interactive functionalities to 

the censored network. Any static content such as images, scripts and multimedia on the 

contrary can be acquired directly from the nodes in the immediate vicinity. Every zone of 

the HTTP2P routing plane is particularly defined by the fourth routing dimension 

expressing the capability to connect directly to the given origin. Whenever a direct access 

to and from the origin is prevented, the accessing node is placed in a zone that indicates 

censored connectivity to the given origin in the defined region. Nodes from such zones 

are able to retrieve content descriptors and static Web content similar to any other node, 

with an exception of not being able to communicate with the origin. Connection to the 

origin can however be arranged by forwarding the requests through any other node in the 

overlay that is able to communicate with the origin.  
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Clustering the nodes by origin-connectivity prevents any unnecessary routing attempts 

through censored nodes that could not be forwarded to the origin. Reaching the origin 

from a censored network thus translates to reaching any node from any zone that is in 

opposite position of the fourth routing dimension. Effective censorship identification also 

allows the origin and the surrounding non-censored (free) nodes to reserve additional 

resources and to employ different routing policies when responding to a censored node. 

All routed messages include sender coordinates for allowing the origin as well as any 

mediator nodes to arrange for special measures in response message whenever necessary. 

When the origin receives a request from a censored zone, it balances the neighbor nodes 

included in the response by favoring free nodes over immediate locality.  

While nodes from the immediate vicinity are always included to preserve locality 

awareness for static Web content, the majority of neighbors returned for any censored 

node must be free to ensure connectivity to the origin. Similar balancing in node 

distribution policy should be employed by the surrounding nodes zones, favoring mostly 

free nodes in responses to neighbor requests originating from a censored zone. The origin 

may additionally choose to elevate connectivity by broadcasting small sets of random free 

nodes to any censored zone through randomly chosen mediator nodes. Given that the 

immediate neighbors of each free node are mostly determined by recent connections to 

the origin during the initial request of the given node, each free node is expected to have 

varying connectivity to each zone. Broadcasting node information to a specific zone 

through varying mediator nodes therefore routes through different paths and is likely to 

reach a varying set of destination nodes. 

All censored nodes are expected to learn free nodes by biased node distribution policy for 

censored regions. In an effort to optimize the origin-targeted traffic of censored nodes, 

the origin is expected to be reached through a single additional hop by routing the message 

through any immediate neighbor that is capable of accessing the origin. If no free nodes 

have not yet been learned by a censored node, the request may also be forwarded through 

an arbitrary set of censored nodes until a free node is found. Nothing similarly prevents 

the messages from being routed through any arbitrary zone closest to the coordinates 

estimated by the source node. Two effective forwarding schemes could be utilized for 

reaching a censored origin: 1) Multi-path routing, and 2) Overlay tunnels. Both of the 

routing schemes are designed to reach the origin for two-way communication, enabling 

any dynamic content and interactivity for censored nodes. 
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4.4.1 Connection establishment 

Common to both approaches, the censored node is expected to have learned the origin’s 

public key either in a previous encounter with the origin, or by acquiring the 

corresponding certificate from the overlay or any other medium. The acquired certificate 

is expected to imply the chain of trust, allowing the node to easily verify its validity. If 

the certificate is issued by an unknown, untrusted or censored Certificate Authority (CA), 

the validity can be verified through overlay syndication discussed later in the chapter. All 

communication between the origin and a censored host must be encrypted to prevent any 

intermediate nodes from eavesdropping the exchanged content. Given that asymmetric 

encryption is highly resource intensive, the secure channel should be encrypted using 

symmetric key encryption, such as Rijndael or Serpent block ciphers [FSK10]. 

Due to the wide adoption of HTTPS-protocol, any device capable of accessing the Web 

is expected to include an implementation of Transport Layer Security (TLS). Similar to 

HTTPS-connections, the HTTP2P-nodes may utilize the existing TLS-implementation to 

verify and agree encryption details with the origin. No phased handshake is however 

performed and the key agreement is included in the initial messages. Prior to sending the 

initial message, the censored node calculates a key-pair that is utilized only for the given 

communication session with the origin and disposed once the session is terminated. In 

addition, the node generates a random key that is used in encrypting all transmitted 

content. Both the disposable public key and the symmetric key are included in the request 

headers. In addition to keys, a set of preferred block ciphers and modes of operation are 

included in the headers. The entire request, including all header information, is encrypted 

using the origin’s public key and sent according to the forwarding mechanism.  

Upon receiving a routed request, the origin decrypts the message using the private key 

associated with the certificate and selects the most suitable encryption method based on 

the suggested preferences included in the request. All metadata for the given node-

connection is stored in a session record cache, including the received symmetric key and 

the chosen encryption method. Each session record is identified and accessed by a unique 

session identifier. The generated session identifier and the chosen encryption method are 

included in the response headers. Prior to sending a response, the origin encrypts the 

content with the chosen encryption method and the associated symmetric key. Response 

headers are similarly encrypted with the public key included in the request. 
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4.4.2 Request forwarding 

The suggested request forwarding mechanisms differ by how the subsequent messages 

are transmitted and received between the origin and a censored node. Multi-path routing 

does not establish persistent connectivity between any nodes and relays the messages in 

a best-effort scheme of reaching the intended destination. As the origin is a well-known 

entity for any free node in the overlay, any messages sent from a censored node are 

expected to reach the origin within a single hop through any free node. However, since 

the nodes are not uniquely identified, the origin cannot target the response message to any 

exact destination. To provide accurate routing details for transmitting response messages, 

the routing plane would need to be extended with an additional routing dimension 

describing a logical time of joining the overlay. The logical time could be indicated by a 

vector clock describing node age in the routing plane. An efficient clock synchronization 

would however be needed to address the disunity of censored nodes that cannot expected 

to be fully aware of each other, further increasing the network complexity. 

In multi-path routing the origin cannot send messages directly to the censored node and 

is therefore required to forward the response messages via mediator nodes. While a small 

response message can be included in a single message, any large responses are dispersed 

and forwarded through any nodes in or near the censored zone. The large responses are 

therefore likely to be routed through multiple network paths and forwarded to the 

censored node simultaneously by various neighboring nodes. Similarly any large content 

sent to the origin is dispersed and forwarded through multiple mediator nodes, providing 

a reverse-CDN functionality for reducing the resource consumption of individual 

mediator nodes. Each dispersed packet received from a mediator node is associated with 

the session identifier included in the request, thus allowing the sent data-object to be 

reconstructed as the minimum required amount of chunks are received. 

Even though multi-path routing is a favorable option for disseminating large data-objects 

to the origin, the response messages sent by the origin cannot reliably reach the censored 

destination node even if the suggested logical clocks could be reliably synchronized. Any 

broken links within the censored zone would thus prevent the responses from reaching 

the intended destination. Similarly any forwarded requests sent to origin would need a 

static signature indicating the origin as a destination. Such signature could be easily 

identified by a censor, causing the forwarded packets to be dropped on the routing-level. 
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Overlay tunneling is a viable alternative for multi-path routing, establishing routing 

circuits between the origin and the censored node. Similar to onion routing, an encrypted 

circuit is established to the mediator node, allowing any traffic to be tunneled to the origin 

with no identifiable signatures. On the contrary to onion routing, the established circuits 

are not intended to provide anonymity, and therefore primarily consist of only a single 

additional overlay hop whenever possible. Since the origin can be accessed directly 

through the established mediator-connection, no additional routing dimensions or 

complexity is needed. Any response messages can be sent directly to the mediator node 

through which the corresponding request was received. The mediator node determines 

the intended destination node by coordinates and a circuit identifier generated for the 

given overlay circuit. Due to the assigned session identifiers, the origin is able to identify 

all traffic from any censored nodes. Any large data-objects could thus be fragmented to 

chunks and sent through multiple circuits and multiple mediator nodes simultaneously.  

While the overlay circuits are dependent on mediator nodes and may thus collapse 

whenever the chosen mediator disconnects or fails, a replacing circuit can be dynamically 

established through any other neighboring nodes. Existing Web transport technologies 

such as WebSockets could therefore be adapted for overlay tunneling by relying on the 

established routing circuits instead of persistent and direct TCP-connections. Failed 

circuits would cause temporary unavailability of the persistent connection, occurring as 

an increased amount of WebSocket reconnect-events as the replacing circuits are formed. 

Efficient dissemination of large data-objects however requires multiple simultaneous 

circuits to avoid excessive resource consumption from any individual mediator node, 

highlighting the importance of effectively distributing free nodes to any censored zone. 

Essential factor for the connectivity of a censored node is the capability of joining the 

overlay. Even though a node may join the overlay through any other connected node, a 

separate discovery of existing nodes would be difficult and require additional 

infrastructures for identifying and advertising the connected nodes. To increase the level 

of connectivity, Web service providers could establish syndications that would allow the 

censored nodes to learn the required initial set of nodes connected to a censored origin. 

Any non-censored origin could thus relay the initial join request on behalf of the censored 

node, providing initial connectivity through a central and well-known entity. Syndications 

would further amplify the inflicted damage of censorship by forcing the censoring entity 

to prevent access to any syndicating origins that have not previously been censored. 
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The censoring entity could pressure any non-censored origins to withdraw from 

syndications by threatening to further prevent access to any syndicating origins. Overlay 

syndication should therefore be integrated to the server implementation in form of 

automatic access delegation through content linking. Any HTTP2P-enabled Web servers 

should therefore implicitly provide overlay syndication to any linked destinations as an 

internal part of the server implementation. Each link could thus be additionally expressed 

similar to the magnet-URI scheme introduced in BitTorrent, indicating the corresponding 

content descriptor. Such links could be identified by the Web server, providing automatic 

access delegation to any linked destinations whenever the referred destination is 

requested with an Origin-Access header indicating a prevented access. Access 

syndication could also be utilized for supplying a censored node with the required root 

and intermediate certificates whenever the node cannot establish a direct access to the 

given certificate authority. Such content delegation scheme would provide completely 

transparent access to censored destinations, promoting ease-of-use and requiring no 

further actions from the end-users.  

5 Conclusions 

The role of the Web has grown substantially as a source for any kind of information or 

collaboration. A significant amount of modern computing is based on Web services, 

highlighting the necessity of efficient and open access to information. This thesis 

reviewed Web content delivery in its current form and identified the basic design issues 

resulting in suboptimal resource utilization and extensive censorship. Performance 

analysis was conducted for a non-optimized Web content delivery, identifying the main 

factors for performance degradation as well as the design baseline for the existing 

performance improvements. In addition, the basic structure of current cellular mobile 

networks was reviewed to identify the additional performance factors increasing latency 

for cellular mobile devices.  

Content delivery networks were identified to be the most notable performance 

improvements for Web content delivery, resolving most of the performance bottlenecks 

caused by single-source content hosting. CDNs however cause dependency on external 

infrastructures that increase the overall network complexity and require additional effort 

from the content providers. CDNs have however become the primary solution for high-

volume content delivery, making Web content delivery a multi-billion dollar industry. 
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Internet censorship was identified to be a global issue that not only allows a single entity 

to define and control the accessible information but also violates the basic design 

principles of the Internet. The most prevalent means for conducting Internet censorship 

were indicated, accompanied with the possibilities to circumvent each type of the applied 

blockades. Even the most efficient methods for bypassing censorship were however 

identified to be vulnerable for targeted censorship, allowing the censor to identify traffic 

signatures that are further utilized to prevent access to any hosts routing traffic to a 

censored destination. In an effort to reduce the viability of censorship, a damage infliction 

strategy was discussed for significantly increasing the cost of preventing access to 

information. 

To contribute to the development of efficient resource utilization and open access to 

information, a preliminary design of a novel P2P-based HTTP content delivery and 

routing mechanism was introduced. The overall solution was dictated by a set of 

requirements that were estimated to satisfy any type of Web-based services and every 

stakeholder of the Web ecosystem. Each of the design choices were guided by the current 

profile of Web content consumption and the identified properties of the prevalent P2P 

designs. An emphasis was given on content delivery performance as well as maximum 

damage infliction caused if access to destination hosts is prevented. The proposed content 

delivery mechanism satisfies each of the design principles introduced in Chapter 1 by 

each of the aspects indicated below. 

1. Content is transferred in small chunks and from multiple sources simultaneously, 

removing the limitations of single-source content delivery. The proposed routing 

plane employs best-effort connection localization, reducing the likelihood of long 

distance connections. With the chunk-size adjusted to the overall content size, the 

content delivery can further be optimized to achieve the lowest possible latency 

within the given zone of the routing-plane, providing performance estimations 

comparable to existing CDN-infrastructures. 

2. The content dissemination is based on a P2P-overlay coordinated by the origin-

server, requiring no additional routing infrastructure. In addition, the connection 

localization employed by the routing plane is completely passive and based only 

on information that can be derived from the initial request, requiring no additional 

structures for zone establishment. 
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3. Given that the content is primarily disseminated by the Web clients, no additional 

fees are introduced for the content host in terms of CDN-capacity or increased 

bandwidth consumption. The expenses for ISPs may additionally be estimated to 

reduce as the connections are localized primarily to the near vicinity of the local 

AS. The proposed routing scheme also avoids long-distance connections, 

reducing expenses caused by unnecessary intercontinental data transfer. 

4. HTTP2P-routing plane allows request routing within the overlay, enabling two-

way communication with the origin for any censored nodes. All communication 

in the overlay is encrypted, preventing DPI and DCI systems from identifying the 

transferred content nor the destination host. Similarly the full content encryption 

prevents any content filtering schemes from fingerprinting static network 

signatures that would allow the connections to be dropped. The coordinated 

routing plane allows censorship to be efficiently circumvented without any 

dedicated network end-points that could be identified and blocked. 

5. The proposed content delivery mechanism could be implemented as a protocol 

extension or a completely new protocol version similar to SPDY, causing changes 

to Web browser and server implementations that choose to implement support for 

HTTP2P. The end-users could enable or disable the HTTP2P-functionality from 

the browser settings while the HTTP2P-enabled Web-servers would employ the 

P2P-overlay for any requests that indicate support for the overlay. The connection 

establishment, request routing and content delivery could be implemented as 

completely automatic and transparent functionality, requiring no additional effort 

from the end-users. 

6. Since the content descriptors are signed and each of the data chunks are indicated 

by their hashes, the content can be verified to originate from the intended origin. 

The existing PKI-infrastructure provides implemented, established and evaluated 

means to verify the identity of an origin. 

7. The passive key exchange based on asymmetric cryptography ensures that a 

symmetric key negotiation can be conducted without exposing any content or 

headers to a mediator node. An encrypted connection to a mediator node similarly 

prevents any eavesdropper from determining the content or type of 

communication transmitted through the mediator node. 
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The resulting specifications were not identified to be contradictory and should therefore 

provide functional basis for a censorship-resistant and efficient Web content delivery 

mechanism. In addition to openness and performance implications, the designed overlay 

is also expected to enhance service scalability by reducing resource exhaustion during 

flash-crowd events. By the basic principle, each node viewing a Web content also hosts 

the given content, ideally even allowing low-resource origins to serve large audiences as 

long as the resources are adequate for any dynamic content introduced in the service. 

Two message forwarding schemes were suggested for allowing the origin to reach any 

destination node in the overlay. While both of the routing schemes are viable, the 

suggested multi-path routing would provide stateless routing through multiple nodes at 

the cost of additional routing metrics, increased network complexity and reduced 

reliability. As the origin is capable of identifying traffic from each individual node, the 

nodes are able to establish multiple origin-connections through multiple hosts, thus 

promoting the utilization of overlay tunnels. Each established tunnel is however prone to 

failing or disconnecting mediator nodes, highlighting the need to effectively distribute 

node information without compromising privacy of the end-users. 

Similar to any existing P2P implementations, the designed overlay network is critical for 

NAT, potentially rendering some of the nodes unavailable. To reduce the implications of 

private networks, further studies are needed for allowing connectivity to be uniformly 

advertised and established from private networks. Even if the adoption of IPv6 could be 

emphasized through newly emerging technologies, various organizations could still 

employ network policies hiding the hosts from public networks. Standardization of NAT-

techniques should therefore be discussed at least on basic level, promoting direct 

connectivity between hosts for future network technologies and applications. 

The suggested P2P-based Web content delivery mechanism is similarly vulnerable for 

such traffic engineering that is intended to narrow the traffic signature. Optimizations 

conducted by the ISP may seek to reduce the load from intermediate network devices, 

such as routers or firewalls by dropping simultaneous connections. Any censoring entity 

could also target the suggested content delivery mechanism by defining a maximum 

amount of simultaneously allowed connections for each host. Even though reduction in 

the simultaneous connections would not prevent access to a censored origin, it could have 

a significant impact on the overall content delivery performance. 
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Strong reliance on PKI trust-chains requires all certificates to be signed by a trusted 

certificate authority. As well-known CAs often charge for certificate signatures, not all 

content providers can be expected to pay for signatures. Unknown CAs and self-signed 

certificates cannot therefore be completely dismissed, enhancing the possibility of forged 

certificates and targeted attacks against individual Web services. Misplaced trust on a 

forged certificate would allow an attacker to feed the target hosts with malicious nodes 

and content, introducing a crucial point of weakness for an attacker. Even though free and 

automated CAs, such as Let’s Encrypt12 are emerging, further studies are still needed to 

allow verifying the legitimacy of unknown or self-signed certificates collectively amongst 

the overlay nodes. 

A prototype implementation of the suggested routing mechanism is needed to verify the 

feasibility and effectiveness of the introduced design choices in practice. The next step 

towards a functional implementation should consist of prototype implementations for 

both HTTP2P client and server, allowing performance measurement similar to the results 

presented in Chapter 2. The measurement should verify the accuracy of the passive 

connection localization scheme as well as the ratio of average connection establishment 

time and the average download speed of individual chunks. Based on the measured 

averages, an optimal chunk-size could be estimated for any set of data-objects in respect 

to the accuracy of the passive connection localization scheme and thus the expected data 

transfer latency. Any further development should be guided by the given design principles 

to ensure connectivity, user privacy and motivation of each stakeholder of the Web 

ecosystem. 

                                                 
12 Let’s Encrypt: https://letsencrypt.org/ 
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